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Synopsis

The entrepreneur has been cast in many different roles in economic theory.

Studies have highlighted the various roles and functions of the entrepreneur

within the economic system, leaving entrepreneurial behaviour largely

unexplored. This work examines entrepreneurial action in more detail,

focusing on the decision-making process informing the entrepreneurial act:

constructing the ends-means framework.

An Entrepreneurial Decision-making Cast (EDC) is developed from theoretical

work in four areas: i) contextualism; ii) the Kirznerian entrepreneur; iii)

rationality and decision-making; iv) Personal Construct Psychology (PCP). A

behavioural approach to entrepreneurial action, located within a contextualist

framework, offers the opportunity to extend the Kirznerian notion of alertness

and elucidate distinctive aspects of entrepreneurial decision-making.

An Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model (EDM) is constructed drawing on

the theoreticalfoundations of PCP and illustrative empirical research. lt is

established that profit opportunities are not discovered. The entrepreneur

subjectively construes an opportunity for gain based on a store of knowledge,

as represented by a construct system. Furthermore, entrepreneurs adopt

methodological pluralism when assessing constructed opportunities. Any

change in knowledge, any revision of a constructed opportunity, is equivalent

to learning. The EDM draws-out dimensions of entrepreneurial action,

illustrating how endogenous change may occur in the market process.

Entrepreneurial action transcends the traditional type cast role of the

entrepreneur in economic theory. The entrepreneurial act unfolds in the

market process and potentially arises from action taken by any of the four

traditional categories of economic actor. The EDC extends our knowledge of

entrepreneurial behaviour, casting entrepreneurial action as a central feature

of the market process.
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Chapter One: Prologue - "Casting" the

Entrepreneur in Economic Theory

lntroduction

The entrepreneur has been cast in many different roles in economic theory.

The metaphor of "entrepreneur as actot'' is however, only one of several

possible interpretations of the verb "to cast". lt can also mean "to arrange into

a suitable form or orde/', "to throw away", or "to look around". As an

economist "casting" through economic theory it appears that the main focus in

the study of entrepreneurship has been the function of the entrepreneur within

the economic system.l Beginning with Cantillon discussion has centered on

exploring and defining the entrepreneurial function: is the function that of risk

taker (Cantillon, Knight), innovator (Schumpeter), manager (Marshall),

allocator of resources (Cantillon, Kirzner) or co-ordinator (Walras,

Schumpete|?2 While the function of the entrepreneur is important to the

market process, the behaviour of the entrepreneur has largely been left

unexplored within economics. More specificallV, no separate theory of

entrepreneurial decision-making has been developed within economic theory.

It is evident that neoclassical economics has not developed a theory

explaining the economic behaviour of the entrepreneur as a decision-maker

distinct from other optimising agents such as the consumer, labourer and

producer.3 Neoclassical economics locates the entrepreneur within a specified

production function. The entrepreneurial decision-making process is reduced

to the mechanical application of optimising techniques within a specified ends-

I Casson comments: 'By and large, economic theorists have adopted a functional approach and

economic historians an indicative one' (1982: 22). An'indicative' approach describes the
characteristics of the entrepreneur.
t H6bert and Link (1988:152) state that 'the entrepreneur has worn many faces and played many

different roles'. They list 12 distinct functions that the entrepreneur assumes including those listed

above.
3 Neoclassical economics is the microeconomic theory that embraces marginalist analysis. The unifying
core of neoclassical theory is methodological individualism and the marginal productivity theory of
distribution deriving from the subjective theory of value. Decision-making is modelled as an

optimisation process; decisions are the outcome of a rational choice that optimises individual subjective

utility and profit. For an elaboration of the principles and applications of neoclassical economics see

Nicholson (1998).



means framework. For example, Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979) construct an

entrepreneurial theory of the firm that assumes the entrepreneur makes

decisions based on utility maximisation, as does every other economic agent.

All individuals are equal in their ability to perform entrepreneurial as well as

normal labour functions. ln this perspective, there is nothing distinctive about

the decision-making process of the entrepreneur. Casson (1982) considers

entrepreneurial decision-making as an exercise of entrepreneurialjudgment.

This involves formulating the decision problem, which includes deriving

decision rules. Decision rules are'obtained by solving the first order marginal

condition for the maximum of the objective subject to constraints' (Casson

1982: 30). The entrepreneur formulates the decision problem, but approaches

it as an optimisation problem. While Casson has gone further than most'in

seeing the entrepreneur as different from a standard producer ... he does not

consider entrepreneurship as distinct from other productive factors (Sautet

2000: 59).4

Part of the reason for the absence of a theory of decision-making designed

specifically for entrepreneurs has been the cast or framework used by

economists wishing to explore entrepreneurial behaviour. Casting through

neoclassical economic theory, one is struck by the neglect of the

entrepreneur. Neoclassical economics relegates the entrepreneur at best to "a

bit part", more usually omitting her entirely from the cast (Barreto 1989). lt is

now almost customary to begin an inquiry into entrepreneurship with a

statement to this effect (Coggel 1996). Baumol (1968) exemplifies this

practice: 'the entrepreneur is at the same time one of the most intriguing and

one of the most elusive characters in the casf that constitutes the subject of

economic analysis' (Baumol 1968: 64, emphasis added).5

n Casson's more recent work on entrepreneurship has tbcused on the organisation of the firm (Casson

1997) and leadership (Casson 2000). Both ofthese works consider the entrepreneur in the context of
the firm.
5 Baumol repeats this statement in Entrepreneurship, Management and the Structure of Payoffs. From
his perspective, nothing has changed in the intervening 25 years since he first made the claim. He also

repeats the statement that 'although economic events continue to underscore the significance of his

role, the entrepreneur has nonetheless virtually disappeared tiom the theoretical literature' (Baumol
1993:2).



The elusive entrepreneur of neoclassical analysis is the main character in

other economic theories such as Austrian and Schumpeterian economics. In

Schumpeterian economics the entrepreneur plays a central role as a

disequilibrating force, bringing about economic growth through innovation

(Schumpeter 1934 [1912]). Kirzner casts the entrepreneur as'the driving

force' moving the market from disequilibrium toward equilibrium (Kirzner

1973). How is it possible to explain both the leading role and bit part played by

the entrepreneur when casting through the discipline of economics? In

keeping with the chosen metaphor, the question could be posed as follows:

how can the inquiry into entrepreneurship be arranged to account for both the

leading role and bit part appearances of the entrepreneur? The casting of the

entrepreneur is explored here using discourse analysis, more specifically an

analysis of the rhetoric used in economic theory on the entrepreneur.6

This chapter is arranged into two sections: the first reviews the rhetoric

employed as a means of casting or arranging the various appearances of the

entrepreneur in twentieth century economic theory.7 The second section

explores contextualism as a possible avenue for casting the entrepreneur.

More specifically, we argue that a behavioural approach to entrepreneurship

located within a contextualist ontology or worldview will enable us lo explore

entrepreneurial behaviour in such a way as to illustrate some distinctive

aspects of entrepreneurial decision-making. This approach will also help "to

cast" the entrepreneur in a leading role within the market process.

Section One: The Rhetoric of the Entrepreneur in

Economic Theory

Donald Mccloskey (1983, 1986, 1990, 1994) was the first to popularise the

application of literary criticism to economic theory. He asserts that rhetoric is

more usefully understood as persuasive discourse and economists should be

6 Discource is defined as the use of language seen as a form of social practice (Fairclough I995: 7). For

thepurposes of this work, the practice is that of economics, more specifically theorising about

entrepreneurial behaviour.
t For a full account of the entrepreneur in the history of economic thought see Hdbert and Link ( 1988).



more open and reflective about how they carry out their 'conversations'

(McOloskey 1983: 50).8 Prior to his discussion, rhetoric was synonymous with

persuasiveness, 'mere eloquence' or'game playing', while logic and fact

defined economic science. lmplications arising from the use of metaphor and

narrative were not part of economic analysis. McCloskey argues that

economists, whether they are aware of it or not, do use the full rhetorical

tetrad of metaphor, narrative, fact and logic when engaged in'reasonable and

rigorous argument'. To understand more futly how economists converse,

McOloskey urges the profession to reflect on their use of the whole of the

rhetorical tetrad, logic and fact as well as the literary aspects of narrative and

metaphor.

Once rhetoric is established as an integral element in the practice of

economics, the next step is to consider the "so what" response: so what if

economists use rhetoric? What are the consequences of economic rhetoric for

the practice of economics?e In particular, can the claim be justified that

through careful attention to metaphor unexpected insights will arise? (Klamer

and Leonard 1994: 21).to Klamer and Leonard argue that some metaphors

matter so profoundly that they frame the way economists think and 'determine

what makes sense and what does not' (Klamer and Leonard 1994: 40). The

key word here is 'some'. Not all metaphors are integral to the practice of

economic theorising. Before considering which metaphors are important in

economics, it is necessary to consider what defines a metaphor. A metaphor

is a deviation from the literal meaning of a word or phrase; it suggests new

ways of comprehending which are absent in a literal definition.

When encountering a metaphor, one will, consciously or not, reckon

the "associated commonplaces" between two apparently unrelated

domains that the metaphor connects. (Klamer and Leonard 1994:27)

t The terms discourse and rhetoric are often used interchangeably (McCloskey 1983, 1990; Samuels
1990, 1992,). For the purposes of this work, rhetoric is viewed as part of discourse analysis, which also

includes narrative theory and linguistics.
e This question is explored in detail in Tlrc Consequences of Econontic Rhetoric edited by Klamer,
McCloskey and Solow (1988).
l0 In this section we focus on the use of metaphor; narrative aspects are explored in Chapter 7.



These two'apparently unrelated domains' interact to create new meanings or

insights that did not exist before the metaphor was encountered. For example,

the metaphor of "entrepreneur as captain of industry" combines the military

domain with that of commerce. Before encountering this metaphor one may

not have thought of the entrepreneur as engaged in a battle. The insight

gained is to see the entrepreneur as a leader engaged in war-like competition.

Such a metaphor may extend the way one thinks about the entrepreneur and

the mititary, as well as influencing the perception one has of lhe world beyond

the concept' (Klamer and Leonard 1994: 30).

Given this general description, Klamer and Leonard examine three levels of

metaphor. Residing at the lowest level of scientific discourse are pedagogical

metaphors. These simply clarify an idea and can be omitted without affecting

a line of argument. An effective pedagogical metaphor provides a mental

image 'with which the audience can visualise an otherwise complicated

concept'(Klamer and Leonard 1994: 31). A teacher is equipped with many of

these pedagogical metaphors. The circular flow diagram in macroeconomics

is one such example, as would be the example of entrepreneur as captain of

industry or "the entrepreneur as adventurer". While useful as a way of

explaining a concept, they are incidental to the development of economic

theory.

A more influential class of metaphor is the heuristic, or'thought-propelling'

metaphor.

Note the crucial difference between a pedagogical and a heuristic

metaphor. The cosmological balloon and the saddle-shaped function

are metaphors that induce us to knock the heel of our palm to our

foreheads. Ahhhh, of course. ... In contrast, a heuristic metaphor is

only the beginning of an inquiry. Heuristic metaphors usually will not

immediately reveal all possible elaboration. (Klamer and Leonard 1994:

33)

I



The entrepreneur as the driving force of the market process is an example of

a heuristic metaphor. This metaphor can stimulate new thinking when

examining how the entrepreneur interacts in an economy. Further elaboration

of the metaphor is required, but it serves as a useful starting point. Kirzner

(1973, 1997) has used this metaphor in such a way, expanding and

developing the concept into an analogical system or model.

Current economic practice prescribes that the (heuristic) metaphor be

developed into a model. A model, then, is nothing more and nothing

less than an explicitly, more often formally articulated analogy ...

Creating an economic model therefore constitutes reasoning by

analogy. (Klamer and Leonard 1994: 35-36)

The third type of metaphor used in economics is the constitutive metaphor.

These are the metaphors that frame our thinking.

There is a very different tradition associated with the notion of

metaphor, however, - one which treats metaphor as central to the task

of accounting for our perspective on the world: how we think about

things, make sense of reality and set the problems we later try to solve.

In this sense, "metapho/' refers both to a certain kind of product - a

perspective or frame, a way of looking at things - and to a certain kind

of process - a process by which new perspectives on the world come

into existence. (Sch6n 1979: 254, quoted in Klamer and Leonard 1994:

40)

Of particular relevance to a discussion of constitutive metaphors is Stephen

Pepper's World Hypotheses (1942). Pepper provides four world hypotheses:

mechanism, organicism, contextualism and formism. Each of these

hypotheses has a distinct constitutive metaphor, referred to by Pepper as a

'root metaphor'.

A man desiring to understand the world looks about for a clue to its

comprehension. He pitches upon some area of commonsense fact and



tries if he cannot understand other areas in terms of this one. This

original area becomes then his basic analogy or root metaphor.

(Pepper 1942:91)

For mechanism the root metaphor is the machine; for organicism it is the

organism and integration. Contextualism has the event or act as a root

metaphor, and formism has similarity. These constitutive or root metaphors

'determine what makes sense and what does not' (Klamer and Leonard, 1994:

40). They operate at an ontological level, framing our thinking and informing

the heuristic metaphors used in the development of theory.

Having defined the types of metaphors relevant to our discussion of

economics, we now return to the question posed at the beginning of the

chapter: how can the inquiry into entrepreneurship be arranged into a suitable

framework to account for the range of appearances of the entrepreneur? Our

answer is provided through exploring the rhetoric used in economics,

specifically the constitutive metaphors framing various roles attributed to the

entrepreneur in economic theory.

Metin Coggel (1996) was the first to adopt a rhetorical perspective when

examining the entrepreneur in economic theory. ln an article entitled

'Metaphors, Stories and the Entrepreneur in Economics', Coggel examines

how the different metaphorical representations of the entrepreneur assist in

exploring the appearance and disappearance of the entrepreneur in various

schools of thought in economics. However, Coggel only draws on two of the

world hypotheses identified by Pepper, mechanism and organicism. In this

chapter we also examine the contextualist worldview and suggest that this

may be a more fertile perspective from which to examine entrepreneurial

behaviour.ll

ll Formism is not relevant to our analysis. A formist worldview understands the world through

similarity; similar objects are described and named in detail. A literal understanding of objects and

experience is essential to a formist worldview. If we understand metaphor as a juxtaposition of ideas

and concepts that moves away from a literal definition, then tbrmism is of limited use in discourse

analysis.

10



1.1: Casting off the Entrepreneur

The first step in applying a rhetorical perspective to the neglect of the

entrepreneur in neoclassical theory is to consider what constitutive metaphor,

if any, frames the discipline. Mirowski (1988,1989) maintains that mechanism,

with its constitutive metaphor of the machine, has dominated neoclassical

economics from the time of the marginal revolution in the 1870s. lt is our

contention that the constitutive metaphor of mechanism has led to the casting

off of the entrepreneur from neoclassical economics. To test the validity of this

claim we will examine how accurate this mechanistic metaphor is in describing

the framework and practice of neoclassical economics.

Discussions concerning the disappearance of the entrepreneur have focused

on three key issues (Coggel 1996): i) the development of the modern theory of

the firm (Barreto 1989; Baumol 1968,1993); ii) equilibrium analysis (Blaug

1986; Kirzner 1973), and iii) the mathematical orientation of the discipline

(H6bert and Link 1988; Baumol 1968, 1993). We would extend this third issue

and rename it "the formalisation of economics". Backhouse (1998) discusses

the development of economic theory from the perspective of formalisation

which includes axiomatisation (reducing a body of knowledge to a set of

independent axioms), mathematisation (the use of mathematical techniques in

economic arguments) and methodologicalformalism (the use of an agreed set

of methods for the solution of certain types of problems e.g. the use of

optimising models of behaviour). While all these issues are pertinent in

highlighting various strands of the standard argument about the

marginalisation of the entrepreneur, we argue, with Mirowski, that they

overlook the underlying reason: the framing of neoclassical economics by

mechanism.l2

t2 Reference is made to the machine and mechanism in explanations of the place of the entrepreneur;

however these references are descriptive rather than explanatory. For example, Backhouse states that

axiomisation 'is a mechanical process' and does not explore the possibility that the very metaphor of
the machine necessitates axiomatisation (Backhouse 1998: 1848).

11



Mechanism, with its root metaphor of the machine, explores the world as the

product of the transmission of forces. According to Pepper, the mechanistic

perspective is informed by the discipline of mechanics that examines the

physics and mathematics of energy and forces (Pepper 1942, Chapter lX).13 A

scientist working from a mechanistic worldview asks the question "what

factors caused this particular action?" , and seeks to establish universal laws

of cause and effect. Every part or atom is independent and distinct.

Interrelationships between parts of the machine have a quantitative

description in the form of mathematical equations. The machine is viewed as

a set of interlocking parts described by an interlocking set of equations. lf the

economy is viewed as a machine comprising a set of interlocking parts, the

task of the economist is to describe the machine through an interlocking set of

equations. Influencing how these equations are formed are the concepts of

time and change. In a mechanistic world, time is based on Newtonian

mechanics; it is logical and reversible. Change is only apparent as a function

of external factors and reduces to motion in response to these factors.

Barreto (1989) has carried out the most systematic analysis of the

disappearance of the entrepreneur from modern neoclassical economics.la

He argues that the development of the modern theory of the firm in the 1930's

coincided with the disappearance of the entrepreneur from neoclassical

theory. However, the fact that these two events occurred at the same time is

not a coincidence: it arose as the direct result of the theory of the firm. In

neoclassicaltheory the firm is a place where resources are inputs to be

transformed into particular outputs. Accordingly, Barreto proposes that the

firm faces three optimisation problems: to find the least expensive mix of

inputs to produce a given level of outputs; to choose the output level that

maximises profits, and to provide factor market analysis to maximise profits by

finding the optimal levels of input use.

13 Pepper adds that while various versions of mechanism are developed based on different types of
machines, the basic theoretical attitude is not changed. Pepper explores the mechanistic root metaphor

using the example of a lever. Wulwick (1990) discusses the use ot the lever in the wolk of Jevons.

'* We believe that Barreto overstates the situation. He argues strongly that the entrepreneur has

disappeared completely. We would suggest that the enfepreneur has been marginalised, playing only a
"bit part". The entrepreneur still appears in neoclassical economics. but does not play a leading role.
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lmportantly, full understanding of the theory of the firm is not reached

until the three alternative optimisation problems are seen to be three

facets of the same problem. The remarkable consistency and

interrelatedness of these three ways to view the firm is the hallmark of

the modern day theory of the firm. (Barreto 1989: 70)

The modern theory of the firm was essentially completed in the 1930s when a

unified theory of production, cost and distribution was developed, integrating

the optimisation problems into a consistent whole.15 Baumol also argues that

the neoclassical model of the firm 'is essentially an instrument of optimality'.

The firm has no cause to call on the entrepreneur. 'The theoretical firm is

entrepreneurless - the Prince of Denmark has been expunged from the

discussion of Hamlet' (Baumol 1968: 66-67).

Motivation for the rejection or disappearance of the entrepreneur may be

located in the need for a consistent microeconomic model - 'a perfectly

interlocking, self contained model'- that was provided by the theory of the

firm. Barreto argues that the entrepreneur cannot be represented within such

a model. However, the entrepreneur can and has been represented in the

theory of the firm. Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979) develop a general equilibrium

entrepreneurial theory of the firm in which the entrepreneur indeed has a part.

What part does the entrepreneur play in this theory of the firm? The

entrepreneur is given a bit part not adequately reflecting the role played by the

entrepreneur within the market process.l6

We argue that the entrepreneur cannot be represented as a distinctive

decision-maker in the neoclassical theory of the firm because of the dominant

15 Debate continues as to exactly who developed the theory of the firm. Barreto draws attention to the

contributions of J.R. Hicks, R.G.D. Allen and P. Samuelson as the culmination of years of development

in this field (Baneto i989: 7l). Moss highlights the contributions of Chamberlin and Robinson as well

as Pigou's contribution in developing the t'irm as production function (Moss 1984: 313). Resolution oi
the historiographical debate is beyond the scope of this work. We concur with Machlup's comment that

'the particular form of explicit marginalism (under the name of "theory of the tirm")... had only come

into being in the 1930's' (Machlup 1967: 3).

'6 Ichiishi ( 1985) provides a more recent discussion of the entrepreneur in the theory of the firm.
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metaphor of the machine and the heuristic metaphors that are constructed

thereby. Barreto's conclusion is consistent with this hypothesis. He writes:

The whole system, internally and externally, is a perfect set ol

interlocking relationships. Consistency represents a professional norm

reflecting a mechanistic conception of real-world phenomena

...entrepreneurship is above formalisation - it cannot be neatly

packaged within a mechanistic, deterministic model. (Barreto 1989:

141)

Barreto does not examine why it is that consistency and optimisation lie at the

centre of the theory of the firm. For instance, on what basis has optimisation

been chosen as compared to satisficing? Our position is that optimisation is a

heuristic metaphor chosen because of its compatibility with the conceptual

framework of mechanism. Baumol highlights this compatibility: all that is

required of the firm is to act as 'a passive calculator that reacts mechanically'

to achieve optimisation (Baumol 1968: 67).

In addition to "the mind as calculatod' (albeit a passive one), the'Tirm as

production function" is another key metaphor in neoclassical economics,tt

The firm as production function is also useful as a metaphor in which some

trace of the entrepreneur can still be found in modern neoclassical

microeconomics. Entrepreneurial behaviour and decision-making is contained

within the production function. As with labour and capital, entrepreneurship

can be included as a factor of production. However, a factor of production

needs to be both divisible and homogeneous. As Blaug points out,

compromises are necessarily made as to the degree of divisibility and

homogeneity of labour and capital. With entrepreneurship as a factor of

production 'the usual practical compromises have to be carried to excessive

length' (Blaug 1978: 484). The entrepreneur is too heterogeneous to be

r7 Barreto (1989: 102) includes the metaphor of the firm as production function along with the logic of
rational choice and perfect information as the three fundamental assumptions of neoclassical
economics underlying the neoclassical theory of the firm.
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viewed simply as a factor of production. The entrepreneur's role is to specify

the production function, a role seemingly exogenous to the firm as such.18

The metaphor of optimisation underscores the two other explanations for the

disappearance of the entrepreneur - the focus on equilibrium and the

formalisation of the discipline. Economic agents optimise to the point of

personal equilibrium; at equilibrium there is no tendency to change plans or

expectations and the economy is in a position of rest.le Equilibrium is reached

at the mathematical point of maximisation or minimisation. Mathematics and

neoclassical economics are connected by the concept of optimisation and the

search for a consistent model to explain various parts of the economy.

Baumol notes that:

... maximisation and minimisation have constituted the foundation of

our theory, and as a result of this very fact the theory is deprived of the

ability to provide an analysis of entrepreneurship. (Baumol 1968: 68)

ln the successful search for a theoretical model that explains production, costs

and distribution in terms of economic equilibrium the entrepreneur has been

marginalised. The Walrasian model of general equilibrium is a case in point.

Walras acknowledged the role of the entrepreneur.

Let us call the holder of land, whoever he may be, a landowner, the

holder of personalfaculties a worker and the holder of capital proper a

capitalist. ln addition, let us designate by the term entrepreneur a fourth

person, entirely distinct from those just mentioned, whose role it is to

lease land from the land-owner, hire personal faculties from the

labourer and borrow capital from the capitalist, in order to combine the

18 Institutional economics has taken a different path in developing a theory of the firm that may allow a
more significant role for the entrepreneur. Building on Coase's seminal article in 1937 where the firm
is described as an institutional structure that internalises market transactions, Niman (1991) suggests

the entrepreneur can bring about endogenous change by recognising the need for a change in the

organisational structure ofthe firm. This change arises so the firm can create and capture greater profit
opportunities. We explore the possibility of endogenous change through entrepreneurial action in
Chapter Three.
tn Hodgson (1993:23) notes that 'economic agents optimise to the point of equilibrium as if they were

mere particles obeying mechanical laws'.
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three productive services in agriculture, industry or trade. (Walras 1954

11874):222)

However, in attempting to model the economy in a way that replicated

physics, particularly with the use of mathematics, his general equilibrium

model removed the entrepreneur from the analysis.

ln order to arrive at a determinate mathematical solution, Walras

expunged all of the things from his model that give force and range to

entrepreneurial action. The result was a theoretic construct that worked

like a predictable, impersonal, and frictionless machine. (H6bert and

Link 1988: 73)

Walras's work assisted in the successful penetration of mathematical

discourse into economic theory.

[T]he early neoclassical economists recognised each other as

mathematical theorists first and foremost, and when they proselytized

for their works, it took the format of defending the mathematical method

in the context of economic theory. (Mirowski 1989: 195)20

In attempting to emulate the physical sciences, specifically physics, by

incorporating a particular mathematical method, there were many costs, one

of which was the marginalisation of the entrepreneur:

.. the introduction of mathematics to economics ... was a two edged

sword. lts sharp edge cut through a tangled confusion of real world

complexity, making economics more tractable, and accelerating its

theoretic advance. However, its blunt edge bludgeoned one of the

fundamental forces of economic life - the entrepreneur. ... As

economics became more like a branch of mechanics, it struck a kind of

20 Mirowski (1988, 1989) provides detailed evidence of the influence of physics, mechanical analogies

and mathematical reasoning in neoclassical economics. Some important responses to his work are

collected in Non-Natural Social Science: Reflecting on the Enterprise of More Heat tlxan Liglrt. edited

by Neil de Marchi (1993).
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Faustian bargain in which its "soul" was sacrificed for a better glimpse

of the future. (H6bert and Link 1988: 158)

The focus on equilibrium analysis, formalisation and the desire to emulate

physics, were all contributing factors to development of the theory of the firm

and the marginalisation of the entrepreneur in neoclassical economics.

Linking all these factors was the desire within neoclassical economics to

develop a theory replicating the view that the economy is a machine, able to

be described and explained as a set of interlocking parts. 'The machine

suggests the possibility of perfection and control, of predictability and a means

to overcome uncertainty'(Klamer 1993: 243). Neoclassical economics has

achieved much of what was its focus; it has replicated a view of the economy

consistent with mechanistic thinking.2l

But though the models may be powerful and serve their objective well,

they take us not a whit further in the analysis of entrepreneurship, for

their calculations are again mechanistic and automatic and call for no

display of entrepreneurial initiative. (Baumol 1968: 68)

Barreto overstates his case when he comments that '[t]he theory of the firm

came in a rush and the entrepreneur was rejected, simultaneously, just as

quickly' (Barreto 1989: 98). The disappearance of the entrepreneur cannot be

pinpointed to one specific point in the history of economic thought. Three acts

constitute the history of economic thought on the entrepreneur. The first act is

the period pre-marginal revolution: here discussion focused on the function of

the entrepreneur in the economy and was dominated by the French tradition

of Cantillon and S"y." The second act is the period of time beginning with the

marginal revolution of the 1870s through to the 1930s. During this time

Schumpeter and Knight made significant contributions to the theory of

2l Backhouse (1998) argues that formalisation has helped to clarify economic theory and has led to

progress in the discipline. However this has been at the expense of a growing 'gap between model and

reality'. He argues that formalisation 'must be tempered by an understanding of how theoretical
concepts might, or might not, relate to the real world' (Backhouse 1998;1857). We argue that

formalisation created a wide chasm between the portrayal of the entrepreneurial decision processes in

neoclassical theory and the actual decision-making process ofentrepreneurs.
22 

See Ekelund and H6bert (1999) for a recent commentary on the "tirst act".
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entrepreneurship.23 Parallel to their contribution we witnessed development of

the early theory of the firm by Marshall and others (Barreto 1989, Chapter

Three). The development of this particular "script" required the marginalisation

of the entrepreneur in neoclassical theory. The third act is the time period

beginning with the successful development of the modern theory of the firm.

This period casts the entrepreneur in the chorus where her role is merely to

reiterate and affirm the lines of other actors.

The entrepreneur is a crucial actor in the market process and cannot be

sacrificed to the metaphor of the machine and the implications that follow from

this worldview - optimisation, maximisation, equilibrium, logical consistency

and completeness. A representative metaphor for the market must account for

change and disequilibrium, To understand the market process the

entrepreneur must take centre stage along side other economic actors. A

leading role for the entrepreneur creates a different script to that of

neoclassical economics.

1 .2: Taking centre stage: the Entrepreneur in the work of Knight

and Schumpeter

lf the adoption of mechanism and the machine led to the casting off of the

entrepreneur, what constitutive metaphor facilitates the entrepreneur's

appearance? Blaug suggests that the unimportance of the entrepreneur has

been 'seriously questioned on at least two notable occasions in the twentieth

century' (Blaug 1986: 224). The first occasion was Schumpeter's discussion of

entrepreneurship in The Theory of Economic Development (1934[1912]); the

second was Frank Knight's Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (1921). In both these

works the entrepreneur takes centre stage, being cast in a leading role.

Coggel (1996) argues that the organicist perspective adopted by Knight and

Schumpeter made their contributions to entrepreneurial theory possible. This

argument deserves thorough consideration.

23 See Section 2.2 below.
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The organicist worldview has lhe organism' and 'integration' as its two root

metaphors (Pepper 1942: Chapter Xl). Organicism implies the essential

connectedness of things in reality. The organicist is interested in the organic

whole and the way in which fragments come together in an integrated entity.

Development of an organicist perspective in economics has primarily occurred

through the use of biological analogies. An organicist perspective postulates

an entire economy as a living thing, complete with closed, circular flows

(Klamer and Leonard 1994: 42). Ot particular relevance is the proposition that

living things evolve. An organicist would be interested in the concept of

evolution and how it relates to economic change.2a [n this section we review

some of the key theoreticalfindings of Schumpeter and Knight, and consider

whether these contributions to entrepreneurial theory can be attributed to the

constitutive metaphor of organicism.

The Schumpeterian Entrepreneur

Schumpeter proceeded beyond the mechanistic world and the theoretical

construction of a static economy to explain the process of economic

development.zs ln The Theory of Economic Development (Schumpeter 1934

[1912]) the entrepreneur is placed centre stage in the play of economic

development.2G Economic development is the result of some disturbance to

the equilibrium that exists in the circular flow of the economy. To develop his

theory Schumpeter states that his position may be characterised by three

corresponding pairs of opposites.

24 In economics Nelson and Winter are the leading writers in this area. See their seminal work An

Evo!utionary Theory of Econonic Change ( 1982). Recent developments in the field of e volutionary
economics are summarised in 'Recent Evolutionary Theorising About Economic Change' (Nelson

1995). It should be noted that there is no one precise meaning of evolution/evolutionary in economic
theory. For example, Schumpeter's understanding of 'evolve' may not have a biological reference
(Hodgson 1993).
25 InThe Theory of Economic Development Schumpeter explains statics as the theory of logic of the

economy's circular flow; this theory explains change that occurs as the result ofchange arising from

adjustments to exogenous disturbances. 'Dynamics' is the theory of economic development where

change arises 'from within the system which so displaces its equilibrium point that the new one cannot
be reached from the old one by infinitesimal steps' (Schumpeter 1934 |9121:64). Machlup discusses

the various meanings of static and dynamic in Essc_ys on Economic Sernarfiics ( 1963).
26 Schumpeter also acknowledges a role for the corporation in entrepreneurship (Schumpeter 1934

LLgt2l, 1941).
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First, by the opposition of two real processes: the circular flow or the

tendency towards equilibrium on the one hand, a change in the

channels of economic routine or a spontaneous change in the

economic data arising from within the system on the other. Secondly,

by the opposition of two theoretical apparatuses: statics and dynamics.

Thirdly, by the opposition of two types of conduct, which, following

reality, we can picture as two types of individuals: mere managers and

entrepreneurs. (Schumpeter 1 934 [1 91 2]: 82-83)

A model of the economy is constructed where change only occurs as an

adjustment to exogenous circumstances. These changes are small variations

at the margin. lndividuals adapt without really deviating from familiar routines

(Schumpeter 1 934 [1912]: 81). For dynamic change to occur and for the

economy lo evolve, new combinations must be introduced to disrupt the

circular flow framework. All disruptions are the result of innovation in the form

of new combinations. These new combinations 'appear discontinuously' and

bring about economic change. Five types of new combinations are given:

f . introducing a new good

2. introducing a new method of production

3. opening a new market

4. conquest of a new source of raw materials

5. carrying out a new organisation of any industry (establishment or breaking

up of a monopoly) (Schumpeter 1934 [1912]: 66)

lmplementing these new combinations characterises enterprise and the

individuals whose function it is to carry them out are defined as entrepreneurs

(Schumpeter 1934 [1912]: 74).The success of the entrepreneur and the new

combinations carried out:

... depends upon intuition, the capacity of seeing things in a way which

aftenvards proves to be true, even though it cannot be established at

the moment, and of grasping the essential fact, discarding the
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unessential, even though one can give no account of the principles by

which this is done. (Schumpeter 1934 [1912]:85)

The introduction of new combinations is a distinctive process requiring

explanation. Schumpeter does not explicitly develop a theory to explain the

microlevel, behavioural decision process that ultimately creates a new

economic equilibrium state. More specifically, he does not discuss how

entrepreneurs generate change. The entrepreneur is a'special type'with

'aptitudes differing in kind and not only in degree from those of mere rational

economic behaviour'(Schumpeter 1934 119121: 81)." Various motives are

listed including sensation of power and independence, impulse to fight, to

prove oneself superior to others, to succeed for the sake of success, the joy of

creating, of getting things done, exercising one's energy and ingenuity. The

entrepreneur 'seeks out difficulties, changes in order to change, delights in

ventures' (Schumpeter 1 934 [1 912]: 93-94).

To repeat: Schumpeter does not offer a theory of how entrepreneurs make

decisions. He simply observes that new combinations do arise and '[n]owhere

is there ... any necessity for us to overstep the frontiers of observable

behaviour'(Schumpeter 1934 [1912]: 90). Nonetheless, aspects of

entrepreneurial behaviour'may be answered by detailed observation of the

psychology of entrepreneurial activity, at least for given times and places',

although this is'beyond ourtheme'(Schumpeter 1934 [1912]: 94), The micro

level decision-making process is accordingly ignored. Instead, an explanation

is sought that explains change at a macroeconomic level in order to focus on

economic development.

Coggel (1996) argues that the Schumpeterian entrepreneur derives from the

perspective of organicism emphasising change and process. The argument

for this proposition is not convincing. lt simply assumes that if dynamic change

is emphasised then a mechanistic worldview cannot be employed and

2t These aptirudes are distributed in an ethically homogeneous population; the distribution of
entrepreneurial aptitude is compared with the ability to sing (Schumpeter 1934 il9121: 8l - 82).

Schumpeter does not consider the characteristics of the entrepreneur as central to his theory of
economic development; it is sufficient to know they exist.
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Schumpeter must be advancing an organicist perspective in the sense of

evolutionary economics.

By contrast, Hodgson (1993) argues that Schumpeter's notion of economic

evolution is explicitly different from an organicist perspective emphasising

evolution as a biological notion, The term "evolution" serues as the heuristic

metaphor of organicism in the same way as optimisation works as the

heuristic metaphor in neoclassical economics. However, unlike optimisation,

evolution does not have one clear meaning.

[T]o describe the economy as "evolving" is not simply to state that the

economy develops like an organism or a species in the natural world. lt

may also prompt the investigator to consider the many meanings and

ambiguities in the term "evolve" and the many extensions and facets of

the implicit analogy between the natural and the social world. (Hodgson

1993:19)

Supporting Hodgson's assertion as to the nature of Schumpeter's evolutionary

approach are two compelling arguments. First, he argues that Schumpeter's

theory of economic development had 'an apparent schizophrenic quality'

(Hodgson 1993: 140). Schumpeter greatly admired Walras and the static

analysis of general equilibrium. This admiration was in direct contrast to the

dynamic or evolutionary approach sought by Schumpeter. Schumpeter writes

that

... so far as pure theory is concerned, Walras is in my opinion the

greatest of all economists. His system of economic equilibrium, uniting,

as it does, the quality of "revolutionary" creativeness with the quality of

classic synthesis, is the only work by an economist that will stand

comparison with the achievements of theoretical physics. (Schumpeter

1954:827, quoted in Hodgson 1993: 140)

Schumpeter remained 'steadfastly keen to relate his analysis to the

mechanistic system that Walras had borrowed from physics' (Hodgson 1993:



147).lt is as though Schumpeter wished to stand with one foot in each world:

he remained committed to the mechanistic model of general equilibrium while

at the same time attempting to reconcile static analysis with a dynamic

economy that can only be explained through some concept of evolution.

Schumpeter begins with the static situation of circular flow, a theoretical norm

from which to explore a dynamic economy and considers economic evolution

from the perspective of innovation that arises from within the circular flow.

The second argument offered by Hodgson deals specifically with

Schumpeter's definition of economic evolution: 'changes in the economic

process brought about by innovation, together with all their effects and the

responses to them by the economic system' (quoted Hodgson 1993: 145).

Evolution meant change, but not change in the sense of continuous change

that occurs as the economy adapts but rather'changes in economic life as are

not forced upon it from without but arise by its own initiative from within'

(Schumpeter 1934 [1912]: 63, quoted in Hodgson 1993: 145). While clear in

expressing an evolutionary perspective, this notion of economic evolution was

explicitly distanced from evolution of a biological kind and excluded any

references to a Darwinian or Lamarckian process of selection. Schumpeter

uses the word evolutionary in the sense of a broad Marxist conception of

capitalist development:

The essential point to grasp is that in dealing with capitalism we are

dealing with an evolutionary process. lt may seem strange that anyone

can fail to see so obvious a fact which moreover was long ago

emphasised by Karl Marx. (Schumpeter 1975: 82, quoted Hodgson

1993:139)

Schumpeter emphasises leaps and discontinuities rather than continuous

change. While aspects of the enterprise system can be described as 'a

struggle for existence', these aspects 'have to be analysed with reference to

economic facts alone and no appeal to biology would be of the slightest use'

(Schumpeter 1954: 789, quoted in Hodgson 1993: 146). Schumpeter's notion

of evolution places an emphasis on novelty and change. Entrepreneurial
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activity takes place within an economy that needs to be understood as a

process occurring in historical time. In this sense Schumpeter is contextualist

rather than organicist.

The Knightian Entrepreneur

f n Risk, IJncertainty and Profit, Knight explores the contrast between 'perfect'

competition and 'actual' competition from the standpoint of profit. Knight was

interested in studying 'the essentials or general principles of a competitive

social economic organisation' (Knight 1921 : 18).2e By this he meant two

things: first, the principles that define perfect competition, a situation where

economic profit and loss are eliminated. Second, he was interested in the

study of principles that exist in actual society where competition does not

necessarily result in the elimination of profit and loss. Profit was central to the

difference between these two situations. The examination of the problem of

profit teads Knight to explore the confusion that can be found in the notion of

risk or uncertainty. Two types of risk are identified: risk defined as a quantity

capable of measurement by an objective probability function, and uncertainty

that is an unmeasurable unknown.

Business decisions, for example, deal with situations which are far too

unique, generally speaking, for any sort of statistical tabulation to have

any value for guidance, The conception of an objectively measurable

probability or change is simply inapplicable. (Knight 1921 231)

'True uncertainty' exists in these unique business situations and it is this type

of uncertainty that forms the basis of Knight's theory of profit accounting for

the difference between perfect competition and actual competition (Knight

1921:20-21). Uncertainty is also the cue for the appearance of the

entrepreneur.

28 Foss (1993) discusses Knight's theory of the firm and contrasts this with Coase's 1937 seminal

contribution and the "contemporary" general-equilibrium theory of the firm'
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It is this true uncertainty, which by preventing the theoretically perfect

outworking of the tendencies of competition gives the characteristic

form of "enterprise" to economic organisation as a whole and accounts

for the peculiar income of the entrepreneur. (Knight 1921 :232)

The ideal of perfect competition in Part ll of Fisk, Uncertainty and Profit is

used to highlight the assumptions required for equilibrium. Uncertainty is

absent where an unchanging social life is assumed. Of pafticular importance

is the assumption of perfect knowledge 'practical omniscience on the part of

every member of the competitive system' (Knight 1921 : 197), In Part lll the

theoretical limitations of perfect competition are explained, Uncertainty is

introduced to gauge what changes occur and how entrepreneurial profits will

arise as a result of uncertainty (Knight 1921:264).

To explore fully the impact of uncertainty Knight acknowledged the importance

of studying a real society where uncertainty existed. lt was important to study

knowledge and actual human behaviour.

lf we are to understand the workings of the economic system we must

examine the meaning and significance of uncertainty; and to this end

some inquiry into the nature and function of knowledge itself is

necessary. (Knight 1921 : 199)

It is at this point that Knight moves from the mechanistic world of perfect

competition with its universal known laws to the organic world. Only in the

organic world can uncertainty and imperfect knowledge arise.

lf all changes were to take place in accordance with invariable and

universally known laws, they could be foreseen for an indefinite period

in advance of their occurrence, and would not upset the perfect

apportionment of product values among the contributing agencies, and

profit (or loss) would not arise. Hence it is our imperfect knowledge of

the future, a consequence of change, not change as such, which is

crucial for the understanding of our problem. (Knight 1921 : 198)



Knight explicitly points out the limitation of the mechanistic world view and

indicates his acceptance of the organic metaphor when he writes:2e

However successful mechanistic science may be in explaining the

reaction in terms of a past cause, it will still be irresistibly convenient for

common sense to think of it as prompted by a future situation present

to consciousness. The role of consciousness is to give the organism

this "knowledge" of the future. (Knight 1921:201 , emphasis added,

quoted in Coggel 1996: 64)

Further:

Consciousness would never have developed if the environment of

living organisms were perfectly uniform and monotonous, conformable

to mechanical laws. In such a world organisms would be automata.

(Knight 1921 : 294, quoted in Coggel 1996: 64)

The role of the entrepreneur is introduced because of the specialisation that

arises due to uncertainty. Error does not arise in the mechanical model of

perfect competition, nor does entrepreneurial profit. The entrepreneur

exercises judgement in the face of uncertainty and incomplete knowledge.

When uncertainty is present and the task of deciding what to do and

how to do it takes the ascendancy over that of execution, the internal

organisation of the productive groups is no longer a matter of

indifference or a mechanical detail. Centralisation of this deciding and

controlling function is imperative, a process of "cephalisation", such as

has taken place in the evolution of organic life, is inevitable, and for the

same reasons as in the case of biological evolution. (Knight 1921:268-

269, quoted in Coggel 1996: 64)

2eIn the 1933 preface to the reissue of Risk, Uncertainty and Profit Knight writes that in perfect
competition the notion of equilibrium has been taken from mechanics and this concept has placed

severe limitations on economic analysis (Knight 1946: xxii - xxiii). Unfortunately he did not specify all
these limitations.



The entrepreneur's role is to bring about economic evolution by taking

responsibility and control. Here the entrepreneur operates as the'brain' of the

business organisation (Coggel 1996: 64).

The essence of enterprise is the specialisation of the function of

responsible direction of economic life, the neglected feature of which is

the inseparability of these two elements, responsibility and control.

(Knight 1921:271)

The reward for this specialisation is entrepreneurial profit (Knight 1921:271).

While the entrepreneur exercises judgement in predicting consumer demand,

he is also subject to error. The margin of error is the difference between what

the entrepreneur pays for resources and the resulting price paid by the

consumer. The potential for error arises because of true uncertainty. lf the

entrepreneur is correct in his judgement then profit accrues.

Knight's work is a valuable contribution to the theory of entrepreneurship and

it is widely acknowledged as canonical in twentieth century economics (Blaug

1986: 224). He shows how the presence of 'true uncertainty' gives a role for

the entrepreneur who must speculate on an uncertain future. Uncertainty does

not arise in the mechanical model of perfect competition. An organicist

perspective allows for uncertainty and the presence of the entrepreneur. The

economy comprises business enterprises that evolve due to the conscious

action of living organisms, and one of the main organisms is the entrepreneur.

Knight (1921) does not question static economic analysis; rather it serves as

the starting point for his analysis. The entrepreneur operates within the

context of the firm and his main function is to speculate on the price of the

final product in the face of uncertainty. How the entrepreneur comes to his

judgement about demand or how the entrepreneur makes decisions is not

explained. Blaug summarises Knight's contribution as follows:

Economics was now provided with a satisfactory explanation of profits

and entrepreneurship but, of course, the main focus of analysis



continued to be the pricing factors of production in accordance with

marginal productivity principles under stationary conditions. (Blaug

1986:225)30

Blaug adds that Knight's uncertainty theory of profit has become a useful

footnote to neoclassical analysis, rather than a full-fledged theory of

entrepreneurship. We suggest that part of the reason a full-fledged theory of

entrepreneurship has not developed from Knight's work is that he seems to be

equivocal about moving away from a mechanistic view of the economy. Knight

has one foot in the mechanistic world in terms of devoting much space to the

analysis of perfect competition. He struggles to escape the constraints of

mechanism, adopting a limited organicist view which allows for the

appearance of the entrepreneur. The organicist perspective was unable to

sustain a challenge to neoclassical economics in a way that would

fundamentally alter the place of the entrepreneur in economists'theorising. lt

is as if Knight's entrepreneur delivered a soliloquy during the interval. While

interesting, it does not fundamentally contribute to the plot of the play.

While Knight and Schumpeter do have recognisable organicist dimensions to

their work, they do not have a dominant commitment to this worldview. Both

attempt to escape the limitations of mechanism, as this perspective offered

very limited scope for developing a theory of entrepreneurship. Neither

succeeded in completely breaking free. For organicism to compete effectively

with mechanism in understanding entrepreneurial behaviour in the market

process, there needed to be a shared understanding of an appropriate

heuristic metaphor on which to construct theory, Unlike mechanism, with its

powerful heuristic metaphor of optimisation, evolution meant different things to

each writer. Knight and Schumpeter had different conceptions of the function

of the entrepreneur. For Knight the entrepreneur dealt with uncertainty; for

Schumpeter the entrepreneur brought about innovation, There was no shared

30 For Knight, static refers to the static method, a means of understanding change by holding all but

one variable constant. 'We must first discuss one change at a time, assuming the others suspended

while that one is working itself out to its final results'. The final result is defined as equilibrium where
'the change will no longer take place' (Knight l92l: l6-17). Blaug's use of the term 'stationary' is

therefore better interpreted to mean static analysis rather than a state ofrest.
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understanding of the meaning of organicism or of the term evolution. While

these two theorists make valuable contributions to the discussion of

entrepreneurship they do not provide a theory of entrepreneurial decision'

making.

1.3: Contextualism

The root metaphor of contextualism is the 'historic event' or the'historic act'.

By'historic'the contextualist does not mean a past event, but an event alive

and in the present.

The real historic event, the event in its actuality, is when it is going on

now, the dynamic dramatic active event. We may call it an "act" if we

like, and if we take care of our use of the term. But it is not an act

conceived as alone or cut off that we mean; it is an act in and with its

setting, an act in contert. (Pepper 1942:232, emphasis added)

Human action is understood in context; part of the context is the purpose or

goal of the act. An act-in-context is purposive. Achieving the purpose provides

satisfaction (Pepper 1942:252). Satisfaction implies reaching a goal, fulfilling

a purpose or producing a desirable consequence. To describe these 'acts' or

'events' Pepper urges the use of active verbs.

It is the doing, and enduring and enjoying: making a boat, running a

race, laughing at a joke, persuading an assembly, unraveling a

mystery, solving a problem, removing an obstacle, exploring a country,

communicating with a friend, creating a poem, re-creating a poem.

These acts or events are all intrinsically complex, composed of

interconnected activities with continuously changing patterns. They are

like incidents rn the plot of a novel or drama. (Pepper 1942:232-233,

emphasis added)

lntegral to contextualism is change and novelty:
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... disorder is a categorical feature of contextualism, and so radically so

that it must not even exclude order. That is, the categories must be so

framed as not to exclude from the world any degree of order it may be

found to have, nor to deny that this order may have come out of

disorder and may return into disorder again - order being defined in

any way you please, so long as it does not deny the possibility of

disorder or another order in nature also. (Pepper 1942:234)

Contextualism 'takes time seriously'; it is lhe changing present event' that is

of significance and it is the duration of an event or process that is important

(Pepper 1942: 2gg, 281;.31 The temporal quality of contextualism is present in

the root metaphor of the 'historic act'. This is the act alive in the present, an

act that exists within a context that contains contributing experiences from the

past while at the same time incorporates future experiences which serve as a

directional focus of the present (McCurry 1993: 68). While part of the context

of an act is environment, this is only one aspect. All aspects of contextualism

are outlined in the Figure 1.1 below.

Fiqure 1.1: Contextualism

Contextualism

act-in-context

Quality

(wholeness)

Fusion

(integration ol textures)

Contextualism comprises two basic categories: quality and texture. Every

event or act has quality and texture; quality is the wholeness or total meaning

3t The temporal quality of contextualism is consistent with dynamic subjectivism ('subjectivism in
time') where time is understood as 'the movement from past to future ... from memory to expectation'
(O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996: xv).



of the act and is comprised of spread or duration, change, and fusion; texture

is the details and relationships that make up the quality of the act. Given this

description of contextualism, how appropriate is this worldview as a

framework within which to consider the entrepreneur, specifically the decision-

making process of the entrepreneur?

A contextualist perspective proposes that the study of entrepreneurship can

be viewed as the study of the entrepreneur interacting with antecedents and in

a situational context. The entrepreneurial act occurs in context and it is

important to examine the textures of this context. The contextualist seeks to

describe the event or act and to gain 'an active appreciation of the quality of

an event by situating it in its various contextual strands' (Hayes 1993: 21).t'

For an economist inquiring into entrepreneurial behaviour, a contextualist

perspective would encourage the appreciation of the whole by exploration of

its participants. The whole is equated to the market process; the participant in

question is the entrepreneur. More specifically, it is the entrepreneurial act

and the decision-making process of the entrepreneur that carries through the

act that must be the focus of our contextualist inquiry.

Serious analysis for [the contextualist] is always either directly or

indirectly practical. ... lf from one texture you wish to get to another,

then analysis has an end, and a direction, and some strands have

relevancy to this end others not and ... the enterprise becomes

important in reference to the end. (Pepper 1942:250-251)

We stress the end or direction of this work so that no'confusion of purpose'

arises.33 Our purpose is not the same as the modern theory of the firm; our

ultimate purpose is not to develop a price theory that explains and predicts

changes in prices (Machlup 1967: 9). The purpose of our work is to explore

and describe the market process through individual entrepreneurial

32 We should acknowledge Hayes's (1993) comments that there are many contextualist paths and that

there is no one contextualist position.
33 'Confusion of purpose' is taken from Machlup ( 1967). He writes: 'models have been condemned or
rejected because they could not be used for purposes tbr which they had not been designed' (Machlup

1967: 8).
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behaviour,3a The relevant strand that we wish to focus on is the decision-

making process that leads to and informs the entrepreneurial act.

So how can we turn the metaphor of act-in-context into a model? The purpose

of a model is to bring into focus, and help us understand and interpret, part of

the economic story (Morgan 1998: 320). This concept of "model" is informed

by the modern analysis of discourse in economics.3s We define a model as a

story told within a formalised structure. Formal representation does not

necessarily imply a mathematical model. Rather, we understand a model to

be some type of representation that highlights key aspects of the story or

narrative. A metaphor introduces the model and constrains the story. At the

same time, the story told by the model limits interpretation of the metaphor

(Morgan 1998: 320; Leijonhufvud: 1997: 194). The model provides a structure

in which both metaphor and story can be represented - a narrative prompt.

Our model is a formal representation of the story of entrepreneurial decision-

making introduced by the entrepreneurial act-in-context, One way of

constructing a model of entrepreneurial decision-making is to reveal the

strands of the entrepreneurial act-in-context. We shall attempt to construct

such a model in Chapter Seven.

The remainder of this work is divided into two parts. Part One, comprising

Chapters Two to Five, considers the theoretical framework in which the

entrepreneurial act occurs. This is emphatically not the mechanistic world of

neoclassical economics; neither is it a framework developed from the

perspective of Schumpeterian innovation or Knightian uncertainty. While

these latter theories have merits, they do not explore the individual decision-

making process of the entrepreneur. lnstead, we propose that lsrael Kirzner's

approach to entrepreneurship in the market process offers a fruitful avenue

from which to begin to model entrepreneurial decision-making in contexf. We

3a Sautet (2000) develops a model that explores the emergence of the firm in the market process as lhe
result of entrepreneurial activity.
35 Mccloskey explicitly defines a metaphor as equivalent to an economist's model (McCloskey 1990:

12). Morgan rightly points out that we need not only the metaphor but also the story if we are to define

and understand the economist's model. While Morgan does not go so tar as to define a model as a storv

told within a fbrmalised structure, this definition is consistent with a discours€ perspecttve lMorgan
1998: 320).



explore the context in which the Kirznerian entrepreneur appears; central to

this context is alertness to opportunity.We contend that both alertness and

opportunity may legitimately be placed in a contextualist framework, We

suggest the entrepreneur be viewed as a change actor in the market process.

She is alert to opportunity for gain, constructs worthwhile opportunities, and

acts on these opportunities.

Although the Kirznerian entrepreneur is a useful opening, the theory does not

explore fully the individual decision-making process. David Harper's (1996)

work on entrepreneurial learning adds an important strand to the context of

entrepreneurial decision-making by suggesting entrepreneurs adopt a variety

of learning methods when making decisions. We examine Harper's

contribution in Chapter Three. Chapter Four explores the concept of decision-

making and rationality and considers what is rational entrepreneurial

behaviour with particular reference to decision-making. The neoclassica!

notion of rationality is closely linked to optimisation. We suggest behavioural

choice theory and the theory of bounded rationality offer a more appropriate

avenue for exploring entrepreneurial decision-making given our adoption of a

contextual ist f ramework.

Part Two, Chapters Six to Eight, has an empirical orientation insofar as it

focuses on the context in which entrepreneurial acts occur. Personal construct

psychology is used as a metamethodology and a contextualist model is

developed that traces the decision-making process of the entrepreneur. This

model is then illustrated using findings from case study work. The penultimate

chapter focuses on the concept of action as a heuristic metaphor, drawing

together the various strands of our discussion to form the Entrepreneurial

Decision-making Cast (EDC).
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Chapter Two: A Contextualist Perspective on the

Ki rznerian Entrepreneur

lntroduction

lsrael Kirzner's main contribution to economics has been the development of

the concept of the entrepreneur and its role in the theory of the market

process. His work in this field includes Competition and Entrepreneurship

(1973), Perception, Opportunity, and Profit (1979), Discovery and the

Capitalist Process (1985) and The Meaning of the Market Process (1992).

Responding to a perceived gap in mainstream neoclassical microeconomic

theory, Kirzner sought to contribute a better understanding of the forces

operating within the market process. He has endeavoured to articulate a clear

theoretical understanding of the entrepreneurial role within the market process

and has subsequently labelled this approach 'the modern Austrian

entrepreneurial discovery theory of the market process' (Kirzner 1997: 69).

The essence of this theory is that "alertness to opportunity" defines

entrepreneurial behaviour. Alertness enables the entrepreneur to be the

driving-force in the market process - the active, coordinating agent. While

entrepreneurial alertness has remained the central feature for the Kirznerian

entrepreneur Kirzner has responded to criticism and comment by refining his

origination exposition of entrepreneurial behaviour in Competition and

Entrepreneurship.

The first section of this chapter considers the place of Kirzner's work on the

entrepreneur within economic theory, more specifically within the tradition of

modern Austrian economics. We review the influence of Mises' understanding

of the market process, and Hayek's work on the role of knowledge in the

development of the Kirznerian entrepreneur. The entrepreneurial discovery

perspective is then examined in more detail, appraising Kirzner's current

position on the theory of the entrepreneur. Finally, we consider if Kirzner's

theory of entrepreneurship is consistent with a contextualist perspective.
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Section One: Kirzner and Austrian Economics

Residing at the centre of Austrian economics is the proposition that

economics 'should make the world intelligible in terms of human action'

(Vaughn 1994: 3).36 Two related principles are developed to assist

explanations of human action.37 First: methodological individualism;

explanations about economic phenomena should be based on the actions of

individual human beings. Social wholes are viewed as the product of

individual actions. Second: subjectivism; 'a theoretical explanation of human

interaction and institutions must start with the subjective meaning that

individuals attach to their actions' (Horwitz 1994: 17).

[S]ince individuals only experience the world through the filter of their

own subjective intelligence, economics must explain human action as

the responses people make to their subjective interpretations of their

internal and external environment. (Vaughn 1994: 4)

The environment is subject to the implications of 'time and ignorance'.38

Human action takes place in real time; economic actors experience limited

knowledge and uncertainty.3e Austrian economics considers the market

process to explore how economic actors overcome these limitations.

Modern Austrian economics emphasises the need to understand markets as

processes, more specifically as competitive processes, whereas neoclassical

economic theory focuses on equilibrium analysis, in particular general

equilibrium theory.ao The task of understanding the path to equilibrium is

36 Vaughn ( 1994b) provides an extensive historical account of the development of the modern Austrian
tradition.
37 Boettke (1994) includes these in a section of The Elgar Companion to Austrian Economics entitled
'Methodological Principles'.
38 The publication of The Economics of Time and Ignorance (O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1985) was 'a bold
attempt to develop a comprehensive restatement of the Austrian paradigm' and was 'a watershed event

in the history of the Austrian revival' (Vaughn 1994b: 133 - 134).
3e For a fuller explanation of 'real time' see Chapter Four in O'Driscoll and Rizzo (1996).
oo It is correct, as far as it goes, to maintain that 'in a nutshell' the main intellectual ditference between

the two schools of economics is that Austrian economics deals primarily with the process of



subordinate to an analysis of the equilibrium state.al Kirzner argues that

attention should be concentrated on understanding how decisions of individual

parrticipants in the market interact to generate production, consumption and

the allocation of resources. The rich detail of the equilibrating process should

not be "cast aside". What is needed is a theory of market process to

complement a theory of market equilibrium.a2 To explore more fully the

differences between the two approaches to microeconomic theory, we have

outlined key features of both theories in Table One.a3

competition while neoclassical economics focuses on the determination of economic equilibrium
(Rosen 1997: 139).
ot One notabte exception has been Fisher's (1983) work on disequilibrium analysis.
oz Fisher's (1983) disequilibrium process analysis begins this task but it does not fully articulate a

theory of market process, nor does the entrepreneur play a central role (Thomsen 1992: Chapter Two)
o3 This section draws on Ikeda (1994: 28-29).
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Table 2.1: Kev Features of Neoclassical Market Equilibrium and Austrian

Market Process Analvsis

Neoclassical Market

Equilibrium Analysis

Austrian Market Process

Analysis

Plans
Complete co-ordination exists
between the plans of individual
agents. Plans are consistent
with underlying preferences,
technoloqv and resources,

Plans of at least some of the
actors are in conflict. Some
plans will be inconsistent with
underlying data.

Behaviour
Rational behaviour is assumed.
Given all relevant information,
agents optimise, choosing the
least costs means to satisfy
given preferences.

Behaviour is purposeful, Actors
seek to improve their
(subjective) state of the world,
although they are not always
aware of the means of
achievinq this state.

Knowledge
Knowledge is equated with
information and is regarded as
a commodity. Agents are
assumed to have perfect
(probabilistic) information.
Agents search for better
information until expected
marginal costs of additional
search equal expected
benefits. Agents act with
optimally imperfect information.

Knowledge is incomplete.
Radical ignorance is assumed:
agents do not necessarily know
what information is required.
Knowledge does not
necessarily equate with
information. Only "knowing that"
is akin to information; "knowing
how" is not so easily
categorised and is not subject
to continuous. infinitesimal
divisions, as are "bits of
information".

Change
Change is predictable, ruling
out the possibility of genuine
error, reqret or surprise.

Change is unpredictable. Actors
experience error, regret and
surprise.

Profit and

Loss

Economic profits and losses
are inconsistent with
equilibrium in the long run.

Persistent and recurring
economic profits and losses are
admissible.

Prices
Equilibrium prices prevail,
ensuring the consistency of
plans among agents and with
underlvino data.

Disequilibrium prices exist,
ref lecting discoordination and
opportunity for profitable plan
adiustments.

Resource

Allocation

Given information and
transaction costs, the market
allocates resources to their
most highly valued activities.

The presence of error causes
inefficient resource allocation.
Entrepreneurial alertness tends
to correct recognised
inefficiencies.
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Of crucial importance in the comparison of market equilibrium and market

process analysis is the co-ordinating tendency of rivalrous entrepreneurial

discovery. The market is a process driven by entrepreneurial alertness

(Kirzner 1973: 85). This process tends toward, but never attains, market-

clearing equilibrium due to the continued presence of some degree of

incomplete knowledge and unpredictable change.aa ln contrast, the

Robbinsian economiser of mainstream neoclassical economics maximises

some objective function with the scarce resources available within a specified

ends-means framework. as

A market consisting exclusively of economising, maximising individuals

does not generate the market process we seek to understand. For the

market process to emerge, we require in addition an element which is

itself not comprehensible within the narrow conceptual limits of

economising behaviour. This element in the market ... is best identified

as entrepreneurship. (Kirzner 1973: 31 -32)

The story of economic agents as passive, automatic and mechanical human

actors takes centre stage in market equilibrium analysis. Equilibrium analysis

diverts attention away from the market process. In addition, it marginalises the

entrepreneurial role, yet has no convincing explanation of how changes in

prices and patterns of resource allocation occur in terms of the actions of

individuals. The Kirznerian entrepreneur purportedly fills this gap with the

result that the market process can be understood by the action of individuals,

consistent with the principle of methodological individualism:

... recognising the propensity of the entrepreneur aleftly to discover

failures in existing patterns of co-ordination among market decisions,

permits us to see how systematic ("equilibrating") market tendencies

* Kirrn", attribures to Mises the view that the market is essentially an entrepreneurially driven

process. The metaphor of the entrepreneur as the 'driving force' of the market process is central to the

work of both. This metaphor highlights the active rather than passive nature of the entrepreneur,

indicating movement and change within the market process. Section 2.1 below provides a more

comprehensive discussion of Mises's contribution.
as 'Economics is the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce

means which have alternative uses.'Robbins (198a [1932]: l6)
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can be traced back to creative, originative, entrepreneurial alertness.

(Kirzner 1992:7)

This contribution resides very firmly within the Austrian tradition, founded on

the works of Menger and stimulated by the ideas developed by Mises and

Hayek. Kirzner has been a significant contributor to the resurgence of interest

in this school of thought. The publication of Competition and Entrepreneurship

(1973) laid the theoretical foundation for the Kirznerian entrepreneur and was

seen as 'path-breaking' work (Vaughn 1992:253).lt offers an Austrian view of

entrepreneurship that draws primarily on the Misesian entrepreneur. ln this

view entrepreneurship, while essentialfor analysing and explaining the

equilibration process, is rendered redundant for analysing an equilibrium state

already obtained. The next section seeks to estimate the precise influence of

both von Mises and Hayek on the formation of the Kirznerian notion of the

entrepreneur.

Section Two: The Influence of Mises and Hayek

In an interview with Stephen Boehm, Kirzner was asked to reflect on the

influences that shaped his outlook as an economist (Boehm: 1992). He

replied:

The work of Mises and Hayek is in many respects fundamentally

different. Yet it always seemed to me that their work exhibits a great

deal of complementarity which has helped me reach whatever

understanding I have of the market process. Mises was superbly clear

on the entrepreneurial character of the market process, whereas one

finds very little explicit recognition in Hayek. Conversely, in Mises you

will find very little explicit attention to the role of knowledge, whereas of

course it is precisely knowledge that is most relevant to Austrian

economics. I think that by bringing together the entrepreneurial

perspective of Mises and the recognition that Hayek has made clear to

all of us - viz. that economic processes are processes of

communicating knowledge - it becomes possible to perceive the kind of
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processes involving the pure discovery of knowledge (as opposed to

the mere communication of existing knowledge) which I see as the

essence of entrepreneurship. So I think that the confluence of the

teaching of Mises and Hayek had a tremendous influence on my

understanding of the market process. (Boehm 1992: 1 10)

2.1: The Relevance of von Mises

2.1.1: Subjectivism

Misesian insights into the character of the market process laid the groundwork

for Kirzner's theory of entrepreneurship (Kirzner 1973: 85).

Human action, in the Sense developed by Mises, involves courses of

action taken by the human being "to remove uneasiness" and to make

himself "better off". Being broader than the notion of economising, the

concept of human action does not restrict analysis of the decision to

the allocation problem posed by the juxtaposition of scarce means and

multiple ends. The decision, in the framework of human-action

approach, is not arrived at merely by mechanical computation of the

solution to the maximisation problem implicit in the configuration of the

given ends and means. lt reflects not merely the manipulation of given

means to correspond faithfully with the hierarchy of given ends, but

also fhe very perception of the ends-means framework within which

aflocation and economising is to take place. ... Mises's homo agens ...

is endowed not only with the propensity to pursue goals efficiently,

once ends and means are clearly identified, but also with the drive and

alertness needed to identify which ends to strive for and which means

are available. (Kirzner 1973: 33-34, emphasis in original)

Kirzner draws on the inherently subjectivist nature of Mises' work as he builds

his theory of entrepreneurship. Mises adhered to a position of methodological

dualism: the study of human sciences was distinct from the natural sciences

given the inherently different subject matter. lt was not the physical universe

that concerned him. For Mises, '[e]conomics is not about things and tangible
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material objects; it is about men, their meanings and actions' (Mises 1949:

g2). The level of reality that is studied by economics is the realm of subjective

meaning - purposeful human action and the plans, valuations and

expectations that underlie this action. Methodological subjectivism is therefore

concerned with the subjective meaning that individuals attach to their actions

(Horwitz 1994: 17; O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996: 18).

Kirzner maintains that Mises's emphasis on economics as a science of human

action offered a subjectivist perspective on a dynamic market process in

contrast to the static approach of neoclassical economics. Two subjectivist

elements are brought together in the Misesian conception of human action,

First, human action is essentially purposeful - the purpose being the removal

of felt uneasiness and the attainment of a better future state of affairs.

Second, the concept of human action contains within it the essential

entrepreneurial element: the drive and alertness to identify the ends-means

framework.

Subjectivism in the analysis of Misesian human action includes the

insight that any ends-means framework relevant to a human action has

itself been actively chosen in the course of that very action - and that

that choice expresses and reflects that agents' dreams, aspirations and

imagination, his expectations and his knowledge, his hunches and his

biases. (Kirzner 1992: 131, emphasis in original)

The subjectivist insights that Mises stressed - autonomy of individual choice

and plan-making, inherent uncertainty concerning the future, the entrepreneur

who drives market decisions combined with the notion of human action as

purposeful action - allow for a view of the market that moves toward

equilibrium as the plans of human actors become co-ordinated. For the

Kirznerian entrepreneur, the Misean development of subjectivism is necessary

not only for entrepreneurial alertness to opportunity, but also for incorporating

creativity and discovery. With these insights it is possible to demonstrate in

principle how entrepreneurs generate market co-ordination.
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2.1.2: Building on the Promoting Entrepreneur

Kirzner builds upon and develops the Misesian concept of the promoting-

entrepreneur. ln Human Action Mises first gives a functional definition of the

entrepreneur.

Economics, in speaking of entrepreneurs, has in view not men, but a

definite function. ... The term entrepreneur ... means: acting man

exclusively seen from the aspect of the uncertainty inherent in every

action ... [:] acting man in regard to the changes occurring in the data of

the market. (Mises 1949: 253-255)

The function of the entrepreneur is to make choices and decisions about the

use of factors of production, bearing in mind: time, uncertainty, and consumer

wants. There is another sense in which economic theory uses the term

entrepreneur:

Economics ... also calls entrepreneurs those who are especially eager

to profit from adjusting production to the expected changes in

conditions, those who have more initiative, more venturesomeness,

and a quicker eye than the crowd, the pushing and promoting pioneers

of economic improvement. (Mises 1949: 255)

This notion of the entrepreneur is given the label 'entrepreneur-promoter', a

role vital to the market process. Individuals do not behave in the same way

when faced with changing market conditions. Rather the promoter, with her

restlessness and relentless eagerness to make profits, provides the'driving

force of the market' moving the market toward unceasing improvement (Mises

1 949: 2s6).

The driving force of the market process is provided neither by the

consumers nor by the owners of the means of production - land, capital

goods, and labour - but by the promoting and speculating
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entrepreneurs. ... Profit-seeking speculation is the driving force of the

market as it is the driving force of production. (Mises 1949; 325 - 326)

The Kirznerian concept of the entrepreneurial alertness is an extension of the

Misesian entrepreneur-promoter. Alertness, boldness and daring are

characteristics referred to originally by Mises and later by Kirzner'

To realise the essential similarity between my formulation and that of

Mises, it is enough to consider his emphasis upon entrepreneurship as

the driving force in the allocation of resources to correspond to

consumers'wishes. The market, Mises emphasises again and again,

tends to eliminate from the entrepreneurial role all except those able "to

anticipate better than other people the future demand of the

consumers". (Kirzner 1973: 85)

It is the Misesian notion of human action, of human alertness, that gives the

entrepreneur a role in the economy. Alertness to new, worthwhile

opportunities for gain and to newly available resources, an attribute absent

from the notion of maximiser, is labelled by Kirzner as the'entrepreneurial

element'.

It is this entrepreneurial element that is responsible for our

understanding of human action as active, creative, and human rather

than as passive, automatic and mechanical. (Kirzner 1973: 35)

With the concept of entrepreneurial alertness, Kirzner asserts

... the way is open for incorporating learning by discove4y into our

understanding of the market process. .., We can now find scope, within

the market process, for the spontaneous discovety of hitherto

unnoticed opportunities, or for the realisation that earlier anticipations

have proved to have been over-optimistic. (Kirzner 1992: 131 ,

emphasis in original)
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However, while Kirzner explores the concept of alertness, he does not

examine the relationship between alertness and decision-making in any detail,

Rather, alertness is used as a convenient "catch-all". The concept of

entrepreneurial alertness deserves to be explored more fully and we do so in

Section Four below.

2.1.3 Arbitrage

In his early work (Kirzner 1973, 1979) Kirzner emphasised the arbitrageur as

the best example of an alert entrepreneur.a6 This he also attributes to Mises.

My understanding of the Misesian view of the entrepreneur and of its

similarity to my own can be expressed by characterising the Misesian

view of profit as well as my own as an "arbitrage" theory of profit.

(Kirzner 1973: 85, emphasis in original).

Profit opportunities arise where 'something'could be sold at a different price in

two markets. The two markets are the factor market where the'something' is

a bundle of inputs, and the product market where 'something' sells as a

consumption good. There is an added factor when the entrepreneur is

considered:

What distinguishes this situation from the usual arbitrage case is that

input purchases precede output sales; at the time of the production

decision the product prices do not yet exist except as anticipations. ... it

is clear that for Mises, as for me, profits arise from an absence of

adjustment between the product market and the factor market; and that

successful entrepreneurship consists in noticing such maladjustments

before others do. (Kirzner 1973: 85 - 86)

a6 Shackle ( 1988) also focused on the work of Cantillon and the action of arbitrageur. However, "given
his interest in the creative potential of human imagination and the role of surprise as a force for opening

and closing opportunities, it is strange that Shackle should focus on Cantillon, who portrays the

entrepreneur as little more than an arbitrageur." (Earl 1996: 48). Shackle's work provides tantalizing
insights on entrepreneurship rather than a coherent theory.



There is an element of anticipation or expectation built into the Kirznerian

entrepreneur as arbitrageur, specifically in relation to the differences in prices

that may arise in different markets. The entrepreneur is alert to profit

opportunities arising given her expectation or anticipation of prices. lf there is

a maladjustment of prices and the entrepreneur's anticipations are correct,

profits are realised. Why the entrepreneur should notice these opportunities is

not explained futly; Kirzner finds it sufficient to point out that the entrepreneur

merely has a propensity to notice them.

A number of critics have taken issue with limiting the role of entrepreneurial

alertness to the concept of arbitrage.ot While the entrepreneur allocates

resources within the market process, enabling the market to respond to the

wishes of the consumer, this occurs only in the limited case of entrepreneurial

arbitrage. Emphasis on arbitrage minimises the importance of uncertainty in

human decision-making. Kirzner (1985) responds to this criticism and

explores the relationship between the Misesian entrepreneur and the notion of

uncertainty. In so doing he extends the notion of entrepreneurial alertness

established in Competition and Entrepreneurship to explicitly include

uncertainty.

Kirzner acknowledges earlier failure to emphasise the uncertainty dimension

of entrepreneurship. The notion of alertness to hitherto unperceived

opportunities is underscored as fundamental to the Misesian concept of

entrepreneurship (Kirzner 1985: 42). In strengthening the connection

between alertness and uncertainty he distinguishes between a single period

and multiperiod market decision. Entrepreneurial acts that constitute arbitrage

involve the discovery of past errors and occur within a single-period market

decision. ln the multiperiod case, a decision involves speculation due to

uncertainty.

ot 
These criticisms have been made by Hazlitt, Greave and Rothbard and are ret'erred to in Kirzner

(1985). Littlechild and Owen ( 1980), by contrast, accept the limitation and construct 'An Austnan
Model of the Entrepreneurial Process.'
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[]n the case of entrepreneurship in the single-period market (that is,

the case of the entrepreneur as arbitrageur) entrepreneurial alertness

meant alertness to present facts, in the case of multiperiod

entrepreneurship alertness must mean alertness to the future. ... In the

single-period case alertness can at best discover hitherto overlooked

current facts. ln the multiperiod case entrepreneurial alertness must

include the entrepreneur's perception of the way creative and

imaginative action may vitally shape the kind of transaction that will be

entered into in future market periods. (Kirzner 1985: 63-64).

The concept of entrepreneurial alertness is extended to account more fully for

creative aspects of entrepreneurial behaviour. Three types of

entrepreneurship are distinguished: arbitrage, speculation and innovation,

Alertness applies to all three types of entrepreneurship (Kirzner 1985: 84-85).

Corresponding to these three types of entrepreneurship are three types of

profit opportunities: the pure arbitrage profit offered in a single period,

intertemporal arbitrage corresponding to speculative entrepreneurship, and

profit that is the result of 'a creative act of production', or of innovative

entrepreneurship. The latter profit source emanates from creativity and

inventiveness. All three types of profit induce the entrepreneur to reallocate

resources.

While Kirzner has incorporated uncertainty into the theory of

entrepreneurship, some argue that he has failed to take full account of

uncertainty and its implications. Alertness has become a catch-all that never

fully accounts for uncertainty or the passage of time. This is particularly the

case when Kirzner treats innovation as a form of entrepreneurial behaviour. A

full-fledged theory of innovative behaviour is absent because such a theory

would have to explore, more fully, issues of time and uncertainty.

The Misean concept of entrepreneurship provided Kirzner with a view of

human action as purposeful. More specifically for the entrepreneur, purposeful

action includes the 'drive'to identify the ends-means framework.

Entrepreneurs are subjective'profit seeking speculators'acting in a context of
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uncertainty. The entrepreneurial function in the form of the 'drive for

entrepreneurial profit'drives the market process. While Mises was explicit in

identifying the entrepreneur as the 'driving force' of the market process, he

failed to articulate a decision-making process that explained exactly how the

entrepreneur identified any ends-means framework. lt is not sufficient to say

that the entrepreneur is 'more venturesome' or has 'a quicker eye', and

therefore is the 'driving force' of the market process. Kirzner has since

attempted to be more explicit about how the end-means framework is

identified by introducing the concept of entrepreneurial alertness.

2.2: The Relevance of Hayek

Kirzner argues that Hayek's pioneering view of market process should 'be

exploited for what it has given us: the guidepost to an entrepreneurial

perspective on market processes'(Kirzner 1979:33). The guidepost points in

the direction of viewing the market as a means for discovering and

disseminating knowledge. Below we explore the relationship between

Kirzner's theory of the entrepreneur and Hayek's work on knowledge.

2.2.1 Hayek and Knowledge

Hayek posed many questions in his study of the relationship between

economic analysis and knowledge. These included the following: How much

knowledge and what sort of knowledge must different individuals possess in

order to tell a convincing story of market equilibration? Under what conditions

are people likely to acquire the necessary knowledge and through what

process will they acquire it? How can the fragments of knowledge, existing in

different minds bring about results viz. market equilibrium states, which would

only otherwise be brought about by one directing mind that cannot possess

such knowledge?

Hayek's answers are founded on two stories. The first story is an ongoing

discussion of equilibrium and the use of the model of perfect competition

within economics. The second story incorporates reflections on the price
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system and its place within the market process - more specifically on the

meaning and role of competition in that process.

Caldwell (1994) writes that Hayek experienced a transformation during the

1930's in terms of his thinking about economics. This transformation involved

a turning away from equilibrium theory that relied on the assumption of perfect

knowtedge. Through the assumption of perfect knowledge Hayek contends

that economic analysis is sterile, assuming away what most needs to be

explored.a8

The first step in considering how knowledge is used is to redefine equilibrium.

I have long felt that the concept of equilibrium itself and the methods

which we employ in pure analysis have a clear meaning only when

confined to the analysis of the action of a single person and that we are

really passing into a different sphere and silently introducing a new

element of altogether different character when we apply it to the

explanation of the interactions of a number of different individuals

(Hayek 1949 [1937]: 35)

Hayek explains this contention by asserting that the ' [a]ctions of a person can

be said to be in equilibrium in so far as they can be understood as part of one

plan' (Hayek 1949 [1937]: 36). lf the knowledge of the individual were to

change and cause her to change her plan in any way, the equilibrium

relationship would be disturbed. Equilibrium, with reference to a competitive

market with more than one individual, implies

... the actions of all members of the society over a period are all

executions of their respective individual plans on which each decided at

the beginning of the period. (Hayek 1949 [1 937]: 37)

a8 One imagines that he would have reacted in the same way to the idea of optimally imperfect
information.



For all these individual plans to be in equilibrium it is necessary that they be

based on the expectation of the same set of external events. lf people were 'to

base their plans on conflicting expectations, no set of external events could

make the execution of all these plans possible.' (Hayek 1949 [1937]: 38).

Alternatively stated,

... since some of the data on which any one person will base his plans

will be the expectation that other people will act in a particular way, it is

essential for the compatibility of the different plans that the plans of the

one contain exactly those actions which form the data for the plans of

the other. (Hayek 1949 [1937]: 38)

The subjective data, that is the thoughts and plans of the individuals, must

match the objective, external facts. lf a market is to find a state of equilibrium

the plans of individuals in this society must be mutually compatible and there

must exist a set of external events that allow for it. Equilibrium will persist for

as long as the external data correspond to the expectations of all members of

society. Hayek notes that this is an admittedly fictitious version of equilibrium.

The only justification for discussion of equilibrium is the supposed existence of

a tendency toward equilibrium.ot He writes:

In light of our analysis of the meaning of the state of equilibrium it

should be easy to say what is the real content of the assertion that a

tendency toward equilibrium exists. lt can hardly mean anything but

that, under certain conditions, the knowledge and intentions of the

different members of society are supposed to come more and more

into agreement or, to put the same thing in less general and less exact

but more concrete terms, that the expectations of the people and

pafticularly of the entrepreneurs will become more and more correct.

(Hayek 1949 [1937]: 45, emphasis added)

oe Richardson also points out that "(n)o explanation has been given of how, in the conditions which

define the perfectty competitive model, entrepreneurs could obtain the intbrmation on which their
expectations, and therefore the investment plans required for equilibrium, would have to be based."

(Richardson I99O:24). Inforntatiort and Inttestrnent studies the workings of a competitive ec()nomy ilnd

discusses how entrepreneurs use information as a basis for investment decisions that brtng abtlut

economic adjustment.



What needs to be considered are the conditions under which this tendency is

supposed to exist and the nature and the process by which individual

knowledge, especially so-called entrepreneurial knowledge, is changed.

Hayek wishes to explain the process by which people acquire the necessary

knowledge to bring about the tendency for the market to move toward

equilibrium. Any answer to this question must contain some proposition about

how experience creates knowledge:

Competition is essentially a process of the formation of opinion: by

spreading information, it creates that unity and coherence of the

economic system which we presuppose when we think of it as one

market. lt is thus a process which involves a continuous change in

the data and whose significance must therefore be completely missed

by any theory which treats these data as constant. (Hayek 1949

[194s]: 106)

Hayek asks:

How can the combination of fragments of knowledge existing in

different minds bring about results which, if they were to be brought

about deliberately, would require a knowledge on the part of the

directing mind which no single person can possess? (Hayek 1949

[1937]: 5a)

The economic problem for Hayek is thus: how may knowledge that is

fragmented and dispersed be utilized? (Hayek 1949 [1945]: 78). The answer

is provided by the competitive workings of markets. Competition is the

process by which knowledge is formed and disseminated. Competition, in

other words, is a discovery procedure.so An economic system that relies on

market prices to communicate knowledge is able to make a more efficient and

fuller use of knowledge. Individual buyers and sellers compete by testing their

50 'Competition as a Discovery Procedure' is the title of a chapter in Hayek ( 1978).



plans in the market.s1 The market is able to bring together relevant information

with the result that market prices perform an informational role. The real

function of prices is to communicate knowledge. Competition is a process'

Hayek had no interest in theory of perfect competition except to explore its

failure in explaining the use of knowledge in the competitive process.

To examine fully this process it is necessary to consider how knowledge is

acquired and communicated. The related question of what economic system

is best able to make use of knowledge also deserves examination. For Hayek,

economics is a social science and as such its task is to explore and

understand the social processes in the everyday lives of individuals. The

market is an institution constituted by interacting individuals. Hayek's concern

was to show that the market process, with its dependence on prices and

competition, was the most successful way whereby resources could be

allocated, given the dispersed and fragmented knowledge held among

interacting individuals. The question of how the market process evolves and

changes over time needs to be addressed. Part of the answer lies in the

relationship between the entrepreneur and knowledge, a relationship that the

Kirznerian entrepreneur elucidates, though perhaps not as fully as Hayek may

have desired.

2.2.1: Hayekian Insights and the Kirznerian Entrepreneur

At the centre of Hayek's thinking on knowledge is the profound importance of

subjectivism. 'And it is probably no exaggeration to say that every important

advance in economic theory during the last hundred years was a further step

in the consistent application of subjectivism' (Hayek 1952a:52). For Kirzner,

Hayek's contributions to the discussion of subjectivism, in particular to the role

of knowledge and learning in the economic process, assists in developing a

subjectivist perspective of the market process,

5' This Hayekian insight is a precursor to the notion of rivalrous competition incorporated in Kirzner's
theory of entrepreneurship.
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Hayek identifies human knowledge as central to the study of economics. 'So

far as human actions are concerned the things are what the acting people

think they are' (Hayek 1952a: 44). He cast aside the assumption of perfect

knowledge to look explicitly at the role of knowledge and learning in the

market process. The neoclassical model, which posits market participants

behaving within a given ends-means framework, is

... clearly seriously deficient in its failure to pay attention to the role

played by knowledge and learning in the initial endowment of assumed

ends-means frameworks, and in subsequent modification of these

endowments as a result of market experience. (Kirzner 1992: 129,

emphasis in original)

Hayek draws attention to the distinction between competition as a process

and competition as a state (Kirzner 1973:91), The model of perfect

competition, with its assumptions of perfect knowledge, homogeneous goods

etc., eliminates the need for any entrepreneurial element in decision-making.

However, once this model is exchanged for one of imperfect competition, with

its assumption of imperfect knowledge, the entrepreneur may have a

significant function:

[W]hen we extend economic analysis to a world of imperfect knowledge

it becomes possible to find a place for an entirely new economic role,

one which was by definition excluded from the world of perfect

knowledge. ... We can now introduce into the analysis the device of the

pure entrepreneur, that is, a decision-maker, whose entire role arises

out of his alertness to hitherto unnoticed opportunities. (Kirzner 1973:

39, emphasis in original)

Disequilibrium prices convey information to the entrepreneur: 'disequilibrium

prices provide profit opportunities that spark entrepreneurial discovery of new

knowledge' (Thomsen 1992: 119). Previously unnoticed opportunities can now

be noticed as the result of opportunities for gain being made apparent due to
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disequilibrium prices.sz The relationship between prices and knowledge is one

key Hayekian insight.

The entrepreneur only receives passing reference in Hayek's work. ln

'Economics and Knowledge'and'The Use of Knowledge in Society'the

entrepreneur is expressly referred to only once when Hayek refers to the

tendency toward market equilibrium. Drawing on the Hayekian insights

concerning knowledge, including this passing reference to entrepreneurship,

Kirzner's theory of entrepreneurship is concerned to show that the movement

of the market from disequilibrium to equilibrium can be understood as part of a

process where knowledge is acquired and ignorance removed. Equilibrium

was defined, for Hayek, as the state of affairs characterised by universally

correct anticipations among individual market participants.

'[T]he kernel of Hayek's contribution to an understanding of market

processes consisted in interpreting a tendency toward equilibrium as

meaning ... "the expectations of entrepreneurs will become more and

more correct". .,. A tendency toward equilibrium must therefore mean

more than a particular converging pattern of price and quantity

adjustments over time; it must mean a systematic process through

which market participants replace sets of plans based on incorrect

awareness of other's plans by plans in which everyone more accurately

anticipates what everyone else intends to do. The market process

must, if it is to be in the direction toward equilibrium, be a process of

mutual discovery (Kirzner 1 979: 20-21).

Kirzner draws heavily on these insights in his discussion of the entrepreneur's

place within the process of the market. The competitive process involves

information discovery. The market performs a crucial function in discovering

information not previously known. The market process consists of a process

of spontaneous discovery of the plans of other market participants, and an

5tThat disequilibrium prices are not the only catalyst for entrepreneurial behaviour incorporating the

element of discovery is something that is discussed below in Section Three.



understanding of the market process depends on recognising this crucial

function.s3

lf the market process consists of spontaneous discovery, how can this be

reconciled with the systematic process of actors adjusting their plans?

Perhaps agents spontaneously discover opportunities and then systematically

adjust their plans. Neither Hayek nor Kirzner is clear on how these two factors

interact.

Hayek constructed a theory of the market as a discovery process mobilising

and exploiting the available but'scattered scraps of knowledge strewn through

the society'(Kirzner 1979: 150). ln this perspective, what is important about

the objects surrounding people is not the objects themselves, but knowledge

and beliefs about them that, in turn, inform and shape human actions.

Opportunities for gain become apparent to alert entrepreneurs. Failure to

notice these opportunities constitutes a lack of entrepreneurial alertness

(Kirzner 1979: 145). lt is unclear how entrepreneurs learn of these

opportunities except to say that it is the result of profit opportunities arising

spontaneously due to feedback from disequilibrium prices.

2.2.3 Hayek, Kirzner and Entrepreneurial Learning

Hayek distinguishes between equilibrium analysis and process analysis at an

epistemological level.sa Equilibrium analysis is identical with the pure logic of

choice; the tautologies used elaborate the conditions logically required for

equilibrium to exist (Kirzner 1979: 22). Hayek comments that the only

requirement for the fictitious state of equilibrium

... is the supposed existence of a tendency toward equilibrium. lt is

only by this assertion that such a tendency exists that economics

53 This point is discussed further in Section Three below.
5n Given that epistemology is the study of knowledge, Hayek is proposing that each type of analysis

makes different knowledse claims.



ceases to be an exercise in pure logic and becomes an empirical

science. (Hayek 1949 [1 937]: 44)

lf such a tendency exists then, under certain conditions, the plans of

individuals will change and become more and more correct, particularly those

of entrepreneurs. The plans of individuals change as the result of a change in

knowledge. The neoclassical equilibrium story has very little to say about the

process by which individual knowledge is changed.

Given that Hayek views the market process as one of knowledge and

learning,

[t]he significant point here is that it is these apparently subsidiary

hypotheses or assumptions that people do learn from experience, and

about how they acquire knowledge, which constitute the empirica[

content of our propositions about what happens in the real world.

(Hayek 1949 [1937]: 46)

The assumptions that have to be introduced to discuss social processes

'concern the relation of the thought of an individual to the outside world, the

question to what extent and how his knowledge corresponds to the external

facts' (Hayek 1949 [19371: 47).

An assertion that the attempted execution of a set of incompatible

plans will set in motion a systematic series of plan changes tending

toward equilibrium cannot be made on purely logical ground. Such an

assertion must depend on a postulated propensity on the part of market

participants to learn the correct lessons from their experiences. Such a

propensity can be claimed to exist only as a matter of fact; it cannot be

derived simply from the logic of conscious human action. (Kirzner 1979:

24, emphasis in original)

The propensity to learn, for individuals to learn from their experiences, is an

empirical issue. Kirzner argues that Hayek fails to fill the propositions with



definite content concerning knowledge acquisition.55 Rather, Hayek has

provided an abstract pattern within which to link one set of formal propositions

relevant to choices at one date to the equally purely formal propositions

relevant to choices at later dates (Kirzner 1979: 25).

We need to revisit the Misesian notion of human action in order to add

substantive content to Hayek's insights. As developed by Mises, and

interpreted by Kirzner, the notion of human action is'capable of all that is

achieved by using the notions of economising and of the drive for efficiency'.

However, human action is more than the concept of economising and includes

'the very perception of the ends-means framework within which allocation and

economising is to take place'. Entrepreneurial alertness to the opportunity for

gain is an essential part of the market process. This includes 'the propensity

to sniff out opportunities lurking around the corner'.uu By drawing on the

entrepreneurial element of human action 'we can cope with the task of

explaining the changes which market forces systematically generate' while still

incorporating the analysis of decision-making by Robbinsian economizers

(Kirzner 1973:72).

[A]ssume .,. a tendency for man to notice those [facts] that constitute

possible opportunities for gainful action on his part. ... Our insight that

opportunities do tend to be discovered assures us that a process is set

in motion by disequilibrium conditions as these opportunities are

gradually noticed and exploited. The process by which facts are

hammered into human consciousness is not wholly ungoverned by the

logic of human action; it fits naturally into the tendency for alert human

beings to notice what is likely to be of service to them. (Kirzner 1979:

2e-30)

55 Boland (1992: 160 - 16l) argues that Hayek did not try to explain how individuals come to leam

what was necessary to make a market decision; rather he took inductive learning for granted. Hayek
(1952b) gives a constructivist account of how knowledge is acquired that suggests he might not have

accepted an inductivist theory of learning as the sole method of learning. The constructivist nature of
Hayek's work is discussed further in Chapter Five.
t6 In his narrative, Kirzner makes significant use of biological analogies to reintroduce the idea of
'alertnesso rather than provide an explicit theory oflearning.



Without knowledge of the empirical patterns that characterise the learning

processes of specific people, we cannot know the specific course of market

events. But insight into the general propensity to be 'alert to opportunity'

nonetheless provides an understanding of the overall tendencies governing

these sequences of market events (Kirzner 1979: 31). Postulating a tendency

for such opportunities to be discovered and exploited explains the way such

gradual discovery and exploitation of opportunities in turn gradually alter the

pattern of opportunities presented in the market as the process unfolds. Given

that the decision-maker is alert to new, possibly worthwhile ends and newly

available means, it may be possible to explain the pattern of change in

individual decisions as the outcome of a learning process generated by the

unfolding experience of the decisions themselves (Kirzner 1973: 36)'

However, Kirzner avoids discussion of the precise learning and behavioural

process that would be compatible with the notion of 'alert entrepreneurs'.

By way of contrast, Hayek's discussion on knowledge was motivated by the

inability of microeconomic theorists up to the '1940s to deal with knowledge

and learning. People learn through experience and expectations and plans

are altered. While Kirzner concentrates on entrepreneurial alertness as the

mechanism for eventual market equilibration, he does not quite formulate a

theory which is in keeping with Hayek's original motivation. In later work there

are explicit hints that there may be reason further to develop the concept of

e ntrepreneu rial ale rtness.

It would certainly be desirable to be able to identify with precision those

human qualities, personal and psychological, which are to be credited

with successful entrepreneurial alertness, drive and initiative. lt would

be most valuable to be able to study the short-run and long-run impact

upon the development of these "entrepreneurial" qualities of alternative

social, economic, and institutional frameworks. lt would be important to

know, for example, if a comfortable sense of security discourages

noticing new opportunities. lf "independence" or "economic freedom"

encourages entrepreneurial drive and initiative, this would be significant

information. Likewise, does "competition" encourage alertness to new
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opportunities? ... Up to the present, little systematic work appears to

have been done on these questions. Observations made are likely to

be based on "common sense" or on anecdotalfoundations. lt is indeed

necessary to go beyond this elementary stage. Indeed, an important

frontier of knowledge, largely unexplored, appears to consist of those

aspects of psychology, such as temperament, thirst for adventure,

ambition, and imagination that are likely to throw light on the

development of the qualities of entrepreneurship. .,. My tentative

observations here will suggest that a number of important general

statements can be made even before we enjoy the systematic

knowledge I anticipate will emerge from research into the psychology of

entrepreneurship. (Kirzner 1985: 25-26, emphasis added)

Kirzner asserts that his theory of the entrepreneur is sufficient to explain how

the market process works in terms of the traditional stories regarded as

acceptable and plausible in the community of economists. Nonetheless, he

does appreciate the potential for further empirical research in this area, which

may need to cross the disciplinary boundaries into formal psychology.

Hayek's work certainly provides a significant cue in the development of a

theory of entrepreneurship. Kirzner is interested in the workings of the market

process and how resources are allocated in an ongoing manner through

competition. Hayek was concerned to show that the role of the economist was

to explain the process of competition and how knowledge that was

fragmented and dispersed could be co-ordinated successfully. This idea has

been developed further through the role of the 'alert' entrepreneur. However,

Hayek, Kirzner and Mises fail to articulate fully a theory of entrepreneurial

decision-making or a theory of entrepreneurial learning.

Both Hayek and Mises stress the subjective nature of human action; Mises

emphasises how human action is purposefulwhile Hayek stresses the role of

the market and prices in particular as a means of disseminating the subjective

knowledge held by interacting individuals in the market. Kirzner draws on both

precursors in developing his theory of entrepreneurship. Mises provides some
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of the analytical building blocks for a more open-ended concept of decision-

making in identifying the ends-means framework, while Hayek stresses the

need to understand the role of knowledge in the market process. However,

Kirzner does not draw equally from Mises and Hayek. The Misean focus on

the entrepreneurial character of the market process is articulated by the

concept of alertness to opportunity. This concept is then used, unsuccessfully,

as a way of explicating knowledge acquisition. We would argue that Kirzner

has not developed fully Hayek's subjectivist insights and has failed to explain

adequately how knowledge that informs a person's expectations, decisions

and plans, is acquired.sT We turn next to an examination of Kirzner's position

on knowledge and the entrepreneurial discovery process.

Section Three: Entrepreneurial Acts of Creative Discovery:

The Kirznerian Entrepreneur Updated

Kirzner's view of the entrepreneurial market process is made up of three

conceptual elements. This chapter has already considered the first two

elements: the Misesian view of the market as an entrepreneurial process and

the Hayekian insight that the market process is to be understood as a process

of discovery or learning incorporating fragmented and dispersed knowledge

amongst interacting market participants, The third element deepens and

extends Hayek's original idea that entrepreneurial activities are creative acts

of discovery (Kirzner 1985). This section will examine in more detail how

discovery is incorporated in Kirznerian theory of the entrepreneur.

In a recent survey paper Kirzner (1997) sets out the entrepreneurial discovery

perspective that he has articulated and developed since first writing

Entrepreneurship and Competition. The paper revisits themes first explored in

earlier works, focusing on three key interrelated concepts: 1) the role the

entrepreneur plays within the market; 2) the significance of discovery in the

entrepreneurial process and 3) the part played by rivalrous competition. The

objective of this section is to discuss the modern Austrian entrepreneurial

t7 For example, Kirzner has not been influenc ed by The Sensory Ortler (Hayek 1952b)



theory of the market process as set out by Kirzner in this most recent article.

While there is some repetition of ideas expressed in earlier parts of this

chapter, it is important for expositional accuracy (taking into account

developments in Kirzner's thought) to draw together the various ideas and

present them as a Summary of a mature, "updated" Kirznerian entrepreneur.

3.1: The Meaningful Role for the Entrepreneur

As already stated, in Kirzner's story the entrepreneur is the'driving force' of

the market process - "the theoretical key" that allows the market to be

explored as a process that is continually changing. The market is

characterised by opportunities for pure entrepreneurial profit which arise from

earlier errors made by entrepreneurs. The'daring, alert' entrepreneur

discovers mistakes that give rise to shortages, surpluses and misallocated

resources. Through a process of arbitrage and speculation, the errors are

removed. While Kirzner does tend to emphasise the arbitrage activities of the

entrepreneur, this is now seen as part of the speculative element of human

behaviour as originally emphasised by Mises.

Austrian theory is able to recognise the speculative element in all

individual decision-making, and to incorporate the activity of the real

world businessman into a theoretical framework that provides

understanding of the market process...This Austrian emphasis on the

entrepreneur is fundamental. Whereas each neoclassical decision-

maker operates in a world ol given price and output data, the Austrian

entrepreneur operates to change price/output data, In this way ... the

entrepreneurial role drives the ever changing process of the market.

(Kirzner 1997: 69-70, emphasis in original)

For these changes to occur and entrepreneurial error to be eliminated by profit

making activities, there must be a tendency for the entrepreneurs to notice

and grasp opportunities.
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The critical question for an entrepreneurial theory of market process, is

how to understand, in the existence of such profit incentives, the

existence also of a systematic tendency for entrepreneurial errors to be

replaced by profit-making entrepreneurial corrections. For this aspect of

the entrepreneurial discovery theory we must postulate a tendency for

the profit opportunities generated by earlier entrepreneurial error, to be

noticed and grasped. (Kirzner 1997: 70-71, emphasis in original)

The significance of discovery within the entrepreneurial decision process is

vital to explaining the tendency for the market to move toward equilibrium.

3.2: The Significance of Discovery

The market process, with its presumed tendency towards equilibrium, is a

process of mutual discovery where agents in the economy become better

informed of the plans of other actors. Some of these plans will be flawed.

Shortages or surpluses will arise and resources will be misallocated. The

outcome from these flawed plans present entrepreneurs with profit

opportunities. The entrepreneurial discovery perspective postulates'a

tendency for profit opportunities to be discovered and grasped by routine-

resisting entrepreneurial market participants' (Kirzne r 1 997 : 7 1).

Entrepreneurs bring about change by identifying profit opportunities and

reallocating resources. (Kirzner 1985: 28),

The discovery of a profit opportunity is not the product of deliberate search.

Systematic search implies that the searcher must somehow be aware of the

information being sought. Rather the opportunity is one that the searcher is

unaware of and has overlooked. At a micro-economic level, although search

for an opportunity is not systematic, the aggregate market outcome appears

as if the elimination of error and the move toward equilibrium were the result

of a systematic tendency in the market process.

What distinguishes discovery (relevant to hitherto unknown profit

opportunities) from successful search (relevant to the deliberate
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production of information which one knew one had lacked) is that the

former ... involves that surpnse which accompanies the realisation that

one had overlooked something in fact readily available. ...

Entrepreneurial alertness refers to an attitude of receptiveness to

available (but hitherto overlooked) opportunities. (Kirzner 1 997: 72,

emphasis in original)

The discovery process and entrepreneurial alertness require 'an attitude of

receptiveness' to opportunities that have been previously overlooked.ss

Kirzner again uses a biological analogy, in this case using a visual sensory

modality. The entrepreneur is always 'scanning the horizon ... ready to make

discoveries' (Kirzner 1997: 72). Once the discovery is made there is a sense

of surprise from the entrepreneur as if to say "why didn't I see that before?".

Alertness not only inspires changes in the market through arbitrage and

speculation, but new activity in the form of innovation may be the result of

'alertness'. Innovation includes entrepreneurial producUservice-innovation or

the introduction of new productive techniques (Kirzner 1997:75).

The discovery process, generated by entrepreneurial alertness, and the

subsequent exploitation of the opportunity that has been discovered, has a

tendency to move the market towards equilibrium, although this outcome is

downplayed compared with earlier work. For market equilibration it is

necessary that entrepreneurs be able to discover earlier errors. The

entrepreneur, through her alertness to opportunity, instigates the shift from

disequilibrium to equilibrium. The economy changes as opportunities are

'sniffed out' by the entrepreneur who then acts on these for gain. The 'lure of

profit' is a key part of the market process, initiating the entrepreneurial

discovery process that is the source of the market's equilibrating properties.

I maintain ... that human alertness at all times furnishes agents with

the propensity to discover information that will be useful to them.

58 'Receptiveness' is not fully discussed by Kirzner. The associatecl psychological aspects, such as

imagination, temperament or thirst fbr adventure, are left to 'applied entrepreneurial theorists' (Kirzner:

1985:26).



Without resoding to any assumption of systematic, deliberale search,

and without our relying on sheer luck, I postulate a continuous

discovery process - an entrepreneurial discovery process - that, in the

absence of erternal changes in underlying conditions, fuels a tendency

toward equilibrium. (Kirzner 1985: 12, emphasis added)

The absence of exogenous change is a vital assumption. Kirzner asserts

there will be a tendency toward equilibrium if no exogenous changes are

made. He does not explore the possibility of endogenous change occurring as

the result of a'grasped opportunity'. Kirzner implies that opportunities are

exogenous; they have an objective existence, independent of their discoverer.

Change is the result of entrepreneurs enacting plans made in response to the

opportunity. That there may also be endogenous change arising from

unforeseen results of strategic interaction between market participants is not

considered. In particular, entrepreneurial error may give rise to new

opportunities that occur endogenously in response to previous actions.

In response to criticism from radical subjectivists who emphasise endogenous

change, Kirzner points out that while the tendency toward equilibrium does

exist, it is 'by no means.. a guaranfee4 unidirectional, flawlessly, converging

trajectory' (Kirzner 1997: 72, emphasis in original). The entrepreneurial

discovery process is one that nudges the market toward equilibrium. This

'nudging process' is, in part, the result of rivalrous competition.

3.3: Rivalrous Competition

Rivalrous competition, the last of the key concepts, returns Kirzner's

discussion to the relationship between competition and entrepreneurship. For

Kirzner (1973) competition is a rivalrous process, a process brought about by

the actions of the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs are alert to opportunities that

offer the possibility of profit. The rivalry between entrepreneurs in 'grasping'

these potential profits is competition: 'it is ... the rivalrous process we

encounter in the everyday business world' (Kirzner 1997:73).
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The competitive process is an entrepreneurial process that depends on the

incentives offered by the possibility of profit. This type of competition contrasts

markedly with the competitive state achieved in neoclassical equilibrium

models. 'The essence of competition is precisely that dynamic rivalry which

the neoclassical equilibrium notion of competition is at great pains to exclude'

(Kirzner 1997: 68).

As well as providing the incentive for entrepreneurial behaviour, profit

opportunities also offer'a powerful incentive to keep down the incidence of

entrepreneurial error'(Kirzner 1997: 73). The competitive market process is

essentially entrepreneurial. The entrepreneur's role is one of adjustment. Alert

to opportunities that offer the potential for pure gain, the entrepreneur

discovers these opportunities and through rivalrous competition the market

tends toward equilibrium, an equilibrium that is never reached.se Again,

Kirzner fails to comment on the possibility of rivalrous behaviour generating

endogenous change.

The 'vague-sounding term "tendency toward" is used deliberately, advisedly

and quite precisely'. There exists a tendency for earlier entrepreneurial errors

to be noticed because they offer profit opportunities for other entrepreneurs,

While entrepreneurs can make errors, there is not a tendency for

entrepreneurial errors to be made (Kirzner 1997: 81-82). Entrepreneurs

making systematic errors will no longer survive in the market, while those

capturing profit opportunities will survive. There is a significant concession at

one point in his latest survey paper:

What our understanding of the entrepreneurial process provides, is not

conviction that an unerringly equilibrative process is at all times in

progress, but rather appreciation for the economic forces which

continually encourage such equilibrative movement. (Kirzner 1997: 82)

5e Kirzner concludes that '[i]n equilibrium there is no room for the entrepreneur' (Kirzner 1973:.26).



Entrepreneurial activity brings about change through an adaptive response to

the discovery of exogenous opportunities. The resulting market activity tends

to have a co-ordinating role in the market process. What'drives'the market

process is entrepreneurial alertness to opportunity.

Section Four: Alertness and Knowledge

Kirzner incorporates knowledge considerations by emphasising the concept of

entrepreneurial alertness under the condition of ignorance. lgnorance in the

market context means that participants may be unaware of opportunities for

mutually beneficial exchange. Not only do unexploited opportunities exist - the

opportunity for entrepreneurial profit goes begging. This section will consider

the place of knowledge and ignorance in Kirzner's theory.

4.1: Knowledge and lgnorance

I contend that the market performs a crucial function in discovering

knowledge nobody knows exists; that an understanding of the true

character of the market process depends, indeed, on recognising this

crucial function. (Kirzner 1979: 139)

'Discovered' knowledge cannot'be acquired...through calculated expenditure

on resources.'To consider what is meant here it is necessary to consider

what he means by knowledge. lt is proposed that '[w]e are, in the subjectivist

spirit, concerned with knowledge only in so far as it informs action' (Kirzner

1979: 139). Further,

Knowledge for our purpose includes not only knowledge in the strict

philosophical sense, but also beliefs, expectations, and even

speculations and guesses, to the extent that people's actions can be

recognised as the consistent expression of these beliefs, expectations,

and speculation. ... When we discuss the ways people acquire

knowledge, we refer to the ways they acquire the opinions and views,
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doubts and guesses, as well as certainties, that account for their

actions. (Kirzner 1979: 140)

And:

The foundation of subjectivism in the analysis of social phenomena

consists, of course, in the insight that these phenomena are generated

by deliberate, purposeful human action. Since action grows out of

perceived configurations of ends and means, subjectivism focuses

attention on the way these ends and means have been perceived - on

knowledge and beliefs concerning them. (Kirzner 1979: 151)

Knowledge is treated by Kirzner through the notion of alertness. 'The

entrepreneurial element in the economic behaviour of market participants

consists... in their aleftness to previously unnoticed changes in

circumstances'(Kirzner 1973: 15-16). Alertness is inextricably linked to

knowledge. 'The aspect of knowledge which r,s crucially relevant to

entrepreneurship is not so much the substantive knowledge of market data as

alertness, the "knowledge" of where to find market data' (Kirzner 1973: 67,

emphasis in original). Knowledge as alertness needs to be separated from

knowledge in the technical sense. This separation is important to maintain the

position that entrepreneurship is not a factor of production. Technical

knowledge is knowledge that can be hired in the labour market. As such it is a

factor of production 'no less of a resource.. than is steel, or labour or land. ...

Technical knowledge can be treated as a resource; but knowledge of the

availability of resources cannot.' (Kirzner 1985: 72-73). Entrepreneurial

knowledge is the'ultimate knowledge' and consists in 'knowing where to look

for knowledge' and in being alert to opportunity (Kirzner 1973: 68).

This view of knowledge is Hayekian. Hayek implicitly refers to the

entrepreneur when he mentions 'the man on the spot' who has 'knowledge of

the particular circumstances of time and place' (Hayek 1949 [1945]: 80, 83).

The entrepreneur is one of the key economic agents described by the idea of

'knowledge how'to do something as compared to 'knowledge that' something

is so and so (Hayek 1978:38). 'Knowledge that' is knowledge that a resource
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or factor of production does what it does. By contrast knowledge of the

availability of resources is closely tied to awareness of opportunity, that is

af ertness, or tacit 'knowledge how' (Kirzner 1985: 72-75). Another way of

expressing the contrast between these two types of knowledge is to

distinguish between learning facts and discovering opportunities (Kirzner

1979: 29). The Kirznerian entrepreneur focuses on knowledge as it relates to

discovering opportunities for gain. The incentive for any entrepreneur to be

alert to an opportunity is pure gain. This is what encourages entrepreneurial

discovery to be'switched on'.

It can be stated with considerable confidence that human beings tend

to notice that which it is in their best interest to notice. Human beings

notice "opportunities" rather than situations. They notice, that is,

concatenations of events, realised or prospective, which ofler pure

gain.ll is not the abstract concatenation of these events which evokes

notice; it is the circumstance that these events offer the promise of pure

gain - broadly understood to include fame, power, prestige, even the

opportunity to save a cause or to help other individuals. ... In order to

"switch on" the alertness of a potential discoverer to socially significant

opportunities, they must offer gain to the potential discoverer himself.

(Kirzner 1985: 28-29, emphasis in original)

While this passage gives a general description of gain, Kirzner's theory uses

the more specific concept of profit as the embodiment of gain. Profitable gain

is the incentive for entrepreneurs to notice opportunities. This simplifying

assumption has encouraged the limited discussion of speculation and

arbitrage as forms of entrepreneurial behaviour at the expense of innovation.

Broadening the discussion to include other opportunities for gain, in addition

to profit, allows more scope for discussing innovation as a central part ot

entrepreneurial behaviour rather than as an after thought. While Kirzner does

discuss entrepreneurial innovation, this has not been matched in detail by his

treatment of entrepreneurial arbitrage and speculation. Price disequilibrium

provides a more visible, independently verifiable opportunity for profit than
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gain in terms of power, glory or fame, or it may be that achieving profits is a

precursor for achieving other types of gain.

There are two possible ways in which knowledge is acquired. There is

knowledge that is deliberately searched for or acquired through a deliberate,

cost conscious search or learning activity. lf any ignorance remains, then it is

seen as an optimal level of ignorance. The second way in which knowledge is

acquired is by looking behind the deliberate search for knowledge. The

assumption must be made that:

... before undertaking the search, one already knows enough about

the territory to be able to calculate rewards and costs. So that, if we are

to view the acquisition of knowledge as deliberately undertaken, one

must postulate some prior knowledge nof acquired through deliberate

search or learning activity, (Kirzner 1979: 142, emphasis in original)

The latter is therefore not the result of deliberate search. Thus the second way

of acquiring knowledge is through spontaneous discovery, knowledge'not

sought deliberately' (Kirzner 1979: 143). lt is necessary to consider two

possible misconceptions that may arise here:

On the one hand, we must avoid the error of imagining that a// action is

inspired only by knowledge deliberately acquired. ... On the other hand

we must avoid the opposite error of imagining that action inspired

exclusively by spontaneously acquired perceptions of one's

environment can never be seriously thought of as completely informed

action. (Kirzner 1979: 144, emphasis in original)

While deliberately sought knowledge is obviously important, the focus is how

knowledge plays a role in the entrepreneurial process.

lgnorance is an essential part of Kirzner's concept of alertness.
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Only the introduction of ignorance opens up the possibility of such

unexploited opportunities (and their associated opportunities for pure

profits), and the possibility that the first one to discover the true state of

affairs can capture the associated profits by innovating, changing and

creating. (Kirzner 1973:67)

Two types of ignorance arise from the two types of knowledge. Up until the

point that the entrepreneur discovers or becomes alerted to a profitable

opportunity, many opportunities for gain may exist. Market pafiicipants are

simply unaware or ignorant of these opportunities. Just why a market

participant is ignorant is never clearly explained - that there is simply a lack of

entrepreneurial alertness seems an inadequate explanation.

The first type of ignorance results from the high cost of search or learning.

This ignorance is accepted due to this high cost and is 'optimal' . Second, with

regard to ignorance of knowledge that might be spontaneously, undeliberately

absorbed, 'it simply exists'.

lgnorance of knowledge that can be absorbed without decision is

simply the expression and the evidence of a sheer failure to notice

what is there to be seen. lt can be given a name - lack of

entrepreneurial alertness - but it cannot be explained in terms of the

standard microtheory, the theory of deliberate individual decisions.

(Kirzner 1979: 144- 145)

This second form of ignorance will gradually fade as opportunities are

noticed.60 The market process encourages the spontaneous discovery of the

plans of other market participants through the potentialfor gain.

s Littlechild and Owen (1980) have attempted formally to model this process. However, the model

focuses on the process ofarbitrage that constitutes only one problem faced by the Kirznerian
entrepreneur.
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What the market process does is to systematically translate unnoticed

opportunities for mutually profitable exchange among individuals into

forms that tend to excite the interest of those most likely to notice what

can be spontaneously learned. ... [T]he competitive-equilibrating

process should be understood as an entrepreneurial process, involving

continued alertness to shifting opportunities for pure entrepreneurial

profit. ... This process does nof consist of deliberate search, it consists

of a systematic but wholly unplanned process of undeliberate

discovery. ... lt consists in the spontaneous translation of as yet

unexploited exchange opportunities into opportunities for pure profit

able to attract the attention of the most alert entrepreneurs. (Kirzner

1979:150-151 , emphasis in original)

Kirzner concludes:

I have argued that the knowledge that propels action of any kind must

inevitably embody unsought learning. Our discussion has led us to

understand the role of the market process in stimulating undeliberate

learning in a socially significant way. I believe this new insight into the

market process grows out of applying a consistent subjectivist

perspective to the role that knowledge and information play in human

action. (Kirzner 1979: 152-153).

It is'alertness'that allows the previously ignorant market participant to notice

profitable opportunities. Alertness is'switched on' by profit opportunities; not

noticing these opportunities only means that there is a lack of entrepreneurial

alertness. How or why an entrepreneur suddenly notices a previously

unnoticed profitable opportunity is not explained. ls it that there are new

entrepreneurs entering the market attracted by this opportunity, or is it that

entrepreneurs gain more deliberate knowledge that then enables them to

'non-deliberately' notice these opportunities? Does new knowledge fall 'like

manna from heaven'? (Littlechild and Owen 1980: 371). One possible

explanation for the failure to articulate fully the role of ignorance is that a

defensible theory of learning is not incorporated into the entrepreneurial



discovery perspective. Without explaining how an entrepreneur is ignorant of

an opportunity one moment but may be cognisant fully of it at the next

moment, Kirzner's theory is incomplete.

4.2: Kirzner and Entrepreneurial Behaviour Considered as a Whole

We have proposed that Kirzner does not provide an explicit theory of learning

- of how knowledge is acquired by the entrepreneur or of entrepreneurial

behaviour as a whole distinguishing that behaviour from the decision-making

process of market participants in general. Rather, any theory of learning that

the entrepreneur may use is subsumed in the concept of entrepreneurial

alertness.

For the purposes of the economist it is not necessary to explore the

psychology of the learning process, which is the result of market

experiences in which plans were found to be unworkable (or in which it

has been found that alternative, preferable courses of action were in

fact available). But it is necessary to build formally into our theory the

insight that such a learning process can be relied upon. (Kirzner 1973:

71-72, emphasis in original)

The learning process and the knowledge acquired are assumed to be

exogenous; there is no obvious requirement that such a process needs fuller

explanation. Nonetheless, it is important enough to be'relied upon'. Given that

the learning process is essential to entrepreneurial alertness, and that

aleftness is what makes an entrepreneur, the phrase'relied upon' is an

understatement. The learning process is an essential precondition in Kirzner's

theory. Further consideration of the matter is avoided by maintaining that

alertness is all that is needed for an 'explanation' of the market process. This

view is reinforced as follows:

The truth is that the ability to learn without deliberate search is a gift

individuals enjoy in quite different degrees. lt is this gift surely, that we

have in mind when we talk ol entrepreneurial aleftness. Entrepreneurial
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alertness consists, after all, in the ability to notice without search

opportunities that have been hitherto overlooked. (Kirzner 1979: 148,

emphasis in original)

Use of the concept of alertness enables those using this construct to avoid the

issue of entrepreneurial learning. The use of the term 'gif is problematic.

Entrepreneurial alertness as a 'gift' implies that it is exogenous, falling like

'manna from heaven'. AS such it begs several questions: can this 'gift' be

developed or enhanced? lf so, how? How does this 'gif influence the

entrepreneur's decision-making process or should it simply be 'relied upon'?

Kirzner's theory has also been criticized for ignoring the dynamic, creative

aspects of entrepreneurship. ln response Kirzner developed and extended his

theory of entrepreneurship in an attempt to make these aspects more explicit.

It is notable, notwithstanding these developments, how that theory relies on

some rather informal, everyday psychology. For example, with the introduction

of a multiperiod view of entrepreneurship it is noted:

To be a successful entrepreneur one must now possess those qualities

of vision, boldness, determination and creativity that we associated

earlier with the entrepreneurial element ...There can be no doubt that in

the concrete fulfillment of the entrepreneurialfunction these

psychological and personal qualities are of paramount importance. lt is

in this sense that so many writers are undoubtedly correct in linking

entrepreneurship with the courage and vision necessary to create the

future in an uncertain world. (Kirzner 1985: 64, emphasis added)

The concept of alertness accommodates the action of entrepreneurs oriented

toward the future. 'Acting man'works not only to envisage his future but also

to see it realised.

He is thus motivated fo bring about correspondence between the

envisaged and the realised futures. Not only are man's purposeful

efforts to better his condition responsible for his choices as constructed
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against a given envisaged future, that purposefulness is, perhaps even

more importantly, responsible for the remarkable circumstance that that

envisaged future does overlap significantly with the future as it actually

unfolds. (Kirzner 1985: 55-56)

The concept of entrepreneurial alertness certainly leaves scope for applied

work directed at unravelling the specifics of the tendency'to exploit

opportunities'. Kirzner has provided a useful theoretical framework in which

empirical work might be conducted. In our view however, Kirzne/s theory still

lacks a theory of entrepreneurial decision-making. Specifically, a theory of

learning is required as part of any discussion that seeks to explain how

entrepreneurs acquire, use and replace the knowledge needed to'drive'the

market process.

4.3: Kirznerian Entrepreneur: contextualist or mechanistic?

The Kirznerian entrepreneur plays the key role in the modern Austrian story of

market process. Only part of the story is told if we rely on the actions of a

mechanical optimiser. ln seeking to describe how the market process tends

toward equilibrium Kirzner does not simply concentrate on the end state of

equilibrium. ln the Kirznerian story of the market process, the role of the

entrepreneur is played by an 'active and creative'character rather than the

'passive, automatic and mechanical' actor filling that role in neoclassical

theory. In his theory entrepreneurial action takes place in a context that is

specified by the entrepreneur; the entrepreneur chooses the ends-means

framework in which resources are allocated. In neoclassical economics there

is little discussion of how the ends-means framework is arrived at. The purely

mechanistic behaviour of neoclassical maximisers cannot be fundamental to

the story of a market in genuine process.

The Kirznerian entrepreneur enjoys attributes complementary to a

contextualist worldview. The root metaphor of the act-in-context is embraced

by an emphasis on purposeful human behaviour: 'the overwhelming fact of

human history is that man does act' (Kirzner 1985: 55). More specifically, it is
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the "entrepreneurial act" of being alert to opportunity that drives the market

process. Alertness is part of purposeful human action informed by knowledge.

From a subjectivist perspective, this knowledge includes beliefs, expectations

and speculations that form part of the context of entrepreneurial action.

Despite these tantalising inclusions, Kirzner's theory does not probe too

deeply into this type of knowledge and how it is acquired. Rather it is

subsumed under the concept of alertness.

We conclude that the Kirznerian entrepreneur does not break completely from

a mechanistic perspective. The mechanistic l,netaphor of driving force focuses

on the cause and effect links between the entrepreneurial act and the

equilibrium story. There is an avowed explanatory focus on market process as

a means of justifying equilibrium tendencies; it is a theory that does not

require abandonment of a systematic, equilibrating market process. Some

commonality between the mechanistic narrative of neoclassical economics

and the Austrian tradition is therefore preserved.

Some have suggested that Austrian economics embraces an organicist world

view due to an emphasis on evolution: 'Austrian economics offers a valuable

perspective on the economy as an evolutionary process, akin to biological

evolution, with entrepreneurial activities representing the main instruments of

change (Rosen 1997: 139).61 We suggest that a more f ruitful understanding

of market change can be achieved by focusing on the entrepreneurial

act(ivities) rather than the concept of evolution. This approach is in keeping

with genetic-causal styles of reasoning employed in the work of the Austrian

school. Genetic causation is concerned with originating causes, the process

by which a phenomenon comes about and it also emphasises the

development of endogenously-produced change (Cowan and Rizzo 1996:

27e).

6r Langlois (1994) also takes an evolutionary perspective in 'The market process: an evolutionary
view'. Rosen's comments were perhaps also motivated by the modern Ausrian emphasis on the

evolution of institutions where institutional design is explained as a non-deliberative process - the

product of human action but not of human design.
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A careful examination of the nature and role of "entrepreneurial

alertness" in contemporary Austrian theory will show that only by

elaborating the idea of endogenously-produced change can Austrians

be successful in drawing out the full implications of their contribution

and in differentiating their product from that of the neoclassical

mainstream (O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996: xxiv).

The choice of the ends-means framework is originative and is not tied

mechanistically to what has gone before, nor is it part of an evolutionary

process in any simple biological sense. Contextualism examines the context

in which action takes place and offers scope for exploring the genetic-causal

aspects of entrepreneurial action, and provides an explanation of

endogenously-produced change.

To develop a contextualist perspective based on the Kirznerian entrepreneur it

is important to delve again into the concept of alertness.62 More specifically,

we need to consider some of the specific contextual strands informing the

"entrepreneurial act".

Summary

Kirzner sought to develop an explanation of the market process; of how prices

change and tend towards equilibrium. His explanation of this adjustment

process gives the entrepreneur a critical role. Through alertness to profit

opportunities, the entrepreneur changes resource allocations in the market,

causing a movement in prices that, under given structural conditions, moves

the market towards equilibrium.

While Kirzner's theory of entrepreneurship has remained essentially the same

since it was first introduced in 1973, the notion of alertness has, in particular,

62 Drawing on Kirzner's discussion, Shane (2000) portrays alertness to opportunity as "distinctive
cognitive feats whose accomplishment is conditioned by an entrepreneur's prior experience and

education" (Shane 2000: 448). While he does not explicitly use the term contextual, his case study

research indicates that contextual knowledge gives rise to multiple opportunities arising from a single

technological innovation.



been clarified and modified. As first explained, the Kirznerian entrepreneur

was essentially an arbitrageur operating within a single-period market. While

this role is still essential, the Kirznerian entrepreneur has been updated to

take more explicit account of uncertainty and with it the concept of discovery.

Entrepreneurs are conceived as not only being alert to opportunities

presented through past errors; they also seek to be alert to opportunities that

will present themselves in the future. The entrepreneur endeavours to imagine

the future and seeks to have this match as closely as possible the events that

ensue. The individual decision is 'an act of choice in an essentially uncertain

context', (where the identification of the relevant alternatives is part of the

actual decision process). (Kirzner 1992: 66)

It is not clear how or why some market participants learn about or notice

opportunities and thus operate as entrepreneurs, and how or why other actors

remain in ignorance. Alertness is a catch-all to describe the entrepreneur's

decision-making process. Kirzner's earlier contributions assert that to

investigate the nature and dimensions of alertness is a matter for formal

psychology and has no bearing on economic theorising. Notwithstanding the

disciplinary boundaries between economics and psychology, Kirzner has not

refrained from using casual, informal "psychological" elements to describe

entrepreneurial behaviour. We suggest that rather than rely on these casual

elements, a more fruitful approach to understanding entrepreneurial alertness

can be found within a contextualist cast. The entrepreneurial act involves the

identification of the ends-means framework that takes place "in-context".

Contextualism provides a framework to explore the contextual nature of

entrepreneurial action consistent with the Kirznerian understanding of

action.63

This chapter has argued that in order to gain a better understanding of

entrepreneurial behaviour, it is important to elaborate the concept of alertness

6l Developments in other schools of thought also provide interesting insights for a contextualist
perspective. For example work in New Institutional Economics (NIE) emphasises the role of
psychological and social constraints in shaping economic behaviour. Works that explore economic
behaviour include Eggerston ( 1990), Langlois (1986) and North (1990). Rutherford (1989) cornpares
the Austrian and NIE approach. The NIE approach tends to be constructed at the level of the firm
rather than the entrepreneur.



and the process of entrepreneurial decision-making as it relates to the

specification of the ends-means framework. We turn next to consider

entrepreneurial learning and knowledge acquisition from the Growth of

Knowledge perspective.
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Chapter Three: Toward a Growth of Knowledge

Theory of Entrepreneurial Behaviour

lntroduction

ln Entrepreneurship and the Market Process: an enquiry into the growth of

knowledge, David Harper seeks to explain entrepreneurial learning as an

endogenous process within the wider environment of the market process. He

argues that this is necessary to provide the groundwork for a dynamic theory.

Theories from the growth of (scientific) knowledge literature are used to

develop a new theory of endogenous entrepreneurial learning. The growth of

knowledge (GK) literature provides'significant insights into how markets

operate and how economic agents learn from their experiences within the

market' (Harper 1996:  ).

The novelty of representing entrepreneurship within a GK framework arises

from integrating two levels of economic discourse (Harper 1996: 24-25). Level

I discourse consists of economic theories that explain a large range of

economic phenomena, such as the theory of the firm or the theory of the

entrepreneur. There may, of course, be more than one theory that would seek

to explain a particular phenomenon. These theories are appraised at the

metatheoretical level of economic methodology (level ll). Economists use the

various level ll methodologies or theories of scientific method to evaluate or

assess level I theories. Level ll methodologies are theories of knowledge

acquisition or of learning and include apriorism, instrumentalism and

falsificationism.6a

6a Apriorism implies that knowledge can be obtained a priori, that is, without the help of experience.

lnstrumentalism is a methodology that assesses theories based on predictive usefulness and

applicability rather than truth-value. Theories are regarded as instruments for attaining a goal or a set of
goals. From a falsificationist perspective, 'economic theories cannot be faulted by a single. decisive

test but only by a whole series of empirical tests, and even the results of such a series must be weighed

in the light of alternative theories purporting to explain the same range of events' (Blaug 1986:269).
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In the literature of economics a distinction is commonly made between

economic methodologists and those working to develop level I economic

theories. The GK programme sets out to integrate level ll theories of learning

with level I economic theories.

[T]he GK programme ... intends to build methodology into the content

of theories of economic process, in order to help economists explain

how economic agents acquire the knowledge upon which they base

their decisions. (Harper 1996: 24-25)

Any (level l) economic theory of entrepreneurship must adequately discuss

the entrepreneur's learning methodology in order to account fully for the

endogenous dynamics of the market process. The methodology advocated for

the entrepreneur is that of the sophisticated falsificationist: the 'successful'

entrepreneur will tend to be a sophisticated falsificationist (SF) who learns

from the discovery of refuting evidence that falsifies her theories.65 These

entrepreneurs learn from their mistakes rather than their successes (Harper

1996: 165). The market process is described as a learning procedure

consisting of conjecture or theory formation followed by refutation or theory

modification. The market can therefore be characterised as a sophisticated

falsificationist learning process (Harper 1996: 282-283). This chapter

examines the SF entrepreneur and considers the contribution, as well as the

limitations, of the Growth of Knowledge Research Programme (GKRP).

Section One: The Growth of Knowledge View of the

Entrepreneur

1 .1 : The Entrepreneurship Continuum

In Chapter One we concluded that neoclassical economics has failed to

provide a satisfactory account of how the entrepreneur operates within the

65 Naive falsificationist entrepreneurs reject theories when it is decided that it has been talsitled in Iight

of background theories that are themselves fallible. Sophisticated falsificationist entrepreneurs (SFE)

reject a theory when it is f'alsified and superseded by a nerv and better theory. A SFE thus separates the

rejection of a theory or idea from its refutation (I{arper 1996:228-?30).



market process: the role of the entrepreneur has been marginalised. As a

result, the market process has not been fully understood.66 More specifically,

there exists a major lacuna in the neoclassical research programme: the

absence of a theory that adequately explains how economic agents learn from

experience in a disequilibrium environment of structural uncertainty (Harper

1996:15).6t

Entrepreneurial behaviour may be placed on a continuum: at one end there is

purely routine behaviour, at the other are acts of innovation. The routine

behaviour end of the continuum includes activities that surround existing

processes, markets and products - these fall under the heading of managerial

activities. The neoclassical entrepreneur operates at the mechanical end of

the continuum within a specified ends-means framework. The entrepreneur

knows the problem situation; it does not have to be discovered, structured or

defined. Knowledge can be perfect or there exist known probability

distributions of possible future events. Every economic agent is assumed to

be guided by a perfect method of learning, that of induction (Harper 1996: 85).

At the other end of the continuum is the dynamic innovator who seeks change

and is constantly carrying out activities to bring about change. The

entrepreneur as developed by the GKRP is placed at this end.

I portray entrepreneurship as the creative and critical segment of the

continuum of human action or at the apex of the hierarchy of human

cognitive processes. ... Entrepreneurship is defined as a real-time

problem-solving activity which involves the exercise of imagination and

critical faculties in the context of structurally uncertain and complex

problem situations that are conjectured to present profit opportunities.

(Harper 1996: 82)

6u Harper briefly considers the writings of several neoclassical economists including Samuelson. F{ahn,

Fisher, Grossman and Stiglitz to support a similar conclusion (Harper 1996: 8-12).
67 Structural uncertainty implies that the structure of the future is not known, even probabilistically,
before hand. This point is discussed in more detail in section 1.2.



Here an attempt is made fully to take account of uncertainty in the market. An

interest is expressed in exploring the learning methods that are used by

entrepreneurs as they develop conjectures and plans, and respond to

refutations. Entrepreneurial problem solving is considered the highest form of

human activity in the economic sphere.

1 .2: The Entrepreneur's Problem Situation

Given that the GK approach views entrepreneurs as problem solvers, it is

important to consider what dimensions characterise the entrepreneur's

problem situation. Two key dimensions are considered: uncertainty and time,

referred to by Mises in the following quote:

The term entrepreneur as used by catallactic theory means: acting man

exclusively seen f rom the aspect ol uncertainty inherent in every action.

In using this term one must never forget that every action is embedded

in the flux of time and therefore involves a speculation. ... There's

many a slip'twixt cup and lip. (Mises 1949: 254, emphasis added,

quoted in Harper 1996: 93)

Harper agrees with Mises in viewing uncertainty as central to the

entrepreneurial function. ln particular, the GKRP focuses on structural

uncertainty and the need to consider action from a real time perspective.

Three types of uncertainty are distinguished: parametric, structural and

bounded (Harper 1996: 94-103). In a world of parametric uncertainty, the

economic agent has a full list of every possible course of action and the

corresponding outcome to an action. In the future there exists a range of

possible states that the agent knows may arise. The expected value of a

choice is calculated from a probability distribution of outcomes. This enables

the agent to optimise as if she were in a world of perfect certainty. The agent

is able to describe her environment in probabilistic terms and the only learning

that occurs is through the improvement of parameter estimates - changing the

values of coefficients of the model. No new structural knowledge is acquired.
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Littlechild describes agents in a model of parametric uncertainty as 'clockwork

Bayesians' who have been wound up and sent on their way into a world

where 'nothing will ever occur for which they are not prepared, not can they

ever initiate anything which is not preordained' (Littlechild 1977 B; quoted in

Harper 1996: 97). Parametric uncertainty typically faces economic agents in

neoclassical economic theory.

However, the entrepreneur is not a clock to be'wound up' and then set down

to run a preordained course. She operates in an open-ended environment of

structural unceftainty with imperfect knowledge of future events. Uncertainty is

endogenous, that is, uncertainty is found within the system rather than being

imposed externally. The entrepreneur cannot imagine all possible alternative

future actions and cannot calculate all probabilities to help determine future

action. Structural uncertainty is endogenously created, that is, caused by the

actions of the entrepreneurs themselves.

Entrepreneurs make predictions about the actions and outcomes of actions of

other entrepreneurs.

Indeed, because entrepreneurs always act in real time, the very actions

which they may undertake in an attempt to overcome uncertainty (i,e.

knowledge-acquiring activity) may merely transform rather than

eliminate that uncertainty. (Harper 1996: 97-98)

Entrepreneurs therefore have difficulty in fully knowing the consequences of

their actions because they cannot be sure of the actions of other

entrepreneurs. To clarify this point, an example is provided of an entrepreneur

carrying out market research on a given product. This action in itself may alter

the perceptions of the consumer and alter the behaviour of rival

entrepreneurs:

... where knowledge (including prediction and expectations) is a

parameter of a dynamic system, any attempt to acquire knowledge
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about the system will cause a disturbance which changes the system.

(Harper 1996: 101)

Even though the entrepreneur continues to acquire knowledge that she hopes

will help her in the future, she cannot eliminate structural uncertainty or

estimate it confidently using subjective probabilities. The very process of

acquiring knowledge in a dynamic system changes the process itself. lt is not

something that happens exogeneously and cannot therefore be taken as

given, but must rather be explained as an endogeneous process.

In addition to operating in an environment of structural uncertainty, the

entrepreneur also faces bounded uncertainty:

Only under conditions of bounded uncertainty is the entrepreneur able

to act creatively and able to make meaningful choices. Bounded

uncertainty is enclosed between the extremes of pure arbitrariness and

deterministic order. (Harper 1996: 101)

The entrepreneur expects limits on the range and variety of events. These

expectations will depend on assumptions that the entrepreneur has about the

world, the social/institutional framework and the governance structures

organised by the entrepreneur for carrying out transactions. For example,

certain business practices or networks of relationships will 'mitigate the

arbitrariness of future outcomes in a structurally uncertain environment'

(Harper 1996: 103). All of these influences can be revised and changed thus

altering the bounds of uncertainty.6s

Harper's discussion of the problem situation is consistent with a contextualist

perspective. The context is constantly changing as the result of the passage

of time and the actions of the entrepreneur. However, what has not be

explained thus far is the impact of context on the decision-making process.

ut Harper also states that such things as organisation routines may facilitate the development of an

entrepreneurial venture by reducing structural uncertainty. This has interesting implications when

considering the links between bounded rationality and bounded uncertainty. We explore this matter in
Section Three.
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How does the entrepreneur come up with a solution to a problem? How does

the entrepreneur formulate the ends-means framework?

Section Two: The Entrepreneur as a 'Sophisticated

Falsificationist'

Harper uses a Popperian approach in formulating his theory of entrepreneurial

learning. Popper develops a non-justificationist view of the growth of

knowledge. A justificationist approach states that a theory cannot be accepted

as genuine knowledge unless it can be positively justified. A theory must be

verified or proven true. Such a view must confront'the problem of induction';

just because a theory is proved true today does not mean that there will not

be an instance in the future that will disprove it. While Hume demonstrated the

impossibility of justifying induction, it is still a universal method by which

agents acquire expectations and beliefs.

Though induction cannot be rationally justified, reasonable people still

expect the future to resemble the past: put another way, though we

cannot prove universal theories to be true, we still believe them to be

true. That the origins of such beliefs are "habit and custom", and

ultimately based on an individual's experience, was Hume's thesis; and

empiricists ever since have emphasised that observations of the

phenomenal world are the source of theories. (Caldwell1982:42;

quoted in Harper 1996: 48)

From a perspective of empiricism, perceptual experience gives rise to

observation. Knowledge can be inferred logically from this observation. Harper

argues that the rejection of justificationism per se necessarily implies the

rejection of any methodology associated with justificationism (Harper 1996:

53).

Countering the justificationist view of knowledge, Popper developed a non-

justificationist philosophy of science. The growth of knowledge arises from the
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growth of systems of conjectures that are highly informative guesses that are

not verifiable. Knowledge cannot be proven true; rather it can only be falsified.

No amount of evidence will prove a theory to be true due to the problem of

induction. When refuting evidence is found a theory can be proved false.6s

Popper considers only 'the context of justification' not the 'context of

discovery', The philosophy of science can ignore how discoveries are made

(the context of discovery) and concentrate on how theories are justified, and

how scientific results are submitted to and evaluated by the scientific

community. Most logical positivists adhere to this demarcation. The discovery

of a theory is left to psychology rather than the philosophy of science.

The Popperian programme considers the process by which knowledge grows

through the realm of logic and methodology. In turn the GK approach focuses

exclusively upon the ways in which entrepreneurial ideas are critically

evaluated by entrepreneurs and other transactors (such as consumers and

venture capitalists) in the market process. A learning method thus provides

the means by which conjectures and plans are evaluated and through this

process 'growth in knowledge'takes place.

The GK approach focuses on the realm of logic and attempts to reconstruct

the market from a logical point of view. Harper points out that important

extralogical factors, such as psychological and sociological explanatory

principles affecting market processes, market decisions and market

outcomes, are neglected when using this approach. Just how scientific results

and theories are discovered is outside the Popperian sphere of interest. As a

corollary, for the GKRP, a theory of entrepreneurship does not concern itself

with how entrepreneurs discover profit opportunities; opportunities are

exogenous.to 'The actual mental processes by which entrepreneurs generate

their business ideas is a subject belonging to the realm of psychological

economics' (Harper 1996: 32). Rather, the outcome of these'mental

6n Of course a theory cannot be conclusively refuted given the Duhem Quine thesis which will be

discussed later in this chapter.
70 The same can be said of Kirzner's theory; entrepreneurs are simply alert to exogenous opportunities.
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processes', the theories or conjectures of the entrepreneur, are of concern in

the GKRP.71

Popper's revolutionary model of the groMh of knowledge depicts learning to

be the result of a process of natural selection between hypotheses (Harper

1996:61).

Scientific knowledge is merely a development of ordinary knowledge.

Its very problems are enlargements of the problems of common-sense

knowledge. Both ordinary and scientific knowledge grow by

fundamentally the same procedure: the method of learning by trial and

error-elimination, the method of learning from mistakes. (Harper 1996:

56)

From Popper we infer a method of learning from a process of trial and error.

Even though an entrepreneur cannot gain knowledge from perceptual

experience, and cannot form theories from perceptual experience, a person

can learn from experience. Learning from experience is possible because a

theoretical structure is established in which experience is evaluated. From a

Popperian perspective discoveries and observations are stimulated and

guided by theory, rather than theories being discoveries due to observations.

Theory comes before experience but can then be altered through experience

(Harper 1986: 59). Harper advocates a Growth of Knowledge Research

Programme (GKRP) that acts as a point of departure in work considering

entrepreneurship, learning, market processes and economic change.

2.1: Growth of Knowledge Rationality and the Goal Structure of the

Entrepreneur

A cognitive-logical perspective of rationality is developed within the GK

programme (Harper 1996: 31). The focus is on the latent structure of

rationality behind entrepreneur's problem-solving efforts and does not

7l In Chapter Five, Six and Seven we return to focus on the 'mental process' of entreprene urs as they

generate ideas.



consider the entrepreneur's mental operations or inferential processes which

are a subject for empirical, applied psychology. The GK conception of

entrepreneurial rationality is that entrepreneurs follow the methodological

rules of falsificationism, that is they learn from their mistakes. This concept of

rationality is non-justif icationist.

The GK theory of entrepreneurship assumes that entrepreneurs are

rational in this sense: at least some entrepreneurs are presumed to

proceed by the critical method of trial and the elimination of error. lt is

predicted that entrepreneurs who adopt GK rationality are more

successful than entrepreneurs who do not. (Harper 1996: 120,

emphasis added)

Now this theory does not claim that all successful entrepreneurs always adopt

a falsificationist approach; some successful entrepreneurs may not adopt the

GK concept of rationality. The GKRP theory of entrepreneurship explores

only one method of entrepreneurial learning and this is not considered the

only possible type of learning; rather it is the learning method that will tendto

be most successful. This seems hardly surprising given the view of the market

process adopted by the GKRP presumes a Popperian learning procedure; the

market is a sophisticated-falsificationist learning process (Harper 1996: 282-

3), That there is a tendencytor (sophisticated) falsificationist entrepreneurs to

be more successful than those who adopt another theory of learning is an

empirical statement deserving falsification in it own right.

The GK theory presumes that entrepreneurs behave like scientists when

making economic decisions. They are actively formulating and solving

problems, viewing them as a challenge:

Because entrepreneurship is characterised as a rational, problem

solving activity, and given that a rational activity must have one or more

aims, so too must entrepreneurship. lt is assumed that, in the face of

structural uncertainty, the ultimate aims of entrepreneurs are to predict,
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to explain and to control aspects of their experience in the pursuit of

economic gain. (Harper 1996: 121)

Harper refers to these three ultimate aims as objective, entrepreneurial goals.

These goals need not be psychologically motivated or psychologically given. lt

is hard to imagine a goal or aim that is not psychologically driven, but

consistent with the anti-psychologistic stance taken by Popper, it is important

that what is investigated is not reduced to a psychological state. Using

situational analysis, psychological elements are replaced with corresponding

objective, situational elements; and motives are transformed into objective

aims (Harper 1996: 122).72

There is an analogy to be drawn here between the given preference stance of

neoclassical microeconomics and a'given goal' stance taken by the GK

approach. While both strive ardently to expunge anything resembling

psychology from the analysis, there remains an implicit link to psychological

factors. What remains are three specific objective aims - to predict, explain

and control experience.

Considering the basic definition of entrepreneurship used by the GKRP,

theories developed must help the entrepreneur discover and create new ends-

means frameworks, more specifically discover and create potential market

opportunities for improved coordination. However, entrepreneurs do not focus

on coordination; it is an unintended outcome of their actions. The

entrepreneurial function may bring about coordination within the market

process, but it is not why entrepreneurs formulate their theories; it is a function

imposed by the economist as analyst. Remaining consistent with their aim

structure, entrepreneurs seek opportunities through economic gain so that

they can predict, explain and control experience.

72 The siruational analysis Harper has in mind would be in line with multiple-exit decision situations,
particularly when compared with the single-exit situations suggested by neoclassical economics lsee
Latsis 1976: 19-22).
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The GK approach portrays entrepreneurs as using deductive logic in decision-

making (Harper 1996: 128). Deduction is assumed to be central to reasoning

in all sciences and in the practical decision-making environment faced by the

entrepreneur.

The GK programme assumes that deduction is central to the pattern of

reasoning in all sciences and in practical decision-making. ...

Consequently, entrepreneurs are assumed to use deductive logic

whenever they: (i) attempt to predict the economic future; (ii) provide a

causal explanation of an observed market event; or (iii) test their

conjectures against market reality. (Harper 1996: 129)

Prediction and explanation are seen as two sides of the same activity;

prediction is carried out before an event, explanation follows. The

entrepreneur calls upon deductive logic to evaluate theories or conjectures.

Learning from experience requires the use of deductive logic. 73

Harper attempts to make explicit what other theoretical work on the

entrepreneur has left unstated. Kizner for example, writes that if

entrepreneurial plans cannot be carried out then 'this teaches them that their

anticipations concerning the decisions of others were overly optimistic'

(Kirzner 1973: 10). Certainly the entrepreneur must somehow learn this

implication, in other words must deduce this conclusion for herself from her

experience of the market (Harper 1996: 132).

2.2: Sophisticated Falsificationism in Detail:

I portray entrepreneurs as Popperian falsificationists who learn from the

discovery of refuting evidence which falsifies (though never

conclusively) their theories, rather than as inductivists who acquire

knowledge by gathering data. ln other works, entrepreneurs are

depicted as learning from their mistakes, rather than from their

t'While other entrepreneurs may use inductive reasoning, the SFE uses only deductive reasoning
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successes. lt is through refutation that falsificationist entrepreneurs

learn from their mistakes, and as they correct their mistakes their

knowledge grows. (Harper 1996: 165)

The falsificationist entrepreneur is expected to be more successful because it

is more efficient to eliminate the many false ideas that an entrepreneur may

have than it is to identify the very few "potentially true" ideas, which may prove

successful in the market. While this may be correct for a corporate venture

where other profit bearing ventures already exist, for the individual

entrepreneur it is hard to imagine ongoing entrepreneurial activity if the focus

was set so firmly on eliminating false ideas at the expense of developing

profitable ones. No matter how efficient an entrepreneur is in eliminating false

ideas, if she cannot develop at least one successful idea then there is no

sustainable enterprise.

This criticism is recognised by Harper when he points out that the SFE could

be accused of portraying the entrepreneur as someone who only seeks to

refute an idea where real life entrepreneurs seek corroboration and profits. lt

is then argued that this view is a misconception. Falsificationists search for

theories or conjectures that are corroborated and have some explanatory

power but to be truly useful these corroborated theories need to have survived

quite severe tests. The progress of knowledge thus requires empirical

successes as well as successful refutations (Harper 1996: 177).

[S]cientists and entrepreneurs do not aim to develop falsifications of

their theory at any price .. but aim to obtain partial corroborations of

their theories ... [S]ophisticated falsificationist entrepreneurs do not just

learn from their mistakes: they can also learn from the corroboration of

the novel predictions derived from their bold, risky conjectures. lf a

conjecture resists refutation by a severe test, an entrepreneur can learn

much about the problem and his or her conjecture, its adequacy and its

consequence. (Harper 1996: 178)
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The SFE is described as an active explorer who makes her own experience.

She does this from engaging in entrepreneurial activity that'begins and ends

with problems' (Harper 1996: 169). The entrepreneur must first define

entrepreneurial problems before any attempt is made to solve them. Trial

solutions for a problem are formulated and tested. The SFE endeavours to

develop a number of competing solutions or conjectures that will potentially

solve a problem, adhering to a position of theoretical pluralism. This involves

the production of more than one explanation or tentative solution to the same

problem, increasing the entrepreneur's rate of learning and reducing the

opportunity cost of pursing just one particular, tentative solution. Viewing the

SFE from this perspective refutes the criticism that the GK theory gives a

negative orientation to the entrepreneur's problem solving activity.

Harper seems to remain ambivalent on the matter. On the one hand the GK

theory argues against the inductivist approach of gathering data to confirm a

theory while at the same time stating that the SFE can learn from the

corroboration or verification gained from testing a conjecture in the market.

The GKRP sees corroboration as the situation where no refuting evidence is

found as compared to the justificationist stance of corroboration as the

gathering of confirming instances to support the theory. Harper's argument

does not appear clearly to distinguish between the two types of corroboration

when he states that confirming evidence is required; a good theory must pass

some new and severe tests. 'lndeed, the progress of [the entrepreneur's]

knowledge requires empirical successes as well as successful refutations'

(Harper 1996: 177).In practice, it is difficult to see how the entrepreneur

would distinguish between corroboration in the form of no refuting evidence

and refutation in the form of confirming instances,

The difference between the two types of corroboration appears to be located

in the conjecture testing process. The SFE prefers tentative conjectures or

solutions that can be tested rather than those that cannot. How much the

entrepreneur learns is dependent on the testing environment of the

conjecture, on the nature of the questions or hypotheses posed.
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The more falsifiable an idea (i.e. the greater its informative content), the

more severe are the possible tests that can be conducted (i.e. the more

testable is the idea). Should the idea survive those severe tests, it will

then be better corroborated by these tests. (Harper 1996: 181-182)

ln the conjecture-testing phase it is important that the entrepreneur follows

certain methodological rules to limit immunising stratagems. lmmunising

stratagems include the introduction of ad hoc hypotheses, ignoring conflicting

results or adopting a sceptical attitude to the reliability of experiments and

experimenters. The entrepreneur adopts countering strategies so that a theory

can be critically appraised. The SFE will endeavour to establish a business

organisation with testing practices that reduce the possibility of immunising

strategies being used. Countering strategies might include policies that state

no ad hoc solutions can be introduced and conflicting evidence cannot be

ignored and must be explained. These help prohibit a universal and dogmatic

use of immunising stratagems that prevent a conjecture and the results of

testing being critically appraised.Ta

In adhering to rules that limit the use of immunising stratagems there remain

difficulties in appraising apparent refutations. One of these is the Duhem-

Quine (DQ) problem.

The major difficulty that confronts entrepreneurs in interpreting the

results of their market experiments arises from the Duhem-Quine

irrefutability thesis... This thesis states that it is impossible to falsify

conclusively a single hypothesis because it is always necessary to test

an individual hypothesis in conjunction with various auxiliary

hypotheses (or theoretical assumptions or background knowledge).

(Harper 1996: 266)

lf what is happening in the actual market differs from the predictions that the

entrepreneur makes, then the DQ thesis implies that it is difficult for the

7a A more complete discussion of immunising stratagems and countering strategies can be found in
Harper (1996: 184 - 190).



entrepreneur to locate exactly the source or reason for the apparent failure of

their plans. Corroborations are also subject to the same difficulties. The

entrepreneur is unable to demonstrate that a theory has been conclusively

corroborated, nor can she say that a theory has been conclusively refuted.

The entrepreneur must respond to the DQ problem with a 'mixture of

entrepreneurialjudgment, common sense and instinct' (Harper 1996: 272).

Given the overriding requirement for a critical method of appraising theory, the

precise content of such phenomena as entrepreneurial 'judgment', 'instinct'

and 'commonsense' deserve further elaboration and analysis than is given in

Harper (1996).

The SFE may be in need of an additional learning methodology when faced

with the DQ problem. We shall argue at length below that positing a

combination of learning methodologies or a methodological pluralist approach

might accommodate the phenomena mentioned above.tu Harper considers

three possible responses to the DQ problem. Three learning methodologies

are highlighted: conventionalism, Popper's falsificationism and Lakatos's

methodology. Harper considers how entrepreneurs who adhere to each of

these methodologies will tend to respond if their plans have been tested in the

market and failed.

The conventionalist entrepreneur prefers uncritical, conservative responses to

refutations. Generally she will try ad hoc solutions and will not consider

extensive alteration to her plans. lmmunising stratagems are used to maintain

consistency and limit disturbances to the theoretical system. The

falsificationist entrepreneur on the other had will tend to revise her basic

theories and develop entirely new conjectural frameworks, retaining the better

parts of her plans while modifying the rest. The Lakatosian entrepreneur

divides theories into a hard core and a protective belt. She will never ascribe

failed plans to her hard-core assumptions and will protect these from

refutation and elimination. This is in direct contrast to the Popperian

entrepreneur who would never make a dogmatic decision to place some part

tt This point is explored more fully in section three below and in Chapter Five
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of her theories in an irrefutable hard core. 'Falsificationist methodological

rules explicitly forbid using stratagems which spare any part of one'S system

of knowledge from empirical challenge'(Harper 1996: 275). The Lakatosian

entrepreneur considers any apparent refutation and its consequences, to be

located in the protective belt.

The SFE subscribes to a learning methodology that does not allow for any

part of a theory to be excluded from testing; it cannot have a Lakatosian hard

core. Yet in developing the GK theory Harper uses a Lakatosian style

research programme, complete with hard core, to describe the sophisticated

falsificationist entrepreneur. The methodology used when formulating the

GKRP is not necessarily the methodology used by the subject of that

programme: the entrepreneur.

To test the assumption that the SFE will tend to be more successful, Harper

developed an Entrepreneurial Learning Methodology Inventory (ELMI) to

establish the learning methodology used by the entrepreneur. The ELMI

comprises two parts: the first part consists of a questionnaire completed by

venture capitalists; the second part comprises decision scenarios with

accompanying questions. The result of these surveys would assist in

establishing which entrepreneurs are sophisticated falsificationists and which

adhere to other learning methodologies. The success of these learning

methodologies could then be established by examining the relative success of

the entrepreneurs' ventu res.

The results of any empirical work are not included. Rather it is suggested that

the GKRP is theoretically progressive by formally building-in explicit

conjectures about the entrepreneur's methodology and the nature of

entrepreneurial knowledge. The theory sets up a framework for examining

entrepreneurial learning and outlines a test by whlch the empirical content of

the GK theory could be corroborated. The feasibility of using this test (the

ELMI) is open to question. In evaluating the GKRP the ELMI was given to a

number of entrepreneurs to complete. The response was that the

questionnaire was confusing and almost unanswerable. While theoretically



plausible the ELMI would require reworking to be suitable for extensive

empirical use.

In the absence of any empirical results to support the GK coniectures, we

might consider the results of research that has been carried out. ln 'How

Entrepreneurs Craft Strategies That Work' Amar Bhide investigates

approaches used by entrepreneurs when establishing business ventures.

Rather than the detailed approach that a SFE would adopt in testing a

venture, the result of survey work indicates that successful businesses carried

out only the most basic of planning and analysis.To ln terms of an initial

business plan 41 % had no plan at all and a further 26% had'just a

rudimentary, back-of-the-envelope type of plan' (Bhide 1994: 152). In terms

of a successful entrepreneurial approach, the evidence from the survey

suggests that entrepreneurs in the initial development phase follow the

following guidelines:

1. Screen opportunities quickly to weed out unpromising ventures.

2. Analyse ideas parsimoniously. Focus on a few important issues.

3. Integrate action and analysis. Don't wait for all the answers, and be ready

to change course.

Furthermore:

Standard checklists or one-size-fits-all approaches don't work for

entrepreneurs. The ... issues that are most worthy of research and

analysis depend on the characteristics of each venture. (Bhide 1994:

1 58)

White these results do not directly contradict the hypothesis that the SFE will

tend to be more successful, they do raise the possibility that other learning

methodologies could be as successful as those used by the SFE. Given that

one of the decision-making approaches of SFE would involve a logical

76 The suruey examined the approach of the founders of 100 companies on the 1989 Inc '500' list of
fastest growing companies in the US.
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analysis of an opportunity, the evidence of the survey indicates that many

successful entrepreneurs do not view this as being possible. However,

learning from mistakes and a 'trial and error' approach is often very useful. ln

order to assess fully the strength of the GKRP there is need for empirical work

to test the hypothesis that the SFE will tend to be more successful than

entrepreneurs who adopt different methodologies.

Section Three: Limitations of the Growth of Knowledge

Research Programme

Harper is clear from the outset that his enquiry into the growth of knowledge

does not provide a complete account of the market process. The focus is on

the process through which knowledge grows rather than the process by which

entrepreneurial ideas are generated. The GK programme separates the

context of justification from the context of discovery and focuses solely on

justification. When discussing entrepreneurial learning the GK approach is

concerned with the conjectures of the entrepreneur. lt is the product rather

than the process of thought that are the focus of analysis. Not only are the two

contexts separate, the GKRP assumes that the entrepreneurial context of

justification is independent of the entrepreneurial context of discovery (Harper

1996: 32-33). There is no relationship between the generation of business

ideas by the entrepreneur and the way the entrepreneur evaluates these

ideas. lf such a connection does exist then Harper assumes this connection is

irrelevant to the task of deriving explanations of entrepreneurial learning. For

this assumption to be meaningful then a) the entrepreneur must apply the

same learning methodology to all problem situations and b) the entrepreneur's

methodology must be constant over time (Harper 1996: 33). Harper rightly

points out that these assumptions place a severe limitation on the GKRP if the

ability of entrepreneurs to'discove/ profit opportunities and their ability to

process information about the opportunities are connected in some way. To

examine if the GKRP is indeed limited by the assumption the following

questions need to be addressed:
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ii)

iii)

what if entrepreneurs use different methodologies given different problem

situations?

what if entrepreneurs' learning methodology changes as a result of what

has been learnt in evaluating a previous conjecture?

what if the capacity of an entrepreneur to discover a profit opportunity and

their ability to process information about the opportunity is connected in

some way?

We will discuss these questions in turn below.

i) The first question considers the possibility of entrepreneurs using different

methodologies for different problem situations. This important question has

been addressed in a recent work (Harper and Earl 1996). While the GK

programme advocated methodological monism the authors argue it may be

useful to extend the boundary toward a problem dependent methodology,

namely methodological plu ralism.

According to this line of inquiry, the entrepreneur's choice of a problem-

solving approach becomes a function of the problem situation (as

interpreted by the entrepreneur) and the way in which the problem is

defined. Strictly speaking, this way of viewing the problem-solving

process does not only assume the use of multiple methodologies in a

context-specific mannen some overarching "meta"-methodology is

needed for judging the nature of the problem and hence assign the

appropriate lower-level methodology for handling it. (Harper and Earl

1996:308)

Instead of the entrepreneur being fixed into one particular learning

methodology (e.9. sophisticated falsificationism) regardless of the problem

situation faced, the entrepreneur will choose a problem solving approach or

learning methodology appropriate to the problem situation. Methodological

pluralism is the 'meta'-methodology used to make the choice of appropriate

methodology. The entrepreneur chooses the lower-level methodology

according to the criteria imposed by methodological pluralism.



Pluralist entrepreneurs possess a range of standards for evaluating new

ideas. The best way to appraise a theory is to assess how well it solves the

particular problems needing to be addressed. There is no optimal

methodology to call on given that there are different types of problems to be

solved. The authors specify three classes of entrepreneurial problem:

arbitrage, speculation and innovation.TT An entrepreneur will choose a

learning methodology appropriate to each of these categories. A useful

summary table is provided and is included below:

Each of these classes of entrepreneurial problem situation is considered in

terms of the possible learning methodology that may be appropriate. lf

arbitrage is considered to take place with no uncertainty then the entrepreneur

engaged in such an activity may behave as an apriorist. No new information

would alter her decisions and conjectures would be made independent of

empirical information. The speculator on the other hand does operate in a

world of uncertainty. She may find that adopting skepticism as a learning

methodology is advantageous, given that she would need to be alert to new

77 These have been described in the previous chapter detailing the Kirznerian entrepreneur. See Chapter
Two, Section 2. 1.3 above.

Table 3.1: The Problem Dependent Methodoloov of Entrepreneurs

Problem Entrepreneur's

Goal

Temporal

Focus

Nature of

Theory

Required

Appropriate

Methodology

Arbitrage
lmmediate
execution of
idea

Urgency,
very short
term

Simple lnstrumentalism
Apriorism

Speculation
Predictive
accuracy

Not defined Simple
(mainly short to
medium term)

lnstrumentalism
Scepticism

lnnovation
Prediction,
explanation,
control, long
term learnino

Medium to
very
term

long
Testable,
general

Falsificationism
lnductivism

(Harper and Earl: 1996: 310)
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evidence suggesting that expectations have changed. lf the entrepreneur

seeks short-term arbitrage or speculative profits, then she may adopt

instrumentalism as her learning methodology. lf predictive adequacy rather

than explanation is sufficient for this type of entrepreneur, then

instrumentalism would provide a suitable learning methodology given that she

does not have the time to apply and use a more complicated learning

methodology. On the other hand, if the entrepreneurial decision-making

process requires more than predictive accuracy then instrumentalism may be

inadequate. lf the entrepreneur is seeking to understand and control the

problem situation over a longer period of time then falsificationism and

inductivism may be more appropriate methodologies than short-term

instrumentalism.

Harper and Earl suggest that the problem dependent situation could be

developed further to take into account sub-classes that may arise within the

three entrepreneurial problem situations. Considering the innovative

entrepreneur, they would choose a learning methodology that was appropriate

for each of the phases of innovation. For example, when developing a new

product, the early stage of the process involves identifying the problem and

then generating ideas to solve the problem. Novelty is of paramount

importance; methodologies that promote novelty and change are required.

The authors suggest that only after there is a proliferation of new ideas does a

critical methodology become necessary. This scenario is quite different to the

suggestion that the entrepreneur adopts only one methodology and that there

is no link between justification and discovery. The context of discovery is the

novelty-generating phase that has thus far remained problematic for

researchers attempting to understand and model entrepreneurial behaviour.

While not consciously advocating a contextualist approach to entrepreneurial

decision-making, the adoption of a methodological pluralist approach

emphasises the importance of context in decision-making. The entrepreneur

needs to be cognizant of the context in which learning is taking place; the

problem situation is the context and determines the choice of methodology.
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This approach contrasts with adopting sophisticated falsificationism as the

appropriate methodology in all contexts.

ii) The second question considers the possibility of an entrepreneur changing

a learning methodology as a result of what has been learnt in evaluating a

previous conjecture. Given the adoption of methodological pluralism, this

could be a possibility. As the result of gaining experience in the use of a

learning methodology, and learning from that experience, it would seem likely

that the entrepreneur may well use that learning methodology when dealing

with another type of problem situation. For example, if an entrepreneur has

successfully used an instrumentalist approach to solve a problem relating to

the development of a marketing strategy then she may use this approach

when faced with a product development decision in the future. Prior to the

successful marketing experience, she may have been using a falsificationist

approach to solve product development problems.

iii) The third question concerns association between the capacity of an

entrepreneur to discover a profit opportunity and her ability to process

information about the opportunity. While Harper does not explicitly consider

bounded rationality, he does state that the problem situation faced by the

entrepreneur is characterised by bounded uncertainty. lnstitutional

frameworks and governance structures bound uncertainty. There are limits

placed on the structure of the environment faced by the economic agent. One

of the reasons why these institutional frameworks and governance structures

have developed is the limited ability of human actors to deal with the

complexity of the environment. Decision-making is bounded due to the limited

cognitive processing ability of the economic agent.

lf entrepreneurs face some form of bounded rationality in processing

information then bounds will exist and influence their ability to perceive profit

opportunities. The ability to discover a profit opportunity and the ability to

process information are connected in that both rely on a decision-making

process that is influenced by the limited ability of entrepreneurs to deal with a

complex environment.
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Just what form this bounded rationality may take is alluded to in the

introduction to "'Growth of Knowledge" Perspectives on Business Behaviour'.

GKRP takes as its starting point the fact that :

... business opportunities do not leap out of the business environment

and tell people how to construe them; rather, they are personally

created mental constructs, Likewise, when the business environment

changes or evidence is generated about the consequences of previous

decisions, any learning that takes place is not automatic and

exogenously determined but is instead a consequence of decision-

makers choosing to gather particular kinds of information and choosing

to interpret it according to the rules of their personal systems for

making sense of the world. (Harper and Earl 1996: 306)

The implications contained in this statement deserve further elaboration.

Entrepreneurs construct business opportunities according to the rules of their

personal systems for making sense of the world. These'personal systems'

are used in constructing opportunities - the context of discovery aspect of

entrepreneurial behaviour - as well as in assessing experience and learning -

the context of justification. The rules of these 'personal systems' inform the

decision-making process of the entrepreneur and place bounds on the

process. Learning is likely to be endogenous as a consequence of these

personal systems and their precise operation in the decision-making process.

We explore this more fully in Chapter Five,

Summary

The GK programme focuses on the entrepreneur as problem solver. Harper

presents an approach explaining how entrepreneurs learn, arguing that the

market process is a sophisticated falsificationist learning mechanism. The

behaviour of the problem-solving entrepreneur is explored by formulating an

asserted, relatively successful method of learning. The sophisticated
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falsificationist is described as possessing a way of learning that makes her

more successful than other entrepreneurs. This method captures what has

hitherto seemed intractable viz. how to model endogenous learning in the

market process. lt is a critical step in accounting for the endogenous dynamics

of the market process.

While the model captures some aspects of entrepreneurial behaviour in terms

of how the entrepreneur assesses hypotheses, there is nothing about this

behaviour that is distinctly entrepreneurial. Sophisticated falsificationism may

also be an aspect of the behaviour of a person operating in a routine,

managerial capacity, The question arises as to whether sophisticated

falsificationism explains behaviour that is uniquely entrepreneurial.

Entrepreneurship is here defined as profit-seeking activity aimed at

identifying and solving ill-specified problems in structurally uncertain

and complex situations. lt involves the discovery and creation of new-

ends means frameworks, rather than the allocation of given means in

the pursuit of given ends. (Harper 1996: 3)

The GK theory successfully models the behaviour of entrepreneurs as they

adapt the ends-means framework through the feedback gained from market

experience. This behaviour is one possible explanation of endogeneous

change. What it does not account for is the discovery and creation of new

ends-means frameworks. Neither Harper nor Kirzner explore the very

activities they define as essentially entrepreneurial.TE

For Harper, the failure to account for entrepreneurial behaviour rests on the

limitation of assuming there is no relationship between the generation of

business ideas by the entrepreneur and the way the entrepreneur evaluates

ideas. Harper only considers the context of justification and his working

tt Ha.p"r argues that entrepreneurs in Kirzner's theory of entrepreneurship are limited in their
behaviour; they are unable to make mistakes and serve only as equilibrating forces in the market
process (Harper 1996: 17). While this is correct for earlier work, Kirzner's most recent writing has

explored more fully the possibility for entrepreneurial error. However, he still maintains that there is no
systematic tendency for entrepreneurial errors to be made (Kirzner 1997).
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assumptions sunder any links between justification and the context of

discovery. No account is taken of the Kirznerian concept of alertness to

opportuni$ for gain. The concept is noted in reference to 'profit seeking

activity aimed at identifying and solving ill-specified problems' but the process

of identifying these problems is not examined. Only one methodology is

assumed to be employed by entrepreneurs when solving decision problems.

More recently, methodological monism has been superseded by the advocacy

of methodological pluralism. Entrepreneurs choose a methodology that is

dependent on the problem that has been identified. This approach still begs

the question - how is the problem identified in the first place?

To account more fully for the endogenous dynamics of the market process, a

decision-making model must be developed that takes into account the

behaviour of entrepreneurs as they discover and create the new ends-means

framework. In the next chapter we consider whether a specific concept of

rationality is needed to shed light on a decision-making process conceived in

a contextualist framework.
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Chapter Four: Decision-making, Rationality and
the Entrepreneur

lntroduction

This chapter explores entrepreneurial behaviour and decision-making with

special reference to the concept of rationality. Broadly speaking, the approach

taken can be located within literature now understood as forming part of

'rnodern behavioural economics'. 7e

Modern behavioural economics is characterised by three features.

First, rational choice is used as a starting point for developing theories

of economic decision-making and market equilibria. Second, actual

individual behaviour is analysed using a variety of data-collection

methods. Third, these observations of human behaviour, along with

some lessons from other social scientists (especially psychologists) are

used to explain and understand the ways in which the rational theories

fail to describe the world we live in. (Thaler 1997: 439)

Thaler's description of behavioural economics highlights the standard

dichotomy between normative and descriptive studies of rationality.

Normative approaches discuss how people ought to decide, emphasising

logically consistent decision procedures; normative models analyse how ideal

economic agents behave (Bell, Raiffa and Tversky 1988: 17). Descriptive

rationality applies to the 'actual' rather than the 'ideal'; descriptive analysis

focuses on how and why real people think and act the way they do. A

descriptive model of behaviour seeks to describe and/or predict actual

behaviour (Bell, Raiffa and Tversky 1988: 17).to

7e In 'Behavioural economics: a problem of definition', Earl ( 1988) reviews the contribution of four
distinctive research traditions - the Carnegie school, the Michigan school, the Oxfbrd schorrl and the

Stirling school, to the emergence of modern-day behavioural economics. In Chapters Five through
Seven we explorePersonal Construct Psychology, an area of psychology first introduced to economics
by Brian Loasby who is a leading contributor to the Stirling school of behavioural economics.
80 Bell, Raiffa and Tversky (1988) add prescriptive rationality as a third, distinct category. Prescriptive
rationality explores how to help agents make 'good' decisions and how to train people to make 'better'

decisions. Our focus is on normative and descriptive rationality.
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We follow the modern behavioural approach first by reviewing the

development of the neoclassical theory of rational choice and its focus on the

normative aspect of decision-making. Next we examine research on actual

individual behaviour. This work endeavours to describe actors'decisions and

how these decisions are derived. Pertinent to this discussion is the theory of

bounded rationality and the experimental findings of behavioural economics.

We then consider the implications of this discussion for a theory of

entrepreneurial behaviour and decision-making, taking into account and

elaborating on, the hitherto poorly explicated rationality concept within the

Austrian tradition.

Section One: Rationality in Neoclassical Economics

1 .1 : Early development of the Rational Choice Model

The development of the rational choice model of behaviour in neoclassical

economics began with the 'marginal revolution' of the 1870s and the

formulation and elaboration of the new 'subjective'theory of value (Coats

1976, 1988; Lewin 1996; Runde 1988). The subjective theory provided a new

approach to the theory of value with significant implications for analysing the

decision-making process. The focus of mainstream economic theory shifted

from a supply based theory, centred on objective costs such as labour, to

demand-based theories of value, production and distribution. The decision-

making process involved rational choice implemented through the

maximisation of utility and profit,

The marginal revolution and the emergence of the rational choice model did

not go unchallenged. Criticism of the subjective theory of value came primarily

from the institutional school and focused on the hedonistic underpinnings of

the theory and the concept of 'economic man' (Coats 1976, 1988; Lewin

1996). The challengers argued that economic man did not possess a stable

and consistent set of preferences from which rational choices were made;
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rather, economic actors were seldom rational, often impulsive, instinctive,

inconsistent and at times unstable in the way they made decisions. 81

The response from neoclassical economics was to move toward a more

"objective" approach based on clearly observed behaviour without any

reference to the internal motivations of the economic agent. Coats (1976,

1988) and Lewin (1996) explain how the objective approach was influenced

by the theory of behaviourism developing in psychology. J.B Watson and B.F.

Skinner were leading advocates of the behaviourist school, arguing that

scientists needed to base theory on 'objective' rather than 'subjective' data

(Sternberg 1995: 53). Psychology should study the laws of behaviour,

emulating the empirical methods of physics and adhering to a mechanistic

worldview. Any conjectures about internal thoughts was nothing more than

speculation and had no place in psychology. Rational behaviour within

neoclassical economics depended only on observable behaviour consistent

with a logical positivist approach. Economic behaviour was expressed in

abstract terms through the logic of choice. Consumers and producers

maximised utility and profit respectively by making rational calculations of

alternatives informed by optimally imperfect knowledge. Although economic

theory included an account of individual subjective valuations and producer

ends-means frameworks, the rationality assumption supposedly entailed no

concession to hedonism or any other psychological doctrine (Ranchetti 1998).

1.2: Rational Choice Model and its Limitations

Rational choice modelling emphasises internal consistency; choices

correspond to each other in a systematic and consistent way. This approach

includes the conditions for preference ordering such as transitivity and

invariance. 82 The model of rational choice most extensively used in

neoclassical economics is the expected utility approach, which models

8l Coats (1976: 49) argues that while the old institutional school offered valid criticism of 'economic

man' it was unable to pull together the 'miscellaneous ragbag of assertions and complaints' to form a

viable alternative.
82 'The axiomatic analysis of the foundations of expected utility theory reveals four substantive
assumptions - cancellation, transitivity, dominance, and invariance - besides the more technical
assumptions of comparability and continuity' (Tversky and Kahneman 1988: 168). Tversky and

Kahneman provide give a full account of each of these assumptions.
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rational behaviour under uncertainty.s3 This approach begins with a utility

function for the agent in question. The expected utility model weights the

value of each of the outcomes by the respective probabilities of the different

outcomes. The probability-weighted expected value is then calculated and

maximised. Choices then follow from maximising the utility function. This

approach is also known as "subjective expected utility maximisaton" given that

the estimated probabilities are subjective in nature.

The criterion for economic rationality is thus the logical consistency of

the agent's actions with his or her (explicit) knowledge and

preferences. And since, even under conditions of subjective

uncertainty, that knowledge and those preferences logically imply a

best course of action, the agent is rational only when he or she selects

that particular best course. (Langlois 1986:226)

The concept of rational behaviour as used in neoclassical economics

endeavours to serve two purposes. First, it details how a rational person ought

to behave in a given situation (normative); second, the rational choice model

seeks to predict actual rational behaviour (predictive).

The first step consists in characterising rational behaviour and the

second, following that, bases actual behaviour on rational behaviour. ln

this way the characterisation of rational behaviour may end up

specifying the predicted actual behaviour as well. ... The argument is

that while actual behaviour can, in principle, take any form, it is

reasonable to assume that much of the time it will, in fact, be of the

kind that can be described as "rational". (Sen 1998: 68)

While the rational choice model has been a powerful tool in the development

of neoclassical economics along normative lines, the model has come under

scrutiny in respect to its descriptive usefulness. Mounting evidence suggests

actual decision-making does not always follow the exemplar of neoclassical

83 Friedman and Savage (1952) and Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) made major contributions
to the development of this approach.
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economics.sa Economic agents have difficulty processing information to make

optimal decisions. lnstead, they rely on biases and heuristics that can lead to

behaviour inconsistent with the rational choice model. The rational choice

model implies information processing and calculation abilities beyond the

limits of economic agents; rationality is bounded (Simon 1959, 1976, 1986,

1997; Arrow 1987).Bs

For our purposes it is important to consider the implications of the rational

choice model for entrepreneurial decision-making. Rational behaviour, as

specified by the rational choice model, comprises consistent, logical choices

within specified ends-means frameworks. The question is left begging as to

where these frameworks originate.

As a logical matter, they cannot themselves be explained as the result

of maximising choice. For if the choice of f rameworks were lhe result of

maximising within some higher framework, the choice of that higher

framework would remain unexplained - and so on ad infinitum.

(Langlois 1986: 227, emphasis in original)

Neoclassical modelling takes the problem situation as exogenous. lf economic

agents are rational only insofar as making logical choices, the perception of

new frameworks must be consigned to the realm of the nonrational.

Nonrational behaviour is not based on fully specified and complete evidence

and therefore cannot be a deduction from explicit premises (Langlois 1986:

227). Rather than consign the perception of new frameworks to the realm of

the 'nonrational', we suggest the way in which new frameworks are

established lies outside the narrow definition of rational choice as specified by

neoclassical economics.

This suggestion complements our assertion in Chapter One above that the

entrepreneur has been accorded a marginal, cameo role in the neoclassical

script. Neoclassical economics, more specifically the rational choice model of

taConlisk (1996) and Rabin (1998) provide extensive review articles on this subject.
85 Bounded rationality is discussed in the following section.
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decision-making, fails to address how new ends-means frameworks originate.

lf the entrepreneur acts in a manner consistent with the rational choice model

she is limited to behaviour within a pre-specified framework. Decision-making

is a mechanical process. There is no explanation of how new opportunities

are discovered and new frameworks developed.

Section Two: Rationality and Behavioural Economics

2.1 : Bounded rationality

Herbert Simon ( 1959, 1976, 1986, 1988, 1992, 1997) was the first economist

to stress that the complexity of the environment is beyond the computational

ability of economic actors. A major critic of the neoclassical model of rational

choice, he developed a theory of bounded rationality as an alternative to the

global-substantive rationality of neoclassical economics.s6 Economic agents

are incapable of adhering to the concept of rationality as specified in the

rational choice model. There are bounds to the rationality of economic agents;

because of these bounds agents'satisfice' rather than optimise.

To ascertain whether or not behaviour is'rational' it must be viewed in

context. The context includes a) the situation in which the behaviour takes

place; b) the goals the behaviour is aimed at realising and c) the

computational means available for determining how the goals can be attained

(Simon 1986: S210). Neoclassical economics rests on two key assumptions:

1) the economic actor has a given goal, for example utility or profit

maximisation; 2) the economic actor is substantively rational (Simon 1976:

131). Rationality is concerned with finding what action maximises utility in a

given situation. Thus some notion of situation or context is allowed for in

neoclassical economics, namely in the form of posited constraints. The model

assumes that economic actors perceive the world as an objective reality,

coping with uncertainty by assigning subjective probabilities to events. This is

E6Simon (1997: 17) states that neoclassical theory 'assumes that the decision maker has a

comprehensive, consistent utility function, knows all the alternatives that are available for choice. can

compute the expected value of utility associated with each alternative, and chooses the alternative thal

maximises expected utility'. This view is consistent with our portrayal of neoclassical ecclnomics.
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possible because the model also assumes that the decision-maker's

computational powers are unlimited. Decision-makers have a comprehensive,

consistent utility function. They know all alternatives available for choice, can

compute the expected value of utility or profit associated with each alternative,

and choose the alternative that maximises expected utility or profit.

Furthermore, there is no discussion about the content and formation of goals

and values. The economic actor has a given goal of either expected utility

maximisation or profit maximisation. The focus is on analysing the situation

not the decision-maker (Simon 1997: 17-18). 'Behaviour is substantively

rational when it is appropriate to the achievement of given goals within the

limits imposed by given conditions and constraints'(Simon 1976: 130).

Actors face a single-exit situation where choice is uniquely determined by

ahistorical and artificial situational considerations. As a result of 'situational

determinism', action 'does not reflect genuine decision or choice but rather

highly constrained reaction' (Latsis 1976: 16, emphasis in original). Using the

approach of situational determinism

... such activities of the entrepreneur as decisions on prices, the search

for information, the organisation of decision-making, the choice of

method of production and appeal to buyers and also the psychology of

decision-making, are either taken as given or assumed away. The

neoclassical approach may perhaps fairly be termed as envisaging

entrepreneurs without entrepreneurial functions or, to put it another

way, decision-makers without decision procedured (Latsis 1976:25,

emphasis in original)

Neoclassical rationality is seen in terms of the choices it produces. With the

assumptions of maximisation and substantive rationality the economist does

not acquaint herself with the detail of entrepreneurial action. At a more

general level, research on human cognitive processes is outside the bounds

of economics and is quite irrelevant (Simon 1976: 131). Global-substantive

rationality is a theory of best or optimal solutions, with no psychological

underpinnings.
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For other social sciences, such as psychology, rationality is viewed in terms of

the processes it employs (Simon 1986: 5210). Rational behaviour in

psychology is often used synonymously with the process of reasoning.

Behaviour is procedurally rational when it is the outcome of appropriate

deliberation. This contrasts with irrational behaviour that is an impulsive

response without an adequate intervention of thought. Procedural rationality is

useful when considering a problem situation such as

... situations in which the subject must gather information of various

kinds and process it in different ways in order to arrive at a reasonable

course of action, a solution to the problem. (Simon 1976: 132)

Now, from Simon's perspective, the assumption of expected utility

maximisation is only a small part of what constitutes economic rationality.

Rationality must account both for the information decision-makers use and

how they process it. Procedural rationality fulfils both these objectives (Simon

1986: 5209). A bounded-procedural approach gives a theory of rationality that

is consistent with actual human behaviour. There is no procedure for arriving

at the substantively rational solution given the amount of computing effort

required. Rather than seek an optimal or best solution, the economic actor

uses a theory of efficient computational procedures to find 'good' solutions.

People develop heuristics or'rules of thumb'to reduce the complexity of the

decision-making process. A bounded-procedural approach assumes the

decision-maker must search for alternatives, has incomplete and inaccurate

knowledge about the consequences of actions, and chooses actions expected

to be satisfactory (Simon 1997: 17-18). ln developing theories of decision-

making it is important to determine not only the reasoning processes of

economic agents 'but also the processes that generate the actor's subjective

representation of the decision problem, his or her frame' (Simon 1986:

s21 1).87

87 The framing of a decision problem is one tbcus of empirical work by leading behavioural economists

- Kahneman and Tverskv - and will be discussed further in Section 2.2.
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Simon's theory of bounded rationality provides a useful critique of neoclassical

rationality in two ways. First, it points out that human computational limitations

result in the replacement of best solutions for good solutions - satisficing

rather than optimising. Second, it focuses attention on processes or

procedures rather than on the outcomes of choices.

Our focus is the decision-making process of the entrepreneur. More

specifically, we wish to gain access to the entrepreneur's subjective

representation of the ends-means framework and the process through which

this framework is developed. Simon's work provides an example of the gains

that can be made by "stepping through" disciplinary boundaries. We believe

psychology offers avenues through which the entrepreneur's decision-making

process can be explored.

Simon also emphasises the need for more extensive empirical research on

the foundations of economic rationality. We now consider the second feature

of modern behavioural economics: examination of actual human behaviour, by

discussing some relevant empirical research. This research describes

economic behaviour highlighting inconsistencies between actual behaviour

and the 'ought to' behaviour of the rational choice model.

2.2: Behavioural Research and Rational Choice

One of the objectives of behavioural economics is to describe and explain real

observed behaviour.

This shift in emphasis to what actually happens rather than the logical

conditions necessary for things to happen unites behavioural

economists in a quest for a stronger descriptive base to economics.

(Gilad, Kaish and Loeb 1988: 440).

Economists and psychologists have undertaken a considerable amount of

empirical work to examine how people behave under uncertainty. Research

demonstrates that people often and consistently breach the most fundamental
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axioms of rational choice due to limitations in human cognitive capabilities,

even with simple problems (Conlisk t 996; Earl 1990; Hogarth and Reder

1g87; Rabin 1998; Thaler 1992,). Decision-makers systematically violate the

subjective expected utility maximisation model of choice under uncertainty.

The following is a selection of behaviours that violate the rational choice

model and the heuristics and biases that economic actors use to cope with

their bounded rationality. We believe particular findings in this literature will

be pertinent to our discussion on the entrepreneur's representation of the

ends-means framework.

2.2.1 Contextual effects

As we maintain in Chapter One, contextualism comprises two basic

categories: quality and texture. Texture includes the details and relationships

that make an act or event. We suggested that theories of entrepreneurial

decision-making need to consider texture, specifically the texture of the

entrepreneu rial act-in-context. Empirical investigation indicates the

environment in which a decision takes place can fundamentally influence the

decision-making process and outcome. Here we consider three examples of

texture and their influences on the decision-making process: the endowment

effect, the reference point effect, and the framing effect. We then consider

how these examples point to aspects that may influence the decision-making

process of the entrepreneur.

Endowment effect:Goods in a person's endowment are valued more highly

than those not held in the endowment. This results in a pattern of behaviour

whereby people demand much more to give up an object than they would be

willing to pay to acquire it (Thaler 1980). Tversky and Kahneman (1988) view

the endowment affect as a manifestation of an asymmetry of value that they

label loss aversion - the disutility of giving up an object is greater than the

utility associated with acquiring it. In certain circumstances people are

significantly more averse to losses than they are attracted to similar sized

gains. People value modest losses approximately twice as much as similar

sized gains.
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Reference Point Effect: One of the implications of the endowment effect is that

individuals have a strong tendency to remain at some reference point,

generally the status quo (Rabin 1998: 14). Alternatives are evaluated by

individuals relative to a reference point (often the status quo) rather than in

terms of total wealth. People are often more sensitive to how their current

situation differs from some particular reference level rather than changes from

some absolute level.88 They tend to prefer the status quo rather than a

situation that involves change where the loss of some good is offset by gains

of some other good. The status quo forms part of the context in which

alternatives are evaluated.

While the status quo aspect of context may be important for consumers, it's

impact may not manifest itself in the same fashion for entrepreneurs. While a

consumer is often more sensitive to changes that move her away from the

current level of consumption, the entrepreneur may be more willing to accept

changes in consumption levels resulting from changes in entrepreneurial

activity. For example, when expanding an enterprise resources may be

directed away from consumption toward production. Environment, as

represented by endowments and the status quo, is only one aspect of texture.

Clearly other aspects of context need to be explored when examining

entrepreneu rial activity.se

Framing Effect:The rational choice model does not take account of the way a

decision problem is formulated or the manner in which information is

presented, Both can have a marked effect on individual decisions. Tversky

and Kahneman (1988) provide several examples of the framing effect; one is

the reaction of people to different prices for services depending on whether

the lower price is called a discount or the higher price is called a surcharge.

Another example is the opportunity cost effect where out-of pocket monetary

costs are given greater weight in the decision-making process than

tt This suggests that factors such as habitual levels of consumption should be incorporated into utility
analysis (Rabin 1998: l3).
Ee In Chapters Five, Six and Seven we explore the contextual strand ofthe entrepreneur's construct
system.
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opportunity costs of the same size. Thaler (1980) argues that people show a

general tendency to consider, rather than ignore, sunk costs when making

decisions.eo Context effects are also important as decision-makers may

rationalise their choices with reference to a choice set. The addition of a new

option to a set of choices may actually increase the proportion of consumers

who choose one of the existing options. As a result of a change in the framing

of the situation preference reversals may occur.

First, people do not possess a set of pre-defined preferences for every

contingency. Rather preferences are constructed in the process of

making a choice or judgment. Second, the context and procedures

involved in making choice or judgements influence the preferences that

are implied by the elicited responses. In practical terms, this implies

that behaviour is likely to vary across situations that economists

consider identical. (Thaler 1992:90, emphasis added)

Results of experimental research indicate that the formation of preferences

guiding decision-making can be influenced by the way the problem situation is

framed. The view most compatible with behavioural choice research is that

the formation of preferences is 'a constructive, context-dependent process'

(Thaler 1992: 91). While experimental work has focused on consumer

behaviour, it does raise two pertinent issues for entrepreneurial decision-

making.

Firstly, if consumer preferences are constructed, might not the formation of

entrepreneur's preferences also be constructed? Secondly, it highlights the

possibility that alertness to opportunity and the formation of the ends-means

framework could be part of 'a constructive, context dependent process'. In

Chapter Five we explore the constructivist nature of the entrepreneurial

decision-making process.

m Thaler (1992) gives the example of the 'all you can eat pizza' experiment. Here the sunk costs of the
entry fee influence the amount of pizza consumed.
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2.2.2 Prospect Theory

Psychologists and economists have developed behavioural models of choice

taking into account agents' bounded rationality. Tversky and Kahneman

(1988) label their descriptive account of choice behaviour 'Prospect Theory'.

This theory brings together and explains several of the anomalies to the

rational choice model of behaviour. lt identifies two phases in the decision-

making process: a framing and editing phase, followed by an evaluation

phase.

The first phase consists of a preliminary analysis of the decision

problem, which frames the effective acts, contingencies and outcomes.

Framing is controlled by the manner in which the choice problem is

presented as well as by norms, habits, and expectancies of the

decision-maker. Additional operations that are performed prior to

evaluation include cancellation of common components and the

elimination of options that are seen to be dominated by others. In the

second phase, the framed prospects are evaluated, and the prospect of

highest value is selected. The theory distinguishes two ways of

choosing between prospects: by detecting that one dominates another

or by comparing their values. ... [O]utcomes are expressed in prospect

theory as positive or negative deviations (gains or losses) from a

neutral reference outcome, which is assigned a value oI zero. (Tversky

and Kahneman 1988: 172-173)

Tversky and Kahneman's use of 'frame' is compatible with Simon's discussion

of 'context of behaviour' provided the concept of frame is comprehensive

enough to include the following: the situation in which the behaviour takes

place, the goals the behaviour is aimed at realising and the computational

resources available (Simon 1986: S21O). et The 'norms and habits' referred to

above include the heuristics and biases economic actors use to assist

decision-making in light of limited cognitive abilities. Heuristics and biases

etFor our purpose, context comprises both quality and texture. Environment is the situation in which
behaviour takes place. Simon's expression 'context of behaviour' is closer to Pepper's concept of
texture, which includes both strands and environment.
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form part of the computational resources available to decision-makers.

Considered below are three biases that once again suggest that the frame in

which the decision is made will effect outcome.

Availability bras; Recent, spectacular and personally experienced events are

systematically overweighed when individuals make decisions. These events

are more 'available' in the decision-makers memory. People tend to

remember the extremes of experience rather than averages. Also when

assessing an overall experience people tend to weight the end of the

experience (Rabin 1998: 3O).n'

Rep rese ntativen ess bras; I ndivid u als systematically m isconceive p rior

probabilities, and are insensitive to sample size. An example of this is lhe law

of smaff numbers' (Rabin 1998: 24).Here people tend to exaggerate how

closely a sample will resemble the overall population from which the sample is

drawn. The regression effect or regression to the mean is another example of

the representativeness bias. Unusual or exceptional events are generally

followed by events that form a pattern around some mean.e3

Anchoring and Adjustment Bras: Economic agents select a preliminary

estimate, that is an anchor, and then adjust this anchor in accordance with

any additional information that is relevant, rather than a complete revision of

their estimates. One application of this bias is found in estimating the failure

rate of a new business. For a business to succeed there are a large number

of complex events tn$gqggry_adequate finance, sufficient market share,

suitable staff employed and so on. The enterprise can fail if any one of these

events fails to happen. For example, a project with 10 steps, each with an

estimated success rate of 90 percent, will fail 65 percent of the time. However,

[w]hen estimating failure rates for such processes, people tend to

anchor on the lower failure rate for the typical step, from which they

o2 For example, people tend to remember the last night of a holiday and use that memory when
assessing their overall enjoyment.
u'For example, a score that will tend towards a team average will generally follow an unusually high
score in a sport.
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make grossly insufficient adjustments. The anchoring and adjustment

bias may thus help explain why the overwhelming majority of new

businesses fail. (Frank 1997: 263)

Economic actors develop their own heuristics or'rules of thumb'to help

overcome the complexity of the environment. For example, 'buy and sell' rules

are used by traders on the stock market. While there is no explicit discussion

of the entrepreneurial decision-making process, this research suggests that

entrepreneurs may also develop heuristics to assist in decision-making. In

Chapter Five we examine how personal constructs can be used as heuristics,

enabling the entrepreneur to overcome the complexity faced in the market and

develop the ends-means framework.

2.2.3 Evidence to the Contrary

The experimental research discussed above highlights some of the limitations

of the rational choice model. However, some economists and psychologists

maintain that the rational choice model of behaviour'does not provide an

adequate foundation for a descriptive theory of decision-making' (Tversky and

Kahneman 1988: 167). Others point out that experimental economics is

providing evidence that confirms the rational choice model, asserting the

model is also a descriptively accurate account of behaviour (Smith 1991). For

example, Chu and Chu (1990) construct a game to allow for arbitrage and

learning. The results show a reduced incidence of preference reversal

supporting the assertion that learning eliminates observed violations of the

rational choice model.

Once again, context is important. ln this example the context in which

learning takes place must be examined closely. While it is possible to

construct a game so that learning occurs, the possibility of such learning in

actual market conditions must be questioned. Tversky and Kahneman (1988)

argue that certain conditions must arise for effective learning to take place.

Most important among these are accurate and immediate feedback about

actions given situational conditions. This feedback is often lacking because:
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(i) outcomes are commonly delayed and not easily attributable to a

particular action; (ii) variability in the environment degrades the

reliability of the feedback, especially where outcomes of low probability

are involved; (iii) there is often no information about what the outcome

would have been if another decision had been taken; and (iv) most

important decisions are unique and therefore provide little opportunity

for learning. (Tversky and Kahneman 1988: 187-188)

Experiments can be structured so that participants conform to the behaviour

expected from the rational choice model. However, the real environment that

entrepreneurs face in the market cannot be constructed in such a manner.

The market is a complex structure that does not provide the conditions

necessary for effective learning to take place at all times. Significant errors

occur, the result of which is failure. Due to actors' limited cognitive abilities

violations of neoclassical axioms occur and anomalies arise. The neoclassical

model of rational behaviour therefore does not provide an adequate

representation of descriptive rationality. ln many instances the behavioral

choice model that is being developed from experimental work provides a more

accurate description of how actual decisions are made.

A common response from neoclassical economics to empirical investigation of

bounded rationality is: 'Yes, but you don't understand; no one assumes that

people are unboundedly rational, only that they act as ff unboundedly rational'

(Conlisk 1996: 683, emphasis in original). Evidence from experimental

psychology is inconclusive: it suggests that sometimes actors behave as if

they are unboundedly rational, but sometimes they behave as if boundedly

rational. The argument is also made that anomalies present in individual

behaviour will 'balance out' in the aggregate. However, if anomalies occur with

some regularity and do not'balance out', then it is important to consider a

more meaningful notion of rationality that is appropriate to, and more

descriptively accurate of, the decision-making process (Thaler 1992: 5).
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While at present there is no one definitive theory of rationality offered in

behavioural economics, the emergence of models of behaviour such as

bounded rationality and prospect theory establish a useful starting point.

Prospect theory is a descriptive model consistent with the conception of

bounded rationality. Introducing psychological considerations such as framing

is a welcome addition to work on decision'making. Framing effects are of

particular importance for the entrepreneur in that psychological considerations

are pertinent to decisions being made in the market process.

Research has focused on the way in which the framing of the problem

situation influences the decision-maker, What has not been explored in any

detail is how the problem situation, that is the ends-means framework, is

conceptualised. Given that the perception of the ends-means framework

through alertness to opportunity is the focus of the Kirznerian entrepreneur,

we now consider how the Austrian tradition has viewed rationality and the

influence this view has had on Austrian-inspired theorising about

entrepreneurial behaviour and decision-making.

Section Three: The Austrian Tradition of Rationality

3.1: Stages of Rationality in the Austrian Tradition

The development of the concept of rationality within the Austrian tradition can

be reviewed in three stages.ea The first stage began with the writings of

Menger and his disciples Wieser and Boehm-Bawerk. References in Menger's

Principles indicate he understood the need to venture into social or "everyday"

psychology in order to understand more fully the subjective theory of value

and its place within the human decision-making process (Endres 1997; Runde

1988).ss

naThe three phases of development that Austrian economics has undergone coincides with Lachmann's
three-tier view of the history of subjectivist thought (Runde 1988: 104).
e5 Not all commentators would agree with this, Robbins claimed 'the Mengerian tables were
constructed in terms which begged no psychological questions'(Endres 1997: 36) From a contextualist
perspective, we maintain that psychological factors do play a part in understanding human actron.
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[T]he founding Austrians wished to inquire into the content, nature,

growth and structure of economisers' objectives. They also believed

that marginal utility theory, as they variously understood the concept of

the margin, had a psychological basis; and they were happy to make

generalisations on psychological matters. The proposition that the

internal operations of the economiser's mind is beyond the economist's

purview would have been anathema to the founding Austrians. (Endres

1997: 58-59)

The founding Austrians advocated an overlap between economics and

psychology to the extent that psychology refers to everyday matters such as

valuations and expectations. Everyday psychology deals with simple facts of

experience requiring no specialist knowledge. However, they did not favour

integrating economics with pure psychology, that is the discipline of

psychology (Runde 1 988: 1 05).

While early Austrian subjectivism allowed for some overlap between

economics and everyday psychology, this was not the case during the second

stage. For most of the twentieth century Austrian economics maintained a

position similar to neoclassical economics in regarding economics and

psychology as separate disciplines; there is no requirement for recourse to

either pure or everyday psychology. As with neoclassical economics, the

separation of economics and psychology rests on the chosen version of

rationality. Within the Austrian tradition from the mid{wentieth century, the

rationality concept is derived from the methodological approach of praxeology

(Runde 1988: 101). Praxeology, orthe science of human action, views human

action as purposeful and goal directed. The rationality postulate states that

means are purposefully applied to arrive at certain ends, thus accounting for

human action.

Human action is purposefully directed at substituting a more

satisfactory state of affairs for one that is less satisfactory.

Purposefulness implies that human action is rational, that is, that

individuals consistently and consciously pursue their own purpose in
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selecting means to attain their ends. ... That means are purposefully

applied in order to arrive at certain ends is the fundamental axiom of

praxeology. (Runde 1988: 103)e6

For Mises, purposeful action is prior to experience and a result of the logical

structure of the human mind (Mises 1949: 32 - 36). The statements of

praxeology are apriori. e7

As a leading Austrian in the mid-twentieth century, Mises sought to

separate his praxeological analysis of choice from other disciplines,

particularly psychology. In this, his work had something central in

common with later studies of the pure logic of choice following Robbins

... The praxeological approach to economising is another expression of

the pure logic-of-choice where concerns for knowledge dynamics are

downplayed and their further exploration with the assistance of

psychology or any other social science is barred. (Endres 1997: 58)

The relationship between praxeology and psychology is summarised by

Rothbard:

Psychology analyses the how and why of people forming values. lt

treats the concrete content of ends and values. [Praxeology] ... on the

other hand, rests simply on the assumption of the existence of ends

and then deduces its valid theory from such a general assumption. lt

therefore has nothing to do with the content of ends or with the internal

operation of the mind of acting man. (Rothbard 1956: 230 - 231;

quoted in Endres 1997: 58)

e6 This definition is consistent with that offered by Vaughn (1994a:310) - '[r]ationality in the Austrian
tradition means simply choosing the more highly valued alternative over the less valued alternative
according to one's own judgement'. However, Vaughn does not elaborate on the precise meaning of
'according to one's own judgement'. Viewed from the theoretical context of praxeology, judgement
could be interpreted to be synonymous with the logic of choice.
" However, other economists within the tradition argue that praxeological axioms are derived from
experience and from introspection (Runde 1988: 103 - 104). We would argue that action takes its
purpose from experience and introspection.
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The objective for exploring the context and origination of the ends-means

framework is taken up in the third stage of Austrian subjectivism. Here

concern shifts to themes of: time, uncertainty, expectations and learning. This

stage has been labelled 'dynamic subjectivism' (O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996:

22)." Praxeology is not as readily able to cope with these themes - it was

suited only to considering the single-exit situation of a given ends-means

framework. ln a single-exit situation the individual's decision is uniquely

determined by the situation in which she finds herself. se The rationality

postulate, as defined within praxeology, is sufficient to account for this limited

type of human action but insufficient to explain the decision-making process

as it relates to the development of the ends-means framework. Praxeology

employs static subjectivism where'the mind is revealed as a passive filte/.

Empirical research indicates that context needs to be explored more fully; the

question we ask is what aspects of context are pertinent to the development

of the ends-means framework. One "cue" is the dynamic subjectivist

approach; here the mind is viewed as an active, creative entity that is

concerned with context (O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996:22). Dynamic

subjectivism is a further step in the consistent application of subjectivism to

economic theory. lt assumes:

...explanations must start with the subjective mental states of the

actors being studied. This requires that social scientists take seriously

the roles of context and interpretation and recognise that it is the

subjective perceptions of actors that drive their actions, not the

objective reality that might underlie the situation. Subjectivism argues

that we will be unable to attach meaning to human action if we attempt

to describe it in terms that make no references to human perceptions

and plans. (Horwitz 1994: 17-18).

Dynamic subjectivism is concerned with human perception and how it informs

what occurs prior to Misean action; how the ends-means framework is

eB Lachmann in his survey of the history of subjectivist thought describes it as 'the subjectivism of
"active minds" (Runde 1988: 104)
ee This is situational determinism as defined by Latsis (1976: l6) and discussed above.
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selected is as important as the action taken once it has been selected.

O'Driscoll and Flizzo (1996: 70) suggest the formulation of the ends-means

framework be carried out in an 'entrepreneurial manner'. Exactly what is an

'entrepreneurial manner' is not specified. They simply note that it is important

to develop a theory of dynamic learning and that Harper's theory of

endogenous learning makes an important contribution (O'Driscoll and Rizzo

1996: xxv).

However, as we have seen in Chapter Three above, Harpefs theory of

entrepreneurial learning focuses only on the process of justification and sets

the process of discovery to one side. lt does not investigate how the ends-

means framework originates and develops; the discovery process is

exogenous. A decision is considered rational if it incorporates learning from

mistakes. For clarification we must return to the Kirznerian entrepreneur. The

'entrepreneurial manner' is interpreted by Kirzner as the entrepreneurial

element of alertness to opportunity. In the next section we consider how

alertness to opportunity implies a certain kind of individual rationality at work

in the market process.

3.2: Rationality, the Market Process and Contextualism

The market process approach, as discussed in Chapter Two, is concerned

with the ability of certain alert, active actors to discover profit opportunities,

Entrepreneurial alertness is an ability to'sniff out opportunities' rather than

passively observe the economic environment (Kizner 1985: 29).

Entrepreneurial alertness is linked to rationality as follows:

The assumption of rationality ... means not any relevant omniscience,

but simply the intent purposefulness of the human agent which inspires

his alertness to opportunities. (Kirzner 1999: 1 1)

Kirzner does not consider in detail the context in which entrepreneurial

alertness operates except to say it is inspired by purposeful human action and

occurs within the market process. We propose that this 'intent purposefulness'
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takes place in an environment of bounded rationality, and that bounded

rationality is consistent with the theory of the Kirznerian entrepreneur. ln the

neoclassical approach'to assume rational choice is ... to assume universal

awareness, at each and every instant, of all the circumstances relevant to

choice' (Kirzner 1999: 9). The economic actor is constructed as omniscient

and opportunity for gain is always acknowledged, whereas from an Austrian

perspective, opportunities for gain can be overlooked. This does not imply that

such behaviour is irrational; the entrepreneur operates from a position of

ignorance consistent with bounded rationality.

Nevertheless, the market process in which the Kirznerian entrepreneur

operates is not identicalto that envisioned by Simon's discussion of bounded

rationality. According to Simon, the market process can assist actors to make

rational decisions; the type of rationality employed is bounded-procedural

rationality. Individuals perceive only a small fraction of all relevant information

in the economic environment. lf an economic actor fails to find a satisfactory

option in the decision-making process then she may search for others (Simon

1959: 69). Given the uncertainty and complexity of the market, pricing signals

boost the limited computational capacity of the human mind. 100 Nevertheless,

how the search for alternatives occurs and how information is perceived or

discovered is not explained. While Simon argues that it is important for the

analyst to explore the processes generating the representation of the decision

framework, he has little to say about how the framework is discovered.l0l The

need to search for additional options behoves us once again to examine the

rm For Simon, markets are only one means of assisting economic actors. Other institutional
a.ffangements such as firms and contracts also assist the computational ability of individuals.
'u' To be sure, Simon exptores this matter in Scientific Discovery as Problent Solving (1992). His focus
is on the discovery of scientific theories through computer simulation. Simon writes that a person's
equipment for thinking, that is the human brain, is basically serial in organisation (1976, 1986). By this
he means that when solving a problem one step follows another thus requiring the execution of a large
number of steps in sequence. He likens this to the process of playing chess and much of his work uses
this analogy. However, much brain research that has occuned in the nineties now indicates that the
human brain is not a serial processor. 'The currently developing biological information implies that
considered as an information processor, the brain is u processor of a very diff'erent type tiom the serial
computer which has until recently been typical. The brain is almost certainly a parallel process()r ln
which memory or "data" takes a distributed format' (Marris 1992:2O6). The proposition that rational
behaviour, be it substantive or procedural, proceeds in a step by step, serial process, appears not to
hold true for all situations.
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process of genuine discovery described by the Austrian market process

perspective.

From the market process perspective the economic problem involves

discovering knowledge that cannot be deliberately sought. Market prices are

more than summaries of information to assist the limited computational

capacities of economic actors; they stimulate a competitive discovery

procedure. The main function of market (i.e. disequilibrium) prices

emphasised by market-process economics is the provision of profit

opportunities to spur the discovery of new knowledge by entrepreneurs. The

analysis of the market process should not be limited to the conveyance of

relatively accurate information to satisficing price{akers (Thomsen 1992: 82).

Exploring the market as a process requires us to examine change. The alert

entrepreneur is attracted by profit opportunities; the market process arises

because entrepreneurs establish new ends-means frameworks based on

discovered profit opportunities. The market process approach already

incorporates a contextualist focus as it requires us to turn away from formal

equilibrium theorising and think about the real time process in which the

entrepreneurial act is pivotal. We define entrepreneurial action as the

specification of the ends-means framework, initiated by the entrepreneur's

alertness to opportunity. ls this action rational? And what do we mean by

rational in this connection?

Once again we return to asking how the entrepreneur discovers or learns of

profit opportunities. lt is necessary, but not sufficient, to say, following Kirzner,

that rational behaviour is simply the intent purposefulness of the human agent

which inspires his alertness to opportunities. Dynamic subjectivism looks for

an explanation of the 'entrepreneurial manner' that considers fully the content

and origination of the ends-means framework, taking into account 'the

subjectivism of active minds'. Even though Kirzner does not elaborate fully on

the entrepreneur's decision-making process, his theory of entrepreneurship is

the most appropriate starting point for exploring the distinctive 'entrepreneurial

manner'. For Kirzner it is not deemed necessary to explore the psychology of
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the learning process; learning is simply contained in the catch-all notion of 'the

entrepreneurial element' present in human action (Kirzner 1973:71). Later he

adds that the psychology and personal qualities of the entrepreneur are

important in entrepreneurial activity (Kirzner 1985: 25'26). We can only

presume that there is indeed an unelaborated decision-making process

incorporated within the'entrepreneu rial element'. Entrepreneurship and

alertness to oppoilunity serve as 'convenient blanket terms'for the

psychological factors excluded from the logic of choice view of rationality

(Runde 1988: 114). lf creative choice and the decision-making process of the

entrepreneur are more fully to be explained then a direct enquiry into relevant

economic-psychological processes is required.

Several cues indicate the direction this enquiry might follow. Our version of

entrepreneurial rationality will play outside the narrow, neoclassical

understanding of rationality and associated normative studies. Moreover, it

must be compatible with contextualism. We are exploring the entrepreneurial

act-in-context; the purpose of the act is part of the context.

From a contextualist perspective, entrepreneurial action is rational if it is

directed at achieving a purpose and is the result of conscious thought. At first

glance, this definition appears to add very little to the praxeology or logic of

choice view -'individuals consistently and consciously pursue their own

purpose'. However, an understanding of this definition is qualified by

theoretical context: from a praxeology or logic of choice perspective

'consciously' is read as the application of means to arrive at specified

ends.102 From a dynamic subjectivist viewpoint, entrepreneurial action is

rational if we understand "conscious" as incorporating the entrepreneurial

element of alertness to opportunity or the 'entrepreneurial manner' (although

this concept has not been explained in any detail). Our definition of

entrepreneurial rationality must also be read in context, with an

understanding of how we "cast" conscious thought.

'0t From a neoclassical perspective "consciously" (whenever it is used) is synonymous with optimising

the utility function.
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"Conscious" implies an awareness of thinking as opposed to instinctive

behaviour. Thought can be categorized in terms of four domains: reasoning,

decision-making, creativity and problem solving (Sternberg 1995: 331),103

Obviously these domains overlap and are blurred at the edges. We also

explicitly acknowledge that conscious thought is bounded. The entrepreneur is

not omniscient. The computational capacity of the actor is limited and thought

processes must work within this capacity while at the same time offering

possibilities for creative insight. Our definition is therefore amended as

follows: entrepreneurial action is rational if it is directed at achieving a purpose

and is the result of bounded, conscious thought.

Our definition is a simple clarification of conscious thought. For a more

detailed discussion we need to consider the psychological processes involved

in bounded conscious thought. Our discussion in the previous chapter

provides a cue for our focus within psychological literature. The GKRP

suggests that entrepreneurs construct opportunities according to the rules of

their personal systems for making sense of the world. The area of psychology

most compatible with this view is Personal Construct Psychology (PCP). We

believe that a descriptively accurate account of entrepreneurial behaviour can

be developed using PCP and in the next three chapters we explore how PCP

can be used as a theoretical basis for developing a model of entrepreneurial

decision-making.

Summary

This chapter has focused on the interplay between psychology, rationality and

economics and considered how this interplay has informed developments in

the theory of entrepreneurial decision-making. Our starting point was the

neoclassical model of rational choice. ln this model rationality is limited to a

normative description of how an economic actor behaves once the end-means

framework has been specified. The entrepreneur is cast as mechanical

optimiser and accorded a marginal or cameo role in the neoclassical script.

103 Irrational behaviour can be understood as an impulsive response without adequate intervention of
thought. This understanding is also consistent with the Austrian market process approach: '[clonsctous

or purposeful behaviour is in sharp contrast to unconscious behaviour, i.e., the reflexes and the

involuntary responses of the body's cells and nerves to stimuli ' (Mises 1949: I l)
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Observations of human behaviour found in behavioural economics, combined

with theoretical work on the boundary between economics and psychology,

provide some illustrations of behaviour "outside" the optimising pattern,

Actors are boundedly rational. They follow heuristics or'rules of thumb' as

procedures for action because optimising is not possible given limited

computational capacity. Empirical research indicates that procedures are

dependent on, and influenced by, the context in which the economic actor

participates. Nevertheless, procedural rationality is still located within a

specified ends-means framework; it focuses on procedures for deciding how

means are applied to given ends. To date, discussion of procedural rationality

has not extended to entrepreneurial action.

Although the perception of the ends-means framework through the

entrepreneurial manner and/or the entrepreneurial element of alertness to

opportunity is the focus of the market process approach, the Austrian view of

rationality has not facilitated a detailed account of entrepreneurial decision-

making. The Misean view of human action, specifically praxeology, can be

viewed as another way of expressing the neoclassical logic of choice model of

rationality. Praxeology, however, is considered unsatisfactory when time and

uncertainty are part of the decision-making process.

Of particular concern is the need for a dynamic theory of learning that

accounts for actual choices made in the market, particularly the choice of the

ends-means framework. While the Kirznerian entrepreneur goes some way

towards explaining this choice through the concept of entrepreneurial

alertness, much is still left unexplained. Our conclusion is that while there are

some very adequate theories of decision-making and rationality available in

the literature of economics and the broad interdisciplinary field of

psychological economics, we are still searching for a definition of rationality

that is applicable to the action taken by entrepreneurs in formulating the ends-

means framework.
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Based on the literature we have reviewed and our understanding of

entrepreneurial action, the following working definition has been formulated:

entrepreneurial action is rational if it is directed at achieving a purpose and is

the result of bounded, conscious thought. We believe this definition is

consistent with behavloural economics and the search for a descriptive

analysis concentrating on how and why real people think and act the way they

do. To provide a descriptive account of entrepreneurial decision-making we

now explore how Personal Construct Psychology can be used as a theoretical

base for developing a model of entrepreneurial decision-making that supports

our definition of rationality and expands our understanding of bounded,

conscious thought.
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Chapter Five: Personal Construct Psychology

lntroduction

The Growth of Knowledge Research Programme (GKRP) offers one approach

to apprehending entrepreneurial behaviour and decision-making. The

theoretical underpinnings of this programme derive from literature on the

philosophy of science. Using work by Popper and Lakatos, economists

working in the GKRP have endeavoured to view businesses and

entrepreneurs as embarking on a process similar to scientific endeavour. One

of the central problems addressed by this research programme is explaining

the growth of knowledge at the level of the individual entrepreneur: how do

entrepreneurs learn and modify knowledge given experiences and feedback

received in the market process? Decision-makers form theories and

hypotheses and test these in the market place. Based on results of these tests

(that is experience), entrepreneurs revise their theories and this is purportedly

how learning takes place. The methodologies used to assess experience

vary. Harper (1996) argues that sophisticated falsificationism offers the

entrepreneur the best chance of success.

As already noted in Chapter Three, more recent work by Harper and Earl

(1996) suggests that theoretical work within the GKRP needs to be extended

beyond the boundaries of the methodological monism of previous work

towards a more problem dependent methodology, namely methodological

pluralism. They contend that entrepreneurs recognize that there is no single,

optimal methodology. lnstead, entrepreneurs use a mix of learning methods

depending on the situation encountered. '[T]he entrepreneur's choice of a

problem-solving approach becomes a function of the problem situation (as

interpreted by the entrepreneur) and the way in which the problem is defined'

(Harper and Earl 1996: 308). One of the central propositions of this thesis is

that methodological pluralism is required to describe more accurately the way

entrepreneurs make decisions and learn.
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Nevertheless, mere acceptance of methodological pluralism is not sufficient

fully to describe the decision-making process of the entrepreneur. We

maintain that to achieve a more complete description of decision-making, it is

necessary to explore in detail a perspective that models individuals as

engaging in a process similar to scientific endeavour. Such a perspective is

offered by Personal Construct Psychology (PCP).

The personal construct school was established by George Kelly (1955) and

proposes that people can usefully be regarded as scientists, seeking to

explain, understand, predict and control 'the real world' (Kelly 1955: 43).

Accordingly, people develop theories, including testable hypotheses, which

orient their ongoing experience of events. Given that one of the key questions

concerning the GKRP is how knowledge systems are developed and

modified, the'person as scientist'view propounded in Kelly's theory is

compatible with the GKRP.104 PCP provides a useful organising framework

within which to elaborate on entrepreneurial behaviour, one aspect being

various methodologies discussed within the GKRP. Kelly readily accepted that

personal construct psychology could be seen as a metatheory: a theory about

theories (Kelly 1970a: 9).

It is the contention of this chapter that PCP provides a theoretical framework

for modelling entrepreneurial behaviour. Specifically, it is a framework that

offers a more descriptively accurate account of the entrepreneurs' decision-

making in context. Indeed, PCP provides an essential aspect of a

contextualist approach to entrepreneurial behaviour. In Chapter One we

argued that a contextualist framework offers a fruitful avenue in which to

analyse entrepreneurial decision-making. In Chapter Two while we agreed

with Kirzner's view that alertness to opportunity is a key aspect of

entrepreneurial behaviour, the minutiae of the individual decision-making

process deserves fuller examination. The origination of means-ends

loa 'Such psychology as is used by GK researchers comes mainly from the personal construct school
started by Kelly' (Harper and Earl 1996:307); specifically Earl (1983) and Loasby (1983. 1986, l99l )

have made contributions to GKRP using PCP. For a summary of PCP and its general application to
economics see Earl (1990 and 1999). Our focus is the application of PCP to entrepreneurial behavtour.
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frameworks is of special interest in this connection. PCP offers one way of

exploring the context of alertness to opportunity and its relevance in the

decision-making process.

The contentions made in the foregoing paragraph will be elaborated and

substantiated in the next three chapters. This chapter provides an overview of

PCP, focusing on first principles and the constructivist nature of PCP. Chapter

Six reports the findings of case study research undertaken using PCP

methods of construct elicitation. Chapter Seven draws together the theoretical

and illustrative empiricalwork and develops a model of entrepreneurial

decision-making.

Section One: Kelly's PCP: an overview

George Kelly's (1955) theory of personal constructs was buifi on his

experiences as a teacher of psychology and a clinical psychologist. While

psychologists asserted 'the science-like aspects'of their discipline and their

behaviour as scientists, they failed to attribute these same 'science like

aspects' to behaviour of the people they were trying to understand. Kelly

asserted that while scientists are endeavouring to make sense of the world

around them, so too are people in their day{o-day lives. People are meaning-

makers and problem solvers. He wondered what kind of theory would develop

if people were thought of in their 'scientist-like' aspects. At the core of this

theory is the notion of 'person as scientist'.

The metaphor'person as scientist' raises two points. First, we need to

consider the important role metaphors play in the discourse of PCP. 105 In

Chapter One we argued that the use of metaphor and narrative is often

central to the construction and development of new concepts and theories.

Kelly constructs his theory around various metaphors including the 'person as

scientist' bringing together the practice of the scientist and the stories relating

to his own scientific endeavours. In lhe Autobiography of a TheoryKelly

105 The metaphorical and narrative aspects of Kelly's work are discussed in more detail by Mair ( 1977.

1989 and 1990).
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describes 'the happenings out of which, in some accountable way, the theory

(of personal constructs) has sought to make sense' (Kelly 1969: 46), He

recounts interaction between his academic study of psychology, work as a

counsellor and role as advisor to postgraduate students. The importance of

this interaction was 'revealed'to Kelly when, in 'an afternoon with the

obvious', he realised that scientific behaviour can usefully be viewed as a

paradigm of human behaviour (Kelly 1969: 60).

The second purpose for the metaphor of 'person as scientist' is the

transference of the concept of 'science' and 'scientific'to the behaviour of a

person.

Might not the individual man, each in his own personal way, assume

more of the stature of a scientist, ever seeking to predict and control

the course of events with which he is involved? Would he not have his

theories, test his hypotheses, and weigh his experimental evidence?

And, if so, might not the differences between the personal viewpoints of

different men correspond to the differences between the theoretical

points of view of different scientists? (Kelly 1955: 5)

According to PCP, a person formulates her theory about the world based on a

system of constructs; she mentally creates patterns and 'then attempts to fit

over the realities of which the world is composed' (Kelly 1955: 9). These

patterns are built around similarities and differences and are designated

'constructs'. How useful a construct system is in making sense of the world

depends on how effective it is anticipating the future. In Kelly's estimation

... a construct [is] to be a representation of the universe, a

representation erected by a living creature and then tested against the

reality of that universe. Since the universe is essentially a course of

events, the testing of a construct is a testing against subsequent

events. In other words a construct is tested in terms of its predictive

efficiency. ... A good scientist tries to bring his constructs up for test as

soon as possible. But he tries them out initially in test-tube proportions.
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lf hazards appear to be great, he will first seek some indirect evidence

on the probable outcome of his trials, This straightforward testing of

constructs is one of the features of experimental method in modern

science. lt also characterises any alert person. (Kelly 1955: 12-13

emphasis added)

PCP has often been called 'a psychology for adventurers' (Walker 1996: 7).

Kelly writes:

The psychology of personal constructs, rather than being a system in

which the study of individual behaviour leaves no place for the study of

group participation, is one which keeps open vast areas of social

relationships to be exploredby adventurous psychologists. (Kelly

1955: 179, emphasis added).

Kelly invites those using PCP to be adventurous, exploring possibilities that

may, at first glance, seem incongruent with previous patterns of thought or

behaviour. Mair comments:

The metaphors of "adventure", "exploration", and "quest" seem to

reflect something of the spirit which permeates much of Kelly's writing.

Kelly indeed claimed that this approach in psychology was an invitation

"to immediate adventure". (Mair 1977:267)

Walker takes up the invitation for adventure in an article titled 'A Psychology

for Adventurers'. She notes that the metaphor of 'person-as- pioneer/explorer'

would have been consistent with the adventurous approach taken by Kelly

(Walker 1996:12). The emphasis placed on the concept of adventure is an

important link to entrepreneurial behaviour, given that one interpretation of the

entrepreneur is that of 'adventurer'.ln The Entrepreneur in Economic Theory

Baumol writes:

[T]he word adventurer perhaps continues to capture the subject ...

more effectively than the more humdrum term entrepreneur. ll is,
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indeed, the individualwilling to embark on adventure in pursuit of

economic Eoals who will be the prime focus of our discussion. (Baumol

1993: 12, emphasis in original)

One of the characteristics of the entrepreneur or adventurer is that she is

alert, specifically: alert to opportunity in pursuing gain. PCP provides a

framework in which to examine the alert person and their representations of

events.

An essential part of Kelly's discussion of adventure is connected with the

notion of creativity. PCP emphasises the creative change aspect inherent in

the way people live, and how the building and testing of constructs is a

creative endeavour. A person does not merely respond to what is going on in

the world. Rather, she actively represents the environment through the way

she formulates her own construction of events. She builds constructs thal

have subordinate and superordinate relationships to each other and are

organised into systems. Some constructs will prove superior to others to the

extent that they enable a person to make better sense of events. The aim is to

build constructs that support more precise and accurate predictions about

future events. Thus all of the interpretations or constructs are subject to

revision or replacement. In this connection Kelly develops the concept of

'constructive alternativism'.

We assume that all of our present interpretations of the universe are

subject to revision or replacement. ... We take the stand that there are

always some alternative constructions available to choose among in

dealing with the world. (Kelly 1955: 15, emphasis in original)

The alert person is keen to revise and replace constructs with better, more

efficient constructs in terms of their predictive power. The entrepreneur is

engaged in revising and replacing constructs in light of her experiences in the

market process. Reality is not revealed to the entrepreneur directly; it is

subject to the many alternative constructions that may be imagined. That

entrepreneurs are alert to opportunities does not necessitate that the
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opportunities are static, predetermined entities waiting to be discovered.

Rather, they are constructed by the entrepreneur and subject to alternative

constructions. Change in the market process is not the result of the

entrepreneur reacting to, then acting upon, a discovered opportunity; it is the

result of a process of construction. Opportunities are construed as

entrepreneurs participate in lhe market process. The alert entrepreneur brings

about endogenous change through the process of constructive alternativism.

The claim that opportunities are constructed rather than discovered is

considered empirically when we examine the illustrative case study findings in

Chapters Six and Seven.

Section Two: The Theory of Personal Constructs: First

Principles

The theory of PCP originated specifically as a psychological theory.106

Psychology, viewed in a very broad context, is a way of explaining and

understanding behaviour, focusing on human personality and the problems of

interpersonal relationships (Kelly 1955: 1 1). Taking up Kelly's invitation to

adventure, this section offers some preliminary reflections on how the theory

of personal constructs may be applied to understanding and explaining the

behaviour of entrepreneurs.tot lt is useful, as a point of departure, to consider

the basic postulate of PCP and the eleven corollaries that follow from this

postulate.1081ry" indicate their application in fairly elementary terms with

reference to the behaviour of entrepreneurs.

1(a) BASIC POSTULATE: a person's processes are psychologically

channelised by the ways in which she anticipates events.

At the centre of PCP is the person. 'Our first consideration is the individual

Itr Psychology is defined as the study ofthe mind and ofbehaviour. Its purpose is to understand how
people think, learn, perceive, feel, act, interact with others and understand themselves (Sternberg 1995:

4).
tot Oth"r works that examine the relationship between entrepreneurship and PCP include Watson,
Ponthieu and Doster (1995), Gray (1992) and Flarper and Earl (1996). However, none of these

contributions were concerned directly with the decision-making process of the entrepreneur.
r08 This exposition draws heavily on Earl (1983).
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person rather than any part of the person ... or any particular process

manifested in the person's behaviour' (Kelly 1955: 47).to'The inquiring person

attempts to understand her world by anticipating real events. These

anticipations are channelised or conducted through a network of pathways.

lf he wants to think about something he must follow the network of

channels he has laid down for himself, and only by recombining old

channels can he create new ones. These channels structure his

thinking and limit his access to the ideas of others. We see these

channels existing in the form of constructs. (Kelly 1955: 61 )

These pathways or patterns, called 'constructs' by Kelly, are developed to

assist in understanding, explanation, prediction and control. In the course of

living, these constructs are tested, validated and changed to improve their

ability to anticipate the future. The basic postulate implies that a person is

reaching out for the future, checking to see how much sense she has made of

the world by considering how well the constructs she has formed enable her

to anticipate events. From a Kellian perspective, a person's behaviour is

conceived as a continual experiment with life (Bannister and Fransella

1980:17). 'As scientist', each person has her own view of the world - her own

theory in the form of a construct system - and from this she forms her own

expectations about what will happen in given situations. These expectations

are hypotheses that are tested against reality. Kelly assumes:

... the fundamental thing about life is that it goes on. lt isn't that

something makes it go on, the going on is the thing itself. lt isn't that

motives make man come alert and do things; his alertness,'s an aspect

of his very belng, Talking about activating molives is simply redundant

... for once you've got a human being on your hands, you already have

l0e The basic postulate is congruent to the methodological individualism of Austrian economics and

Kirzner's work on the entrepreneur surveyed in Chapter Two above. Methodological individualism 'is
the practice of viewing social wholes ... as the product of individual actions (Christiansen 1994: I I ).
When exploring the market process, 'overall market outcomes ought to be explained in terms of
individual acts of choice' (O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996: l). The basic postulate explores human
behaviour from the standpoint of the individual and provides a useful method of exploring individual
acts of entrepreneurial choice.
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alertnessand movement. (Kelly 1996 [1962]: 29 emphasis added)

PCP views the person as already in motion. There is no need to discuss

motivation or stimulus.110 The person lives her life with the same aims as a

scientist and alertness is an inherent part of human behaviour. This begs the

question: what is a person alert to? More specifically for our discussion, what

is the entrepreneur alert to?

The Kirznerian entrepreneur is alert to the opportunity for gain. Gain is defined

as a variety of things - power, prestige, and profit. The entrepreneur strives to

anticipate changes required in the future, 'reaching out and beating the world

to the punch' (Bannister and Fransella 1980: 17), Therefore, to effect an

entrepreneurial decision (that is: act it out in the market process) she may well

be understood as a person who develops a construct system with core

constructs consistent with 'alertness to opportunity'.111 Core constructs are

those that cannot be altered without serious modification of one's whole core

structure as compared to a peripheral construct that can be altered quite

easily. An example of a core construct system might be religion or nationality;

for the entrepreneur it may be owning her own business.

From a PCP perspective it can be asserted that gain is not an end in itself;

rather it is a means to an end. The entrepreneur is alert to opportunities for

gain so that she can better anticipate the future. This is a notion that has not

been thoroughly explored within the economics literature on entrepreneurship.

PCP provides a useful theoretical framework for considering these matters.

1 (b): CONSTRUCTION COROLLARY

A person endeavours to make her construct system as effective as possible

tto InThe Autobiography of a Theory Kelly suggests that there must be something more to psychology
than the narrow approaches suggested by the stimulus-response school ofthought which was part of
behaviourism (Kelly 1969: 47). Behaviourism seeks to explain observable behaviour in terms of
stimulus and response to events (Sternberg 1995: 616). PCP is, in part, Kelly's response to the

behaviourist school ofthought. PCP has been described as part of the cognitive-behavioural approach

in psychology (Jahoda 1987:3). Cognitive-behavioural psychology is concerned with the processes

going on in the mind and the link between mind and behaviour (Sternberg 1995: 616).

"' Entrepreneurs' core constructs will be discussed in the empirical section of the thesis: see Chapters
Seven and Eight.
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in anticipating the experiences she will encounter. That way she will be able to

cope with future events. She has her own expectations about what will

happen to her, her own hypotheses and she knows that in the course of living,

these hypotheses will be put through 'reality tests'. Her hypotheses are

developed from the theoretical system she has erected. How does she

construct this system? A person anticipates events by construing their

replications.

Construing is a way of seeing events that makes them look regular. By

construing events it becomes possible to anticipate them. To be

effective the construction system itself must have some regularity ...

repetition of some characteristic which can be abstracted from each

event and carried intact across the bridge of time and space. To

construe is to hear the whisper of the recurrent themes in the events

that reverberate around us. (Kelly 1955:76)

Events occur in real time; they cannot repeat themselves. However, what

happens to a person is not all completely chaotic; there is some regularity in

the features/characteristics of events that occur. Construing is a way of

making events seem regular. A person considers what are the regularities of

her experiences, what aspects are repeated and what can therefore be

carried fonruard in anticipating the future. This corollary suggests

entrepreneurs draw on past successes and failures in developing constructs.

Adoption of sophisticated falsificationism to the exclusion of other

methodologies would silence many of the 'whispers' that reverberate around

the entrepreneur.

1 (c): INDIVIDUALITY COROLLARY

A person seeks to understand her life. To do this she develops her own view

of the world, her own theoretical system. The corollary states: Persons differ

from each other in their construction of events. People form different

constructions of past and future events in their lives for two reasons, On the

one hand, people may have experienced different events, which inform

constructs of future events. On the other hand, whilst experiencing the same
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events they may construe these differently. As a result people will not only

perceive events in a different way; they will also attempt to do the same things

in a different way. Each person lives in his or her own subjective worlds (Kelly

1955: 56). Thus the individuality corollary corresponds to the concept of

subjectivism that is emphasised within Austrian microeconomics. 112

This corollary has profound implications for investigating the behaviour of the

entrepreneur: it suggests why they are alert to opportunities that escape

others. lt is the entrepreneur's highly individualised construct system that

influences and determines their alertness. 'Each person attunes his ear to the

replicative themes he hears and attunes his ear in a somewhat different way'

(Kelly 1955: 58). Like Kirzner, Kelly uses a sensory metaphor when

considering the alertness aspect of construction. The entrepreneur'attunes

her ear' to be able to construct events 'in a somewhat different way' to other

entrepreneurs. An entrepreneur will construe an event in a way that reflects

her individual construct system. While one entrepreneur may construe an

event as "an opportunity", another may construe the event as "potential

disaste/'.

1 (d): ORGANISATIONAL COROLLARY

Each person characteristically evolves, for her convenience in anticipating

events, a construction system embracing ordinal relationships between

constructs. Constructs are placed into a system of some sort. This system

enables a person to deal with, or at least minimise, contradictions and

conflicts that may arise, and cope with the complexity of living. Constructs

within this system are placed in hierarchical order, allowing for subordinate

and superordinate constructs. The more superordinate a construct the wider

its range of convenience.

In general, a person arranges her constructs so that she can move from

construct to construct in a fairly smooth and orderly fashion. Some constructs

ltt A key feature of Austrian economics is the consistent application of subjectivism; emphasis is

placed on 'the individual's active, perceiving, interpreting mind' and this emphasis is at the centre of
economic understanding (Horwitz 1994 22). Construing is 'placing an interpretation' on events giving
rise to subjective meaning (Kelly 1955: 50).
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will therefore take precedence over others.

1 (e): DICHOTOMY COROLLARY

The regularity that a person perceives is not always of similarity; the recurrent

theme may afso be one of contrast. A person's construction system is

composed of a finite series of dichotomous constructs. When a person is

asked to describe something, it can be described as different from or similar to

something else. In predicting what will happen tomorrow a person will not say

that tomorrow will be the same as today or yesterday, but that aspects of

tomorrow can be safely predicted based on her view that there will be some

degree of replication. However, not only does a person anticipate events by

construing their replications; construing involves forming channels that are

dichotomous or bipolar in nature. In its most simple form a construct is a way

in which at least two objects are similar to each other, and contrast with a

third. One pole of the construct states the aspect in which the objects are the

same and the other how they are different. lt is thus possible to form

constructs that provide both similarity and contrast. lf a construct were to infer

nothing but similarity the world would become homogeneous. lf, on the other

hand, constructs provided nothing but contrast, chaos would ensue.

Both the similarity and contrast are inherent in the same construct. A

construct which implied similarity without contrast, would represent just

as much of a chaotic undifferentiated homogeneity as a construct

which implied contrast without similarity would represent a chaotic

particularised heterogeneity. The former would leave the person

engulfed in a sea with no landmarks to relieve the monotony; the latter

would confront him with an interminable series of kaleidoscopic

changes in which nothing would ever appear familiar. (Kelly 1955: 50-

51)

For example, we might examine constructs formed by an entrepreneur (E1),

who is considering how three other entrepreneurs (E2, Es, E+) behave. Er is

asked: how are two of these three entrepreneurs (E2, Ee, E+) similar in some

respect and what is different about the third? The resulting poles of her
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construct could be: product focused - seruice orientated. This provides one

possible construct or pattern that Er may use when predicting the behaviour of

her rivals.113 An essential aspect of PCP is that the construct will contain

dichotomous elements.

Returning to the organisational corollary, the product focused - seruice

orientated construct is subordinate for Er to a construct ot good bustness -

bad business or: growth areas - mature industry.lf there were a conflict

between these two constructs and a decision immediately required, the

organisational corollary suggests that the superordinate construct would take

precedence; the superordinate construct in this hypothetical example is good

buslness.

1(f) cHorcE coRoLLARY

The question could then be put: where does the entrepreneur place herself

and her decision-making process - is it service orientated or product focused?

A person chooses for herself that alternative in a dichotomised construct

through which she anticipates the greater possibility for the ertension and

definition of her system. When a person is faced with making a decision, she

will choose in favour of the alternative that seems best able to anticipate the

future. For the entrepreneur in question, the choice of seeing herself as being

product focused is made because she believes this focus will better enable

her to achieve a future gain. The entrepreneur hopes to move toward a better

anticipation of events through the decisions or choices she makes. Informing

these choices are the entrepreneur's construct. However, a better anticipation

of events may not be the result of such choices. She will be testing these

constructs and hypotheses as events unfold and will then make any

necessary revisions to her construct system.

1(g) RANGE COROLLARY

The construct of product focused - service orientated will probably not be a

construct that the entrepreneur will find relevant when she is choosing the

t'3 This construct can then be developed further through laddering, a process that will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter Six.
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suburb in which she wishes to live. A construct is convenient for the

anticipation of a finite range of events only. PCP states that if it is assumed

that a theory has a focus and range of convenience, so too does a personal

construct. The range corollary makes this assumption explicit. For example,

when asked to describe a car, a construct of powerful - gutless may be

elicited. This construct is not particularly useful in describing a teacup. Thus

each construct has a focus of convenience - a set of objects or events where

the construct works very well. Beyond this there is a range of convenience

where the construct may work reasonably well. The example of powerful-

gutless may also be useful when discussing a washing machine or computer.

Moving beyond this range of convenience sees the construct lose relevance

and other constructs take its place.

This corollary has implications for constructs formed around alertness to

bpportunity. The range of convenience for a construct that includes alertness

to opportunity may limit the possibilities for entrepreneurial activity if it has

been placed at a subordinate level and covers a particularly finite range of

events. For example, if an entrepreneur constructs alertness to opportunity to

include only those opportunities that arise in a particular product range, then

she is less likely to construct new opportunities that may arise through

changes in the services provided. However, the alertness construct may be at

a relatively superordinate level within the construct system as suggested by

the organisational corollary.

1 (h): EXPERIENCE COROLLARY

PCP is a psychology that conceives of individuals developing and changing. 4

person's construction system varies as she successively construes the

replication of events. As already stated, a person attempts to form constructs

that help her anticipate events. The constructions formed about events are

theories from which working hypotheses or plans are developed. Constructs

are put to the test of experience. As events unfold 'the construction system

undergoes a progressive evolution'which is referred to as the experience

cycle (Kelly 1955: 72). Closely connected with the experience cycle is the

creativity cycle. The creativity cycle is one that starts with loosened
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constructions and finishes with tightened constructions. The experience and

creativity cycles may represent an accurate description of the entrepreneurial

decision-making process. lf entrepreneurs start with very tight constructs,

ones leading to unvarying predictions, then there would be little room for

creativity or adventure. Having already predicted what would happen, they

would not be alert to opportunities for gain, Conversely, a loose construct has

varying outcomes, many of which the entrepreneur would wish to explore.lla

In PCP, learning is built into the basic structure of the theory; it is part of 1he

assumptive structure of the system' having been 'kicked upstairs' and given a

pre-eminent position in the theory (Kelly 1955: 75-76). As a result PCP rarely

refers directly to learning. Rather, learning is viewed as a natural, daily

ongoing process, implicit in the fundamental postulate (Kelly 1955: 49-50).

Further,

... learning is not a special class of psychological process; it is

synonymous with any and all psychological processes. lt is not

something that happens to a person on occasion; it is what makes him

a person in the first place. (Kelly 1955: 75)

The direct reference PCP does make to learning is made from within the

context of the experience corollary. Indeed, '[t]he Experience Corollary has

profound implications for our thinking about the topic of learning' (Kelly 1955:

75). Learning can be described as the construction of experience: the

recurrent themes that are heard and the confirmation or disconfirmation that

arise from testing these constructs against experience. The experience

corollary maintains that a person's construct system changes as she makes

successive constructions of the experiences she encounters. The system

evolves as constructs are put to the test of experience. In light of this

experience, constructs are revised or replaced. People constantly revise their

constructs to try and form more accurate representations of events. The

experience cycle describes the growth of knowledge discussed in the GKRP,

lla An experience and creativity cycle suitably adapted to entrepreneurial behaviour is discussed in
more detail in Chapter Seven.
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where decision-makers form theories and hypotheses and test these in the

market place. Based on the results of these tests entrepreneurs revise their

theories and this is how learning takes place. In fact, PCP allows for a variety

of testing and assessment methods,115

1 (i): MODULATION COROLLARY

The evolution of a construct system occurs within some parameters.

The variation in a person's construction system is limited by the permeability

of the constructs within whose range of convenience the variants lie. When

faced with a new situation a person attempts to make sense of the situation

with reference to her existing construct system. How much change this new

situation brings about within a person's construct system depends on how

permeable the construct is, that is how easily a construct can assimilate new

aspects. lf an entrepreneur is faced with a situation whereby a new marketing

strategy has been suggested to her, she will attempt to make sense of this

within her construct system. Assuming that she is product focused, if the

marketing idea does not make sense within this construct then, the construct

is impermeable. Generally, constructs that are highly specific and at a

relatively subordinate level are impermeable.

An utterly concrete construct... would not be permeable at all, for it

would be made up of certain elements - those and not others. Such a

construct would have to be impermeable. (Kelly 1955: 79)

The good business construct on the other hand can more readily accept this

new element or object, such as the new type of marketing. Thus this construct

is permeable: it is constituted so that new experiences and new events can be

added to those that it already embraces, and the construct's range of

convenience is extended. A construct that'takes life in its stride' is permeable

(Kelly 1955: 81).

rt5 This point is explored further in Section Three below.
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Permeable constructs may also encourage insight. Insight is a distinctive and

often sudden understanding of a problem or a sudden realisation of a strategy

that aids in solving a problem. lt is usually preceded by thought and frequently

emerges by detecting and combining relevant old and new knowledge

(Sternberg 1995: G23).116 We hypothesise that a construct ol atert to

oppoftunity would be permeable. We return to this suggestion in Chapter

Seven.

1 (j): FRAGMENTATION COHOLLARY

Along with the modulation corollary there is another parameter of change. A

person may successively employ a variety of construction subsystems which

are inferentially incompatible with each other. A construct system is a

hierarchy in which there are a variety of alternative subsystems that have

varying ranges of convenience. Given a particular event, different conclusions

can therefore be reached depending on the level of the system a person has

chosen. For example an entrepreneur may not be operating at a short-run

profit maximising level when dealing with a particular customer. However,

offering a special deal may be part of what she considers good business.

The corollary has important implications for the concept of rationality. Rather

than view rationality in terms of logical consistency, the fragmentation

corollary states that a construction system need not be logically intact and

'irrational' acts may occur. Kelly in fact welcomes these acts of irrationality'

stating that it is often the uninferred parts of a person's construction system

that can make that person'great' (Kelly 1970a:20). This may be particularly

applicable to entrepreneurs who, in trying innovative practices, are seeking to

reshape the constructs to resolve and account for new events. A complete,

logically consistent construct system may not allow for the adventurous

approach required for entrepreneurial activity.

The construct system imposes boundaries on an entrepreneur's outlook as

well as a means for expanding beyond it.

r16 The 'nothing special view' understands insight as 'merely an extension of ordinary perceiving,
recognising, learning and conceiving' (Sternberg 1995: 338).
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Thus, just as the experimental scientist designs his experiments around

rival hypotheses, so each person designs his daily explorations of life

around the rival hypotheses which are suggested by the contrasts in

his construction system. Moreover, just as the scientist cannot foresee

possibilities that he has not somehow conceptualised in terms of

hypotheses, so any individual can prove or disprove only that which his

construction system tells him are the possible alternatives. Again fhe

construction system sets the limits beyond which it is impossible for

him to perceive. His constructs are controls on his outlook. (Kelly 1955:

129, emphasis added)

The entrepreneur experiences bounded rationality through the limits imposed

by her construct system. 'When one limits the realm of facts, it is possible to

develop a detailed system without worrying about the inconsistencies in the

system'(Kelly 1955: 9). Each construct has a limited range of convenience

(range corollary). The scope of events to which a construct is applicable is

limited as is the degree to which the construct in question is permeable. The

entrepreneur may also actively express boundedness by the nature of the

constructs erected. However, these bounds are not fixed. The construct

system varies as constructs are constantly revised (experience corollary); the

fragmentation corollary offers the opportunity to 'test the waters' even though

the construct under examination may not, at first glance, appear compatible

with aspects of the existing construct system, The bounds of rational

behaviour are under constant negotiation allowing the entrepreneur freedom

to experiment. In a sense constructs can be understood as a form of heuristic;

the construct system provides a set of guidelines for behaviour to enable a

person to cope with the complexity of the world in relation to her limited

computational capacity.

1 (k): COMMONALITY COROLLARY

While PCP starts with the individual person it is also necessary to explore the

similarities that exist, what people have in common. To the extent that one

person employs a construction of experience which is similar to that employed

by another, her processes are psychologically similar to those of the other
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person. The commonality corollary contrasts directly with the individuality

corollary. To be clear on what this corollary asserts it is useful to consider

what it does not allow for:

It does not say that the two persons must have experienced "the same"

events ...and .,. it does not even say they must have experienced

"simila/' events... What has to be similar, in order for their processes to

be similar in the same degree, is their construction of experience. And

that includes similarity of the construction of events. (Kelly 197Oa:21)

So two people who have experienced quite different events might

nevertheless end up with similar constructions. People are similar because

they construe in similar ways. While entrepreneurs may be similar in terms of

ethnic status, upbringing, age or sex, what may be more important in

describing an entrepreneur is the way they construct their experiences. In

particular, we consider that their constructions in relation to 'alertness to

opportunity'and change are important, given our discussion in earlier

chapters.

1 (l): SOCIALITY COROLLARY

The last corollary views interpersonal interaction in terms of what each person

understands of the other. To the extent that one person construes the

construction process of another, she may play a role in a social process

involving the other person. Not only do people try and understand the

construct system of another person, but also they influence the constructs of

that other person by playing a part in their life.

This mutual adjustment to each other's viewpoint takes place, in the

terms of the theory of personal constructs, because, to some extent,

our construction system subsumes the construction systems of others

and theirs, in part subsumes ours. (Kelly 1955: 96)

People must acknowledge both the influence that others have on them and

the influence they in turn have on others. Business mentoring is an apt
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example. Successful entrepreneurs mentor new entrepreneurs, providing

experience and knowledge which may be 'subsumed' as part of the new

entrepreneur's construct system. Formal and informal networks provide

access to mentors and may also serve as a means of encouraging imitative

business practices.

Given these preliminary reflections on the application of PCP to

entrepreneurial behaviour, we now turn to consider the constructivist nature of

PCP in more detail. Of particular importance is the role of methodological

pluralism and the contextualist aspects of PCP

Section Three: Constructivism and PCP

Kelly, writing in the 1950s and 1960s, was a forerunner of the constructivist

movement. Constructivism developed as the main epistemological position in

the social sciences in opposition to positivism (Botella 1995).117 Kelly rejected

positivism and the positivist concept of objectivity and theory free facts (Kelly

1955, 1970a, 1970b). Through constructive alternativism Kelly suggests that

the mind is active in the construction of knowledge. Constructive alternativism

is contrasted with the epistemological assumption of accumulative

fragmentalism: the view that truth is accumulated and collected piece by

piece. The apparent truth of fragments of knowledge cannot be altered by

reconstruction. Thus.

[a] person who spends a great deal of his time hoarding facts is not

likely to be happy at the prospect of seeing them converted into

rubbish. ... With these shining nuggets of truth in his grasp it seems

unnecessary for him to take responsibility for the conclusions he claims

they thrust upon him. To suggest to him at this point that further human

reconstruction can completely alter the appearance of the precious

fragments he has accumulated, as well as the direction of their

rrt The general acceptance of PCP as a constructivist theory was demonstrated with the change of title
for the leading PCP journal. In 1994 it was changed ftom Journal of Personal Conslruct Psychology to
J o unwl of Constuctiv ist P syc holo gy.
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arguments, is to threaten his scientific conclusions, his philosophical

position, and even his moral security. No wonder, then, that, in the

eyes of such a conservatively minded person, our assumption that all

facts are subject - are wholly subject - to alternative constructions

looms up as culpably subjective and dangerously subversive to the

scientific establishment. (Kelly 1970a: 2)

Constructivism is an epistemology taking its starting position from the

assumption that the world we experience is 'made' or 'constructed' rather than

simply given.118 For the constructivist there is no single truth, only different

views of reali$; no independent reality exists to which knowledge can be

compared, Constructivism assumes that people are 'subjective beings,

creating and construing their own meaning for their own purposes' (Viney

1992:295),

Once again, we note a strong link between Austrian subjectivism and

constructivism. This link is no better exemplified than in the work of Hayek.

The Sensory Order (Hayek 1952b) was a treatise on the constructive nature

of the human nervous system and was an early contribution to the

development of constructivism in psychology (Mahoney 1995: 44)."'

There exists ... no one-to-one correspondence between the kinds (or

the physical properties) of the difference physical stimuli and the

dimensions in which they can vary, on the one hand, and the difference

kinds of sensory qualities which they produce and their various

dimensions on the other. (Hayek 1952b: 14)

ll8 There are a variety of constructivist theories that include radical constructivist, social constructivist
and PCP. For a more detailed discussion of the types of consructivism see Botella ( 1995). For a

general discussion of constructivism in economics see Weintraub (1991). We focus on PCP as it
provides empirical research methods as well as a constructivist epistemology.
lle Hayek's contribution to constructivism should not be confused with his opposition to constructive
rationalism: 'a conception which assumes that all social institutions are, and ought to be, the product of
deliberate design' (Hayek 1973: 5). Hayek supported constructivism at the level of the individual but

did not support the notion that human beings create institutions deliberately and so was opposed to

constructivist rationalism (Rizzello 1999: i6, and Burczak 1994:34).
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Hayek rejected the notion that true objective knowledge can be built on

sensory perception; rather'every sensation, even the "purest" must ... be

regarded as an interpretation of an event in the light of the past experience of

the individual'(Hayek 1952a:14). The world is perceived through mental

ordering categories that are the evolving product of experience. Hayek

demonstrated that:

... the contents of the experience - all frequencies, intensities,

magnitudes, and diverse nuances - must be, neurologically and

otherwise, the products of higher order categorisation or classification

processes that, with lessons from experience, participate in

constructing "the sensory orde/'. (Mahoney 1995: 44)

The constructivist nature of knowledge expounded by Hayek in his

psychological work informs and is informed by his work as an Austrian

economist. The impossibility of objective knowledge is central to Hayek's

subjective theory of human action (Burczak 1994:32). lndividuals act

according to their perceptions; the entrepreneur acts according to her

subjective perception of opportunity, based on subjective'knowledge of the

particular circumstances of time and place' (Hayek 1949 [1945]: 80). While

some contributions to the Austrian market process approach argue that

economic explanations must begin with the subjective mental states of the

actors being studied, conceptualisation of the Kirznerian entrepreneurs has

ignored Hayek's constructivist orientation. lf we are to 'take subjectivism

seriously', how can we gain access to entrepreneur's subjective perceptions

and constructions of 'the sensory order'? PCP offers one means of addressing

this question.

The knower constructs her own subjective reality; knowledge is a hypothetical

or anticipatory construction. Kelly's position on reality differs from other

contributors to the literature on constructivism who typically hold an anti-realist

position (Held 1995:306). He posits that an independent reality does exist but

that there is no direct correspondence between reality and our constructs of
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reality.1zo Of some importance is Kelly's point of departure: reality is

represented by constructs. Moreover, knowledge originates in the anticipation

and subsequent validation or invalidation of constructs. The growth of

knowledge occurs as the construct system is developed through constructive

alternativism. Constructive alternativism assists in explicating the meaning of

learning in a PCP context. The revision and replacement of constructs, that is

constructive alternativism, is one way of conceptualising learning.121

Given that the growth of knowledge occurs through the development of the

construct system, we need to consider how one construct or knowledge claim

is chosen over another; what epistemic values and methodologies are part of

PCP? Epistemic values 'guide our judgments regarding the determination of

the adequacy of competing theoretical explanations' (Howard 1985: 255). ln

turn, methodologies are influenced by epistemic values. Methodologies are

the rules and procedures that guide the practice of scientists, providing the

criteria for the acceptance and rejection of theories. For the purpose of this

work we are concerned with the epistemic values and methodologies used by

entrepreneurs in appraising their constructs.

The epistemic values guiding positivism are those that follow justificationism;

the authority of facts justify a given knowledge claim. Constructivism

articulates an alternative set of epistemic values arising from the view that

knowledge is constructed rather than discovered. Two of the dominant

epistemic values in constructivism are the pragmatic value of knowledge

claims and the coherence of knowledge claims. The pragmatic value of

knowledge includes predictive efficiency, viability and fertility, while the

coherence of knowledge incorporates internal and external consistency and

unifying power (Botella 1995: 7; Howard 1985: 257-258).

t20 'We presume that the universe is really existing and that man is gradually coming to understand it.

By taking this position we attempt to make clear from the outset that it is a real world we shall be

talking about, not a world composed solely of flitting shadows of people's thoughts. But we should

like, furthermore, to make clear our conviction that people's thoughts also really exist, though the

correspondence between what people really think exists and what really does exist is a continually
changing one.' (Kelly 1955: 6)
l2l We explore these ideas in Chapter Seven when we consider the relationship between the experience

cycle and entrepreneurial behaviour.
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To find the epistemic values that underline PCP, it is helpful to consider one of

the key influences on Kelly's work, the philosophy and psychology of John

Dewey. Kelly writes:

Dewey, whose philosophy and psychology can be read between many

of the lines of the psychology of personal constructs, envisioned the

universe as an ongoing affair which had to be anticipated to be

understood. (Kelly 1955: 108)

Knowledge is comprised of anticipatory constructions. Just how useful these

constructions are in making sense of the world depends on their effectiveness

in anticipating the future. Constructs are tested against subsequent events.

Dewey's influence is apparent not only in Kelly's emphasis on anticipation, but

also in the pragmatic values espoused by Kelly that were associated with

Dewey's thinking. One of the key epistemic values advocated by Kelly is that

of predictive efficiency.

The yardstick to use is the specific predictive efficiency of each

alternative construct and the over-all predictive efficiency of the system

of which it would, if adopted, become a part. (Kelly 1955: 15)

Due to the pragmatic influence of Dewey and the emphasis Kelly placed on

predictive efficiency, Kelly is viewed by some as adopting an instrumentalist

methodology (Noaparast 1995: 39).122 While we agree that instrumentalism is

one of the methodologies used by Kelly, we maintain that PCP is open to the

position of methodological pluralism.

Kelly notes that 'predictive efficiency is not the only criterion of a good

construction' (Kelly 1969: 78). He further adds: '[w]e are not in search of ... a

122 Instrumentalism emphasises the workability of ideas and theories; a workable theory is true because
it works. In economics, instrumentalism is most closely identified with the work of Milton Friedman,
espoused in The Methodology of Positive Economics ( 1953). Another tradition that also identifies with
an instrumental position is North American institutionalism, which is inspired by John Dewey's
pragmatist instrumentalism (Maki 1998).
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neat conclusion, but of a strategic advantage in a long quest for

understanding' (Kelly 1970a: 8).ttt The 'long quest for understanding' allows

for the epistemic values of viability and fertility along with the search for the

coherence of knowledge that seeks internal and external consistency and

unifying power. These additional epistemic values are suggested in the

corollaries that are part of PCP. For example, the choice corollary points to

the importance ol feftility, the choice of constructs guides a person in

elaborating her construct system, providing opportunities for a person to

expand and develop a construct system that covers more aspects of a

person's fife. The organisational corollary suggests rnfernalcoherence as

constructs are placed into a system that minimises contradictions and

conflicts. The commonality and sociality corollary are consistent with external

coherence, a person is part of a community and seeks to be part of that

community.

With the inclusion of additional epistemic values it appears that methodologies

other than instrumentalism are possible. A construct is developed through at

least two stages: initially there is the formulation of an hypothesis or construct

followed by the checking stage.

There are roughly three ways of coming up with a testable hypothesis:

(1) one may deduce it from explicit theory; (2) one may induce it from

observation - for example from clinical experience; (3) one may

eschew logical procedures and go after it with a statistical dragnet...As

long as good scientific methodology is used in checking the hypotheses

all three methods are acceptable in formulafing hypotheses. (Kelly

'1955: 32,34 emphasis added). 124

123 This also suggests another fruitful avenue ofresearch in relation to the nature ofentrepreneurship
and the boundaries between entrepreneurship and strategy, Bhide's work ( 1994) and research findings
in Chapters Six and Seven suggest that entrepreneurs are interested in strategies that "work" without
lengthy planning and reflection.

''n Ke lly was unsure of exactly how the theory of the psychology of personal constructs came about.
He writes: 'l cannot say that I actually launched out deductively from the assumption of constructrve
alternativism ... And I believe I can see how the clutter of events I experienced was important ... But
not for one moment would I claim that these events converged to shape my theory' (Kelly 1970a: 6).
He concludes by saying that constructive alternativism was his basic assumption all along. suggesting
perhaps his overriding methodology was constructive alternativism. In assessing his theory, the
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Given Kelly's pluralist approach to hypothesis formulation, we suggest that he

is also a pluralist in the ways of checking or assessing an hypothesis 'as long

as good scientific methodology is used'. Mancini and Semerari (1988) claim

that PCP is a falsificationist methodology given its position on invalidation.l25

A falsificationist approach argues that no prediction can be validated once and

for all because new events might occur to refute it. A theory can only be

falsified. Entrepreneurs learn from these refutations: '[e]ssentially this means

that all of our interpretations of the universe can gradually be scientifically

evaluated if we are persistent and keep on learning from our mistakes (Kelly

1955: 15, emphasis added), Nevertheless, this passage does not mean that

falsificationism, through the invalidation of constructs, is the only way of

assessing a construct, for

[t]here is some difference of opinion as to whether the object of the

game is to confirm hypotheses or disconfirm them. ... For my own part

I am inclined to think it depends mostly on what people may run out

into the street and start doing ... or what kind of research the scientists

will try next. (Kelly 1970b: 258)

The'person as scientist' may use a falsificationist methodology but she may

also assess constructs in other ways depending on the situation or context.

ln summary, a person attempts to understand her world by anticipating real

events. She does this by developing constructs. Constructs are formulated

and then assessed against the actual experience of the anticipated events

using a variety of methodologies. The constructivist nature of PCP is

epistemic value of fertility suggests the theory has been successful, given the successful development
of PCP as a discipline.

't5 'Geo.ge Kelly has the merit of having constructed a psychological theory, which gives up the

inductivist myth without leaving us skeptical about the possibilities of achieving human knowledge.
Thus he represents for psychology what Popper represents for epistemology; that is, the attempt to
reconcile constructivism to the possibility of knowing the "real" world and of improving such

knowledge on a firm basis' (Mancini and Semerari 1988: 69). While these authors do not explicitly
state that sophisticated falsificationism is the only methodology used in PCP, it is the only
methodology discussed. While we agree with the view that Kelly sought to develop a theory that made

possible the growth of knowledge we suggest PCP is not limited to a falsificationist perspective.
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compatible with the view that there are many ways to construct an event

depending on the context.

Working within the frame of a constructivist epistemology a scientist

may propound a theory of personal knowledge that makes no claim

about that knowledge mirroring an "out there" ontological real world. In

addition to espousing a constructivist epistemology one can profitability

adopt a contextualist ontology, and then proceed to discuss persons as

organising systems - one strand in ever-evolving contexfs. (Mancuso

1993: 1 1 1, emphasis added)

PCP is compatible with the contextualist worldview discussed in Chapter One.

There are nevertheless some mechanistic overtones that seem incompatible

with contextualism (Anderson and Kirkland 1990). 126 Sarbin (1977) suggests

that Kelly was not entirely successful in his attempt to break away from the

root metaphor of the machine and did not go far enough in developing a

contextualist approach to personality theory. For instance, the focus on the

epistemic value of prediction and control has mechanistic overtones. While

we acknowledge this influence we suggest that PCP is more compatible with

a contextualist worldview that focuses on the entrepreneurial act from the

perspective of construct systems.

The supporting argument for our position rests on examining the truth criterion

built into each root metaphor. The truth criterion of mechanism is predictive

verification, resulting in the discovery of objective knowledge and truth. Kelly

was very clear that while an independent reality exists, our understanding of

that reality is subjective. Alternative constructions of reality are always

available. The truth criterion of contextualism is based upon the notion that an

act-in-context is purposive. Achievement of a consequence is the truth

criterion for the contextualist, for example, reaching a goal, fulfilling a purpose,

producing a desirable consequence (Hayes 1993: 12 -13). An act is therefore

Itu While the main charge against PCP is its mechanistic overtones, there are organistic influences as

well. The evolving and developing processes involved in the elaboration of a construct system gives

PCP 'an organismic flavour' (Follette 1993: 135).
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evaluated by the achievement of a chosen consequence. PCP assumes that

the goal of the scientist and of a person are the same: 'to interact successfully

with the world' (Follette 1993: 135). Kelly expresses this through two key

expressions: 'to predict and control' and 'the long quest for understanding'.

Each of these can be taken up by a contextualist focus on the act-in-context.

Summary

The event we are focusing on is the entrepreneurial act-in-context and the

strand we wish to explore is the construct system of the entrepreneur. Our

goal or purpose is 'the long quest for understanding' - to understand the

market process through the behaviour of the individual entrepreneur. One

means of achieving this goal is to describe the entrepreneurial decision-

making process. Success for our purposes is the development of a model that

can be used to describe the narratives told by entrepreneurs - specifically

those aspects of the narrative that focus on alertness to opportunity and

decision-making.

Consistent with the contextualist perspective we will need to ascefiain if we

have been successful in our purpose. Once our model is constructed we

must assess it against criteria consistent with a contextualist and constructivist

"cast". The criteria stated and accepted by constructivists for theory

development and appraisal include the pragmatic value of knowledge and the

coherence of knowledge. These values inform our modelling work and are the

values to which we will return to assess the success of our model.

Arising from these criteria are the following questions: Does our discussion

provide a workable model of decision-making (viability) that'hangs together'

and incorporates our definition of rationality (internal consistency)? Can the

model trace alternative courses of action taken by entrepreneurs as they

make sense of feedback from market experience (predictive efficiency)? Does

our contribution extend knowledge of the entrepreneurial decision-making
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Chapter Six: Asking the Entrepreneur

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: first, it will outline the research

methods used to explore the entrepreneur's construct system and second, it

will report findings from empirical work. In keeping with a contextualist and

constructivist framework, the empirical research does not seek to discover

one true entrepreneurial system or decision-making process; the aim is to

use illustrations gathered from exploring narratives and construct ladders to

gain a better understanding of entrepreneurial behaviour. In the following

chapter we construct a model of the entrepreneurial decision-making process

based on this understanding.

Research Approach

The choice and adequacy of a research method are influenced by the

ontological and epistemological assumptions of the research inquiry.

Positivism has been the'received view'dominating formal scientific discourse

for most of the twentieth century (Guba and Lincoln 1994: 108).127 This view

assumes the researcher can reveal truth through an objective measurement

of phenomena. The ontological perspective associated with positivism is

mechanism; the world is viewed as a machine or closed system that can be

explained through quantitative research methods.l" The selection of an

appropriate research method, most commonly a quantitative technique, is

guided by the need to reveal determinate laws and regularities between

elements that'for the sake of accurate definition and measurement, have to

be abstracted from their context' (Morgan and Smircich 1980: 498).

127 Post-positivism represents changes that have been made in response to the criticisms made of
positivism, while still essentially retaining the same set of basic beliet's (Guba and Lincoln 1994: 109).
''" Multivariate statistical analysis is one example of a quantitative research method. Within the

discipline of economics quantitative research is most commonly associated with applied econometrics.
The fundamental tool of analysis in standard applied econometrics is regression analysis. For a more
detailed discussion of econometric research methods see Green (2000),
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In Chapter One we concluded that mechanism did not provide a useful cast

for exploring the behaviour of the entrepreneur. We argued that a

contextualist approach, focusing on the act-in-context, provides a more fruitful

approach. Given this argument, a positivist epistemology that abstracts the

subject of research from its context is not suitable for our purpose.

Constructivism places both the researcher and the subject within a

constructed reality. People construct knowledge based on their subjective

perception of reality, The focus of our empirical work is to gain access to

these subjective constructions and more specifically, to understand how the

entrepreneur forms the ends-means framework.l2e Qualitative research

methods provide a means of achieving this objective.130

PCP is guided by the maxim 'if you want to understand the basis for

someone's actions, ask them'(Earl 1999: 426).t3t The approach used in

conducting our empirical research has been guided by this suggestion, lf we

want to gain an account of entrepreneurial decision-making, why not ask an

entrepreneur? lf we want to know how entrepreneurs learn or if the

entrepreneur is atert to opportunity, why not ask an entrepreneur?132 Several

qualitative research methods, including PCP construct elicitation techniques,

provide the means of asking these questions and gathering and analysing the

answers provided.

Before we discuss research method in more detail, it is worthwhile reflecting

on the "why not" aspect of these questions. Why would a researcher not

lze This approach has much in common with grounded theory methodology where theory 'is grounded

in data systematically gathered and analysed' (Strauss and Corbin 1994:2'13).
t30 At a very general level qualitative research implies an emphasis on processes and meanings that are

not rigorously measured in terms of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency. Quantitative research
emphasises the measurement and analysis of causal relationship between variables rather than
processes. Qualitative and quantitative research methods can be used by a variety of epistemologies,
although qualitative research is more readily associated with a constructivist framework while
quantitative research is associated with positivism. For a fuller discussion of qualitative research see

Silverman (1993) and Denzin and Lincoln (1994).
t3r The original quote from Kelly is 'If you don't know what's wrong with a client, ask him; he may tell
you!' (Kelly 1955: 201).

'" Only entrepreneurs were interviewed for this work. Subsequent research could include interviews
with people who did not consider themselves to be entrepreneurs. Future research might also explore
gender and ethnic differences.
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want to ask a question of the participant directly?ttt One of the common

criticisms of constructivism is its failure to articulate adequately criteria for

assessing knowledge claims. This lays it open to charges of solipsism (it is

only my account) and'anything goes' (all accounts are equally good or bad,

worthy or unworthy) (Schwandt 1994: 130; Silverman 1993: 211). lf we ask

the entrepreneur, how can we assess the stories provided, and in turn, how

can the knowledge claims made by researchers be assessed? Any dialogue

with a research participant is informed by the construct system of the

researcher: '[t]he scientist is bound by the ... elements of the contextualisl

approach, she can never escape the limits of her own construction of what

she is analysing' (Follette 1993: 134). The researcher also 'attunes her ear to

recurrent themes'. And like any construct system, the researcher is also open

to constructive alternativism, the claims of solipsism and 'anything goes'.

While constructivism is still in its formative stages and differences exist in

terms of definitions, means and interpretations, there are some pervasive

aspects that cover most constructivist theories. As already stated in Chapter

Five above, there are two dominant sets of epistemic values that guide a

constructivist perspective when considering how one knowledge claim is

chosen over another. These are the pragmatic value of knowledge claims

(predictive efficiency, viability and fertility) and the coherence of knowledge

claims (internal and external consistency and unifying power) (Botella 1995:

7). These epistemic values provide a set of criteria to assess both the

constructs of the entrepreneur and our research findings. We will return to

these criteria in Chapter Seven.

Research Method

The empirical research was conducted using qualitative case study

methods.l3o The approach is summarised as collective case study.By this we

mean the extension of an instrumental case study approach over a number of

ll3 For example, how do we know that the participant is telling the truth? This response assumes that
there is some independent reality and associated truth that both the researcher and participant can

access. As already discussed, this line of thought is usually associated with a positivist approach. A
constructivist approach assumes that reality is constructed and there is no single independent truth.
lln While case study is a research strategy that can accommodate both quantitative and qualitative
evidence, our inquiry has been directed solely by qualitative methods for the reasons discussed above.
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cases. 13s 4n instrumental case study examines a particular case providing

insight to assist in developing or refining theory. A number of individual cases

are examined to provide insight into the behaviour of the entrepreneur and

assist in the development of a model of entrepreneurial decision-making. The

individual case plays a supportive role in facilitating our understanding of

entrepreneurial behaviour and provides illustrations that are encapsulated in a

decision-making model. We also draw on other empirical studies that provide

additional insight into the decision-making process.

Research Participants

We have defined the entrepreneur as a change actor in the market process.

She is alert to opportunity for gain, constructing worthwhile opportunities and

then acting upon them. Establishing an enterprise is often the most significant

change an entrepreneur brings about in the market process. We consider this

to be one of the best examples of entrepreneurial behaviour. Thus the

participants chosen for this research had to be involved in establishing an

enterprise.ls6

Research Techniques

Two in-depth interviews were carried out with each participant.l3T A different

interview technique was used in each interview. There are a variety of ways to

conduct an interview, including telephone surveys, mailed self-administered

questionnaires, and face-to-face interviews in the form of question and answer

sessions. Two forms of the face-to-face interview were selected for this

research. The participants were initially contacted by phone or in person and

interview times were arranged.

'3t The collective case study can be contrasted to the intrinsic case studyl here the study is undertaken
so that a better understanding of a particular case can be obtained. The purpose of study is not theory

building; rather the case is examined because of some intrinsic interest. It is not undertaken because the

case represents other cases or because it illustrates a particular problem; it is the ordinariness ofthe
casethatisof interesttotheresearcher(Stake 1994 237). Anexamplewouldbetheclinical
psychologist undertaking a case study ofa particular client.
"o Only one of the participants had not been involved in establishing an enterprise but had been

involved in major changes subsequent to the purchase of the enterprise.
t37 One of the most challenging aspects of case study work is the selection of participants. Appendix
One contains additional details of participant selection.
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Participants were told that the research process would involve two interviews.

The first interview was a face-to-face interview carried out as an unstructured

open-ended discussion. The purpose of the first interview was for the

participant to "tell me your stor/' in her own words.138 The second interview

would then develop the research through construct elicitation techniques

taking the form of a semi-structured interview using PCP laddering and triadic

sorting techniques.l 3s

Construct Elicitation
The personal construct is an interpretation of events experienced by the

entrepreneur that serves to assist her in understanding the current situation

and anticipate the future. In Kelly's original formulation of PCP the main

events in a person's life were other people. Kelly's elicitation procedures

concentrated on the use of groups of people as the prompt for eliciting bipolar

constructs. He suggested several techniques to elicit a person's constructs

using triadic sorting procedures where three elements (people) are used, two

of which are similar in one way and one that is dissimilar. These procedures

are briefly summarised before turning to discuss how they have been

structured and used in our research.

One method suggested by Kelly was the minimum-context card form. The

participant lists the names of significant people in their life on separate cards,

The researcher selects three of the cards and asks the participant to identify

two that are alike in some way and different from the third. An entrepreneur

states that two people are similar, as they are both out going while the third is

withdrawn The construct dimension identified by the entrepreneur would be

outgoing - withdrawn lt is this type of adjective pair that characterises much of

the work in PCP (Epting and Landfield 1993: 81). The full-context form then

builds on the minimum-context form by placing all the context cards before the

"t As stated earlier in this chapter, one of our purposes is to enlarge our understanding clf the
entrepreneurial decision-making process. Open-ended questions such as 'tell me your story' are one of
the most eft'ective routes toward achieving this end (Silverman 1993: l0).
t3o Watson, Doster and Ponthieu ( 1995) and Cray (1992) are two examples of research fbcusing on the
elicitation of the entrepreneurial construct system. However, neither of these examples focus on the

decision-making process; rather they focus on grouping the types of constructs elicited.
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participant. She is invited to form groups of "simila/'people. The researcher

asks her what is the basis of similarity and difference and then forms the

construct from her answers. Further to developing the context card technique,

Kelly suggested the self-identification card form. The name of the participant

is placed on a card and added to form part of each triad, This technique

assists the researcher in exploring how the participant is construed in relation

to the social network listed on the other cards.

The method described above uses groups of three elements. Dyadic and

monadic sorting methods can also be used to elicit constructs, and both

these methods simplify the task for the participant by presenting fewer

elements. Dyadic sorting uses only two elements; for example only two

context cards are presented to the participant and she is asked to consider

how they are alike or different. lf they are alike in that they are both outgoing

then the participant is asked to give the opposite of outgoing to elicit the

opposite pole. Generally if they are different then both poles of the construct

have been elicited as a way of explaining the difference. Monadic sorting

uses a single element. The participant may be asked to consider a card and

state a characteristic that describes this person; il outgoing is the

characteristic she would then be invited to suggest the opposite pole.

While these adjective pairings are useful, constructs form part of a larger

structure called personal construct systems (organisational corollary).

Superordinate constructs organise or structure subordinate constructs. To

elicit these structures a laddering procedure can be used.

The construct system is not just a jumble of assorted perceptions; it is a

hierarchy with some constructs closer to the centre, to the essence of

the person, and others more peripheral. One way of picturing the

construct system is a series of interlocking ladders, getting smaller in
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number and stronger in influence/strength as one reaches the top.

(Stewart and Stewart 1981 : 45) 1ao

Starting with the adjective pairing of out going - withdrawn the researcher

begins the laddering procedure by deciding which way she would like to move

along the ladder. 'Why'questions move the researcher and participant up the

ladder toward superordinate and core constructs; 'how' questions move them

down the ladder to more subordinate constructs.

The researcher asks "which of these words do you identify with and why?"

The participant replies that she identifies with out going because she 'lkes fo

be around people'. Likes to be around people becomes one pole of the

construct.

The conversation may then proceed as follows:

Researcher: 'why do you like being around people?'

Participant: ' because I get things done'.

Researcher: 'why it is important to get things done?'

Participant: ' because I want to change things'.

Researcher: 'why is change important?'

Participant: ' it just is'.

The 'just is'or'l don't really know' reply indicates that this may be a core

construct. The researcher may then ask

Researcher: 'what is the opposite of change for you?

Participant:'routine'

Change - routine forms a core construct guiding the actions of the participant.

When making decisions she chooses the end of the construct that best helps

I40 For a fuller discussion of laddering see Chapter Three of Stewart and Stewart ( l98l ) and Epting et
al (1993).
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her to anticipate the future. ln this case the concept of change guides her

actions.

Summarising the conversation, the ladder would look like this:

Outgoing

u

Like being around people

u

Because I get things done

u

Want to change things

u

Change

Withdrawn

Routine

Using these various techniques (and bearing in mind Kelly's suggestion to be

creative and experimental in the approach to eliciting constructs), the

techniques were modified and used in the following manner to elicit constructs

from the entrepreneur.l4l

Before "launching" into the unfamiliar laddering process it was important for

participants to feel comfortable with the interviewer and to be familiar with the

research being conducted. The first interview assisted in establishing rapport

with the participant, as well as building confidence in the research process

and the researcher. In the initial interview phase participants discussed their

"story" in their own words without the imposition of a structured interview

procedure. In addition, the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter

were tacitly incorporated into the interview process. That is: how can the

rarRepertorygridtechniquesare usedinmostresearchstudiesusingPCP(Eptinget al 1993:80).
However, the procedure can be quite mechanical, the context of the interview can be ditficult to
maintain and results are often difTicult to explain irnmediately tu the participants. lt hus bcen sugucsLcd
that alternative techniques to repertory grid may provide better constructs. Leitner (1985) carried out a

pilot study comparing PCP elicitation techniques and found that a majority of constructs elicited by
repertory grid were not as accurate as other elicitation methods. The use of laddering techniques
overcomes some of these limitations.
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decision-making process of the entrepreneur be modelled to incorporate the

notion of alertness to opportunity and satisfy the tenets of methodological

pluralism?

Once all the first interviews were completed, the intention was to review the

data and consider any emergent themes. lt is important to note, once again,

that interview data is never raw; it is situated in a context (Silverman 1993:

199). Emergent themes are often recurrent themes informed by the

researcher's theoretical framework and construct system. While the subjective

nature of data cannot be avoided, it can be explored from different

perspectives using multiple research techniques or triangulation (Denzin and

Guba 1994: 2). The use of triangulation reflects the need to add depth to our

investigation by engaging with the participant in a variety of ways. The two

research methods used are open-ended interviews and construct elicitation.

Section One: Case Study Interviews and Analysis

1.1: First Interview: "Tell me your story"

Interview Structure

The interview began with a brief summary of the purpose for the interview,

discussion of the confidentiality agreement and any related issues or general

questions. Permission was obtained to tape the conversation and take written

notes. The interview began with the question: "how and why did you start

your enterprise?"142

Data analysis

To analyse the findings of the interview, two reviews of the data were

conducted.to3 The first was a within case analysis, involving detailed case

study write-ups. This enabled familiarisation with each case study and

raz Providing a definite starting point to the interview encouraged the discussion without too strongly
influencing its direction and focus. Without exception the participants talked freely about their
enterprise, how it began and what was currently happening. The average length of the interview was

one hour with interviews ranging in duration from 40 minutes to 2 hours.
rai Eisenhardt (1989) describes both of these processes in more detail.
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provided an opportunity for any patterns or themes to emerge. To facilitate

this process the concept of mind mapping was used.laa Combining the notes

with several replays of the tape recording of the interview, a mind map of each

interview was constructed. Four key categories were included: personal

background, current enterprise, attitudes and future plans. The second review

of the data was a cross-case comparison;its purpose was to highlight

patterns and themes emerging across case studies. As each interview was

summarised in a mind map on one piece of A3 paper, interviews could easily

be compared and similarities or differences considered.la5

Findings

Three themes arose from the data reviews: alertness to opportunity,

entrepreneur's learning methods and "doing the entrepreneurial act". To

maintain that these themes were independent of theory-based research would

obviously be misleading. The notions of alertness to opportunity and learning

had already been presupposed as part of our conceptual framework and

discussion with the participants reinforced the researchers' belief that these

concepts were important influences on entrepreneurial behaviour. More

precisety, even though participants did not use our terminology, equivalent

conceptual content is evident in the expressions they provided.

The theme of doing the entrepreneurial act arose from discussion with

entrepreneurs. This theme is better summarised by the quote 'get off your

butt and do it'.146 All the participants expressed the view that it was important

to fusf get out there and do r?'. Exactly whal 'gefting out there and doing it'

meant was more difficult to ascertain. One possible understanding was that

t* Our use of mind maps is similar to the use of rich pictures in Soft System Methodology (Checkland
and Scholes 1990; Hicks 1991). For a complete summary of mind mapping techniques see Buzan
(199s).
tn5 One of the mind map summaries is included in Appendix Two. While the mind map summaries may
appear basic, a pictorial representation has a number of advantages over written descriptions when
carrying out empirical research: l) a picture can show far more information in the same space; 2) it
shows patterns, arrangements, connections and relationships far better:3) the researcher is less likely to
overlook vital links and connections as she is able to see the whole situation in all its complexity and 4)
it provides a representation that can be shared readily with participants (Hicks l99l: 235).
ro6 In the remainder of this chapter and in Chapter Seve n italicised quotations indicate statements made

by participants. We will be drawing on these quotes as a means of authentically representing the

subjective knowledge of the entrepreneurs. ltalicised words without quotation marks are the pole of a

construct.
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entrepreneurial behaviour was very much a doing behaviour as compared to

more passive behaviour of reflection, reaction, analysis and planning; it was

doing the entrepreneurial act.taT All participants concentrated the discussion

on actions taken, as this seemed to be a measure of what their enterprise was

about. The emergence of this theme fits a contextualist worldview wherein

entrepreneurial behaviour is understood as an act-in-context. More

specifically, the entrepreneurial act is best described by active verbs. lt is the

doing of the act that is important for the entrepreneur rather than the planning,

reacting, reflecting or analysing. lt goes well beyond function in a standard

non-contextual model of entrepreneurship. For the entrepreneur these

activities are necessary but do not describe entrepreneurial behaviour.

What encapsulates the entrepreneurial act is difficult to ascertain. What does

the entrepreneur do that incorporates the need for action and thus results in

an entrepreneurial act? The second theme to emerge was closely linked to

doing the entrepreneurial act. The concept of alertness to opportunity was

implicit in every enterprise start-up discussed. Participants Saur a gap in the

market', were in 'the right place at the right time' and had 'peripheral vision to

see opportunities'. However, the fact that the opportunities existed was not the

central issue; it was that the entrepreneurs acted to take advantage of these

opportunities that resulted in'things happenin{. The entrepreneurial act can

be described as the culmination of a process that involves being alert to

opportunity and then acting on this opportunity to bring about some type of

result or change.

The third theme to emerge related to the idea of learning. The impression

gained from many of the entrepreneurs was that if, at the point of establishing

an enterprise, '/ had known how much I didnT know, I would never have

started!'. How then were they able to establish and run the enterprise? One

participant spoke of 'building up the knowledge'. The view of some

participants was that they had often 'seen how not to do ff', thought they could

'do it a better way'and they would 'make it work'. The participants expressed

la7 This is also consistent with Schumpeter's description of entrepreneurial function which 'consists in
getting things done' (Schumpeter 1976: 132).
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the view that the enterprise 'will be successful'with several stating 'l cannot let

this fail, it will succeed'. This did not imply a'bloody-minded' attitude in every

aspect of their enterprise. Participants highlighted strategies used to make the

enterprise succeed. lf they did not know how to do something '/ will ask the

dumb question' or consider 'what mistakes did I make?'They 'realised from

experience'thus 'building up the knowledge'. Another important strand to

these strategies was the concept of intuition. Comments like 'l iust knew', 'l

felt','ljust trusted my intuition'or ' my gut feeling told me' were integral to the

stories of many participants.

Bhide (1994) considers these themes when exploring'How Entrepreneurs

Craft Strategies that Work'. While not explicitly discussing the need for

entrepreneurs to 'just do ft', he points out that many successful entrepreneurs

spend little time researching and analysing. lnstead they seize opportunities,

taking action without endless planning. Entrepreneurs integrate action and

analysis and do not wait for all the answers before making a decision.

[T]he entrepreneur only does as much planning and analysis as seems

useful and makes subjective judgement calls when necessary. ...

entrepreneurs have to resist the temptation of endless investigation

and trust their judgement. (Bhide 1994: 157-158).

This ability to trust their judgement - to trust their decision-making process,

raises two interesting questions. First, what guides subjective judgement?

Secondly, can intuition be used synonymously with insight? These are two of

the questions that were considered when deciding on themes to explore in the

second interview.

Summary

The first interview was useful in establishing a relationship between

researcher and participant and in confirming the relevance of the areas of

interest established from earlier surveys of Austrian literature, namely

alertness to opportunity and learning. lt also highlighted a third issue: 'doing
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the entrepreneurial act'. The second interview focused on these three themes

and sought to consider what constructs influenced entrepreneurial behaviour.

Once again this focus was influenced by the researcher's construct system.

However, the construct elicitation process provides a structure that allows for

the participant to direct the context of the laddering process through the

choice of pole. The participant is able to select both the content of the

opposite pole and the preferred pole. This process limits the extent to which

the researcher can manipulate research findings.

1 .2: Second interview: eliciting constructs

lnterview Structure

Before beginning the elicitation process, each entrepreneur was presented

with a mind map from the first interview.la8 She was invited to comment and

make any appropriate alterations. This process also served as an opportunity

to discuss any changes to the enterprise since the first interview. Without

exception the participants found the information contained in the mind map an

accurate and useful representation of the interview.l4e The mind map also

served to highlight emergent themes from the interview and lead nicely into

the construct elicitation phase.

The focus of the interview was to elicit constructs about two specific

phenomena: self- perception and alertness to opportunity. Doing the

entrepreneurial act was a difficult concept to build into the construct elicitation

process. lt appeared an academic concept and lacked the practical ring of 'get

off your butt and do it'.lt was necessary to operationalise the concept in some

way so that it had relevance to the participants. Given the research focus on

the fusf do it' aspect of entrepreneurial behaviour, eliciting constructs about

self-perception seemed an appropriate way of examining whether doing the

entrepreneurial act was part of a construct used by the participants. Alertness

to opportunity is a more concrete concept. Using this concept as one pole of a

tot See Appendix Two for one basic representation of a mind map.
lae Several participants requested copies of the mind map. finding its a useful summary of therr currenl
enterprise and the history of the enterprise. The following comments typified those made by the
participants: 'amazingly acclrate' and 'a t'ery good way of puttittg things down'.
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construct, the intention was to elicit the opposite pole and see if participants

identified with the alertness aspect and then consider how they expressed

their alertness to opportunity.

The first part of the interview focused on self-perception. The objective was to

elicit constructs that described self-perception. The entrepreneur was asked to

write the names of six people she knew who owned and operated their own

enterprise.ls0 Once completed, three names were randomly selected by the

interviewer and placed in front of the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur was

then asked to state how two were "the same" and the other "different",

focusing on how she operated her enterprise. Next, the entrepreneur was then

asked which of the two poles of the construct she identified with and why, The

"why question" was repeated until a core construct was elicited.

At this point the procedure was explained to each participant in more detail,

including a brief explanation of PCP, what a construct was and how

constructs, specifically core constructs, inform decisions. The elicited

construct ladder was presented back to the entrepreneur for comment. The

entrepreneur was asked to consider if the constructs generated were an

accurate reflection of aspects that influenced and guided her decision-making

process. In each situation the participants responded positively to the

constructs generated and indicated that these constructs did guide decisions.

The self-perception construct elicitation process was repeated several times.

Dyadic and monadic sorting was used if the participant was having difficulty

with the process or if they themselves selected names to discuss. Once the

entrepreneur became familiar with the process the same procedure was

repeated focusing on entrepreneurial characteristics and alertness to

opportunity. On completing a construct ladder the findings would be reviewed

with the participant to ensure that the construct ladder had been recorded

correctly.

150 The names were written on postix sheets. This enabled the names to be rearranged easily into
different groupings. The participants found this an interesting and non-threatening way ofcarrying out
the interview and would often instigate groupings with associated constructs without being asked.
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Data Analysis

After eliciting construct ladders for each person, the data were reviewed to

examine what recurrent themes, if any, had arisen. To accomplish this the

constructs were examined to find what words were used frequently or if there

were any constructs that were the same for several entrepreneurs.

Findings

Self-perception:

In the initial constructs of self-perception, the most significant construct to

emerge was linked to the idea of make things happen. Over half the

entrepreneurs used these words or some variation of them in construct

ladders. When examining constructs, both poles of the construct need to be

considered. For example, the construct that has organised growfh as one pole

may not at first glance appear to link to the concept oI make things happen.

However the other pole of the construct is go with the flow, The entrepreneur

chose organised growth rather than go with the flow as an element that

influenced her behaviour. Organised growth is a way to make things happen

rather than going with the flow. Box 6.1 lists all of the constructs selected as

falling into the make things happen category.
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Favoured pole

Doing and doing it well

Doing it

Move on person

Start things

Make things happen

Plunge into it

Organised growth

Do more

Doing something ditferent

Go somewhere

Doing different things

lnitiate

Make things happen

Growth

Opposite Pole of the Construct

waste of time

not wanting to go the next step

bogged down

same thing

having no impact

giving up

go with the flow

stand still, go backwards

rut

go with the flow

lack of choice

doing nothing

stagnation

stagnation

Box Q.1: 'Make Thinqs Happen' Construct

The make things happen construct influences behaviour; when faced with a

decision the entrepreneur is likely to choose lo make things happen in

preference to stagnation or being bogged down. These constructs and the

behaviour guided by them connects with the earlier theme that entrepreneurs

choose to lusf do it' and it is doing the entrepreneurial act that is an important

focus of the decision-making process.

The core constructs that accompanied the make things happen constructs

were varied; there was no one core construct that dominated the self-

perception laddering process (see Box 6.2). However, the make things

happen construct was at a superordinate level with a range of convenience

covering most aspects of the enterprise.
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Favoured pole

Looking fonryard

Successful

Life to count

Dream big dreams

Contribution

Successful

Proactive

Self worth

Be the best I can

Better world

Change

Best of my ability

Productive

Choice

Opposite Pole of the Construct

standing still/going backwards

mediocre

coast

same thing

making no impact

isn't successful

reactive

failure

mediocre

shortterm personal gain

stagnation

stagnation

non productive

dogma

Box 6.2: Core Constructs of 'Make Thinos Happen' Construct

Entrepreneu rial characteristics:

Constructs were then elicited around entrepreneurial characteristics. The

participants were asked to identify one of the six names that was, in their

opinion, "entrepreneurial" and state what it was that made this person

entrepreneurial. They were asked to give the opposite of the entrepreneurial

characteristic and state which end of the construct they identified with. These

constructs are listed in Box 6.3.
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Favoured Pole

Mind always working

Make it happen

See possibilities

Looking for a new edge

Think outside the square

Streetwise

Take on all sorts of opportunities

Innovative ideas

Cutting a deal

Creation

Try new things

Leading edge

Finish task

Try new things

Risk taker

Full on

Listener

Challenge

New ways

On the edge

Growth

Hunger

Opposite Pole

cannot achieve

sitting back, doing nothing

easy route

the same

safety

naive

stagnant

always done that way

accepting a deal

maintainer

just the same

static

shift around

boring

plodder

bland

not wanting to hear

acceptance

same things

safety

ticking over

complacent, comfortable

Box 6.3: Entrepreneurial Constructs

As with the self-perception constructs, no one overriding entrepreneurial or

core construct emerged from this elicitation process. However, the idea of

trying new things as opposedto doing the same thing emerged in many of the

constructs. Once again trying new things was more apparent when examining

the opposite pole of the construct, that is the pole not chosen as

entrepreneurial.
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Alertness to Opportunity:

From the broad Austrian theoretical perspective surveyed in Chapter Two,

the function of the entrepreneur within the market process is to bring about

change by being alert to opportunities for gain. The next phase of the

interview built on the notion of the entrepreneurial act by examining alertness

to opportunity. Each participant was asked if being alert to opportunity was

part of the entrepreneurial act. All of the participants agreed with this

statement. The participants were asked to state what they considered to be

the opposite of alert to opportunity. Each participants response is listed in Box

6.4.

Box 6.4: Opposite Pole to Alert to Opportunitv

The next phase of the interview was to consider the "how" aspect of the

laddering process. lf being alert to opportunity is entrepreneurial, how are

entrepreneurs alert to opportunity? The participants each gave one or more

responses to this question, a summary of which is provided in Box 6.5.

Blinkers
Unfortunate
Stagnant
Happy working for others
At risk of being passed
Closed
Blinkered
Conforming
Failure
Stuck
Blind
Blinkered

Pole

Just a bump on a log
Locked in, narrow outlook
Blind, unawake
Closed
Bowling along
Closed minded
Going day to day
Giving up
Closed Minded
Not wanting to go the next step
Lack of awareness
Switched off

Opposite
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Response

Ask questions

Listen

Seeing, looking watching

Copying

Reading

Thinking ahead

Networking

Intuition

Vision

Have a go

Frequency

8

12

I
3

4

1

1

3

2

3

Box 6.5: How are Entrepreneurs Alert to Opportunity?

The last part of the interview focused on the relationship between alertness to

opportunity and learning. The response of participants in describing ways of

learning was the same as their response to the question that examined the

way entrepreneurs were alert to opportunity. 'l sometimes feel like a Marlian,

wrth fittle antennae scanning for opportunities'. Participants talked of copying

others, listening, talking to people who have experience, learning from

experience and doing things. Entrepreneurs use all of their sensory modalities

- they are auditory, visual, tactile and kinaesthetic learners.1s1 As noted in

Chapter Two, Kirzner also uses biological analogies when commenting on the

entrepreneur. The entrepreneur'scans the horizon' and 'sniffs out

opportunity'. Whereas Kirzner leaves us with the impression that alertness is

a gift, we suggest that sensory modalities are the means by which the

entrepreneur surveys the environment. Guided by the construct of alert to

oppoftunity, she gains access to the circumstances of time and place.

ls'These tbur sensory modalities are turther subdivided into nine submodalities: auditory learnrng
comprises talking and discussing, listening and self talk; visual comprises reading, imagination. seeing
and watching; kinaesthetic learning is made up of intuition and experiencing. For turther discussion on
this matter see Prashnig ( 1999).
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Summary

Being alert to opportunity involves two phases. First, alert to opportunity is the

favoured pole of the construct. The second phase considers how the

entrepreneur is alert. The case studies examined suggest the entrepreneur is

alert to opportunity through the ways in which she absorbs information:

through her sensory modalities. This includes scanning the horizon, listening

to conversations, and'getting out there and doing ifl Each entrepreneur has

her own preference for surveying the environment. Once the entrepreneur has

identified the opportunity, it is then acted upon to 'make things happen'.

Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to explore the entrepreneur's construct

system and provide an empiricalfoundation for a model illustrating

entrepreneurial decision-making. At the centre of our work is the

entrepreneurial act; this act occurs in context, where part of the context is the

entrepreneur's construct system. From our empirical research we propose

that one purpose of the entrepreneurial act is to make things happen, but 'nof

just anything'. The entrepreneurial act is contrasted strongly with doing the

same thing. This expression is reminiscent of Kirzner's claim that

entrepreneurs are'routine resisting'(Kirzner 1997: 71). Doing the

entrepreneurial act is more than just making things happen; it is about making

new or different things happen as opposed to doing the same thing. While

participants did not offer one key phrase to summarise doing the

entrepreneurial act, the constructs always connote "change". Entrepreneurs

invariably choose the opposite pole of the construct to doing the same thing.

Their decisions and behaviour are guided by constructs that emphasise

change. Therefore it is consistent to describe entrepreneurs as change-actors

in the market process, guided by some type of change construct.

Change is not something sought for its own sake. Rather, the entrepreneurial

act is part of a process aimed at achieving a range of objectives as outlined in

Box 6.2. These include success, self-worth, a better world and 'dreaming big
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dreams'. No one overriding core construct was elicited. lt is plausible to

suggest that all of these aims are, in some way, a gain, or a continuation of a

gain, for the entrepreneur. lf the aim is to achieve or maintain a gain, however

constructed, the entrepreneur must be alert to opportunities so that gains may

be realised. Box 6,6 provides an illustration of a construct ladder reflecting this

possibility.

Box 6.6: Researcher's Summary Construct of "Doino the Entrepreneurial Act"

The following conversation is one possible interpretation of this ladder:

'Why does the entrepreneur survey the environment? Because she is alert to

opportunity.Why is alertness important? She wants to make things happen,

she does not want to be doing the same thing. Why must things happen? So

that she can make some gains in her life (be successful, achieve the big

dreams, to feel better about herself). How is she alert to these opportunities

for gain? She surveys her environment, obtains knowledge of the

circumstances of time and place and constructs opportunities to act on."

We hypothesise that doing the entrepreneurial act is synonymous with the

process of constructing the ends-means framework. This process

encompasses three levels of the construct ladder outlined in Box 6.6. The

choice of the end aspect of the framework is achieved through alertness to

t5? The arrows indicate the entreoreneur can move both up and clown the construct ladder.
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Gain (e.9. success, self worth) - No gain

fi ur52

Making things happen (change) - Doing the same thing

flu
Alert to opportunity - Blinkered

flu
Surveying the environment - Closed



opportunity and surveying the environment. Opportunities are constructed and

the end specified. Action is then taken lo make things happen - that is

choosing and allocating means to achieve the specified end. However, the

specified end may change during this phase as feedback is received from the

market.

Thus far we have presented an incomplete and unsubstantiated description of

the decision-making process. We have yet to explain how opportunities might

be constructed and we have not provided any empirical detail explaining how

this process might occur. Therefore, we need to return to the theoretical

foundations of PCP and the stories told in the first interview. The next chapter

aims to outline the structure of a model of entrepreneurial decision-making,

Our model will illustrate how an entrepreneur constructs opportunities to act,

and traces out the process by which that act is completed.
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Chapter Seven: Modelling Entrepreneurial

Decision-making

lntroduction

The purpose of this chapter is to construct a model of the entrepreneurial

decision-making process that explores the construction of the ends-means

framework. We define a model as a selected story told within a formalised

structure. The model serves as a narrative prompt - a means of representing

a story. A metaphor cues and guides the story narrated by the model. Our

model of entrepreneurial decision-making is guided by the entrepreneurial act-

in-context; the story is the construction of the ends-means framework.

So far we have supposed that a decision does not occur in isolation but is part

of the wider context in which the decision-maker is located. We have stated

already that part of this context is the construct system of the decision-maker.

This system is not static but is continuously informed and shaped by

experience. ln developing his theory of personal construct psychology Kelly

was concerned with concepts of transition, process and change. In

elaborating on these concepts within PCP, Kelly developed three cycles: the

CPC Cycle, the Experience Cycle and the Creativity Cycle. Given that

decision-making is part of any transition, process or change, this chapter

explores how these cycles illuminate the process of entrepreneurial decision-

making and learning.tu'

Section One considers each cycle and provides one possible, hypothetical

interpretation of how Kelly's three cycles could be incorporated into a model of

entrepreneurial decision-making. In Section Two we return to case study

'tt Our discussion has some similarity to Loasby's discussion on decisitrn processes lLoasby 1976t. ln
this work, Loasby represents the managerial decision process as a division into tive phases:

intelligence, search, choice, implementation and control. In subsequent work, Loasby ( 1983) draws on
personal construct psychology for insights into economic behaviour and decision-making. Kay t 1999)

develops Loasby's work on decision making in another direction and develops a non-Coasian
perspective on the nature of the firm.
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material discussed in the previous chapter to assess the usefulness of this

model in describing and understanding real-case entrepreneurial decisions.

Section One: PCP Cycles

1.1: The CPC Cycle

The circumspection, pre-emption and control cycle (CPC cycle) was

developed by Kelly to consider the way in which construct systems 'move and

flow' (Bannister and Fransella 1980: 37). Initially, a person surveys or

circumspects her world. She may dream, imagine or speculate about what is

going on in her world and what could occur in the future. She does this before

selecting or pre-empting a particular aspect that she wishes to focus on. The

last step in the cycle occurs when a person moves to control this particular

aspect, situation or issue. She must make active choices, deciding which

construct will cover the situation and which pole of the construct will provide

her with the best anticipatory base for action.

Relating this cycle to the entrepreneur focuses attention on change. As stated

in Chapter One, the entrepreneur is a change actor in the market process,

alert to opportunities for gain. She surveys her world with a construct system

already in place. This system is an integral part of how she perceives

information and interprets 'the circumstances of time and place'. She is alert

to opportunity as she surveys the market process. In the language of PCP,

commonly one of her constructs is make things happen, which we have

construed as bringing about change in the market process. While the

entrepreneur dreams, imagines and speculates about opportunity, it is not

sufficient to be alert to opportunity. The entrepreneur must select and focus on

a particular opportunity. For example, she may think that her existing

knowledge of the financial aspects of her enterprise is insufficient for her to

cope with projected future growth. The introduction of a new accounting

system provides her with an opportunity to expand her knowledge to meet the

demands of the enterprise; she constructs the introduction of the new system

as an opportunity (1(c) individuality corollary: Persons difter from each other
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in their construction of events). tuo She must now move to controlthe situation

by making active choices, that is, considering what constructs will cover this

particular situation. She may consider that the existing accounting system is

insufficient to provide her with the financial data required when the enterprise

expands. Thus the construct she is exploring is that ol insufficient - sufficient.

Through the CPC cycle the entrepreneur has begun to construct an

opportunity that she chooses further to explore. lt is at this point that the

experience cycle is added to the decision-making process to examine how

construct systems are developed and changed.

1.2: The Experience Cycle

Kelly discusses experience as a cycle comprising five phases: anticipation,

investment, encounter, confirmation or disconfirmation, and construct revision

(Kelly 1970a: 18). The (self) assessment of constructs takes place within this

cycle. The experience cycle provides a process for exploring how

entrepreneurs use different methodologies to assess and revise constructs. A

pattern or construct is selected, particular to the constructed opportunity,

based on the experiences to date. This construct is tested through an

encounter with an event and the construct is either confirmed as being a

useful predictor of the future, or disconfirmed, depending on the assessment

method used by the entrepreneur.

This process of construct revision is equivalent to learning (Earl 1983: 144;

Juch 1985: 116). Learning may further be defined as the changing of

constructs accomplished either through their definition, extension, loosening

or tightening (Juch 1983: 117; Kelly 1955). lt can also include maintaining the

construct unchanged as this provides a useful base for future construct

selection. A personal construct system is thus'the repository of what people

have learned' (Bannister and Fransella 1980: 24).'uu Given that an

entrepreneur's personal construct system is the repository of what has been

'to Someone else in a similar situation might construct the introduction of a new system as "a hassle".
t55 The process of learning has also been iescribed as the generation of personal myths where personal

myths are described as a mix of metaphor, analogy, observation and self-validating hypotheses (Hani-
Augstein 1985: 50; Thomas 1985: 236). The generation of constructs potentially incorporate all of
these'personal myths'.
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learnt, then changes in that system, that is changes to constructs, represent a

groMh in knowledge.

It is also useful to consider entrepreneurial learning as part of the five step

experience cycle. Consider the hypothetical example of the sufficient -

insufficienf accounting system. The entrepreneur has decided to control this

particular area of her enterprise, as part of the CPC cycle. The critical decision

turns on whether or not to change the accounting system currently being

used.

1) Anticipafion: She hypotheses that the present system is becoming

increasingly inefficient given the size of her expanding enterprise. She

predicts that a new accounting system recently proposed by her accountant

wifl be more efficient relative to the current system. The construct she uses to

help her anticipate the future is sufficient - insufficient (1(e) dichotomy

corollary: a person's construction system is composed of a finite series of

dichotomous construcfs). This has the subordinate construcl of efficient -

inefficient (1 (d) organisational corollary: each person characteristically

evolves, for her convenience in anticipating events, a construction system

embracing ordinal relationships between construcfs). She must consider what

the particular pole of this construct means to her, that is, what she means by

efficient. Does it mean increased output per unit of input? Will the new system

be efficient if it provides more financial information using existing labour and

computing hardware? The entrepreneur must therefore consider a number of

related issues when designing her hypothesis.

2) lnvestmenf; She must then invest in the construct and its related prediction

- that the new accounting system will be more efficient through

implementation of proposed software. Investment used in the PCP context

does not directly correlate to the capital outlay required to purchase the

software, although that is a direct result of the decision. Rather, it refers to the

personal investment in the construct by the entrepreneur through the decision

to implement the new software.
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3) Encounfer With the new accounting system in place, the entrepreneur

now faces the test of experience. Do the events that are occurring tell her that

this new system is in fact more efficient than the previous system? She must

consider experiences encountered on a day-to-day basis. For example, does

the system take more or less staff time than her previous system? Does the

new system provide useful and relevant financial data? As already stated, she

will have considered these questions before the investment phase of the cycle

and must now consider them again in the light of experience. Of particular

interest here is the methodology used by the entrepreneur in assessing

experiences.

4) Confirmation/Disconfi rmation; Given experiences encountered, has her

prediction been confirmed or disconfirmed? That is, has the hypothesis she

suggested been validated? (1 (h) expe rience corollary: a person's construction

system varies as she successively construes the replication of events).

A person commits himself to anticipating a particular event. lf it takes

place, his anticipation is validated. lf it fails to take place, his

anticipation is invalidated. Validation represents the compatibility

(subjectively construed) between one's prediction and the outcome he

observes. Invalidation represents incompatibility (subjectively

construed) between one's prediction and the outcome he observes.

(Kelly 1955: 158)

Validation or confirmation refers to the verification of a prediction. When a

prediction is accurate the construct has been validated. The validation cycle,

from prediction to final outcome, may of course comprise a cycle of trials, and

not rest on a single trial (Kelly 1955: 160).

It is important to recognise here that validation or confirmation may lead to

reconstruing - revision of the efficiency/inefficiency construct - just as much as

invalidation or disconfirmation. 'A confirmation gives one an anchorage in

some area of his life, leaving him free to set afoot adventuresome explorations

nearby' (Kelly 1970a: 18). For example, given the success of a new
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accounting system in terms of efficiency, the entrepreneur may decide that

further efficiencies may be obtained by the introduction of other, related

systems.

5) Construct Revision: Following the confirmation or disconfirmation of a

construct, there are two possible ways in which a construct could be reviewed

at the end of the experience cycle: elaboration and maintenance.

The first method of revision, elaboration, can be separated into several

dimensions. Elaboration can take place through construct extension and

definition. (1(t) choice corollary: a person chooses tor herself that alternative

in a dichotomised construct through which she anticipates the greater

possibility for ertension and definition of her system). Both extension and

definition of a construct are part of the elaborative choice open to a person

when revising constructs.

Whatever the breadth of his viewpoint, it is our assumption that man

makes his choice in such a fashion as to enhance his anticipations. lf

he constructs his field of vision, he can turn his attention toward the

clear definition of his system of constructs. lf he is willing to tolerate

some day-by-day uncertainties, he may broaden his field of vision and

thus hope to extend the predictive range of the system. Whatever his

choice may be - for constructed certainty or for broadened

understanding - his decision is essentially elaborative. (Kelly 1955: 65)

A person finds it necessary to compromise between comprehensiveness and

specific accuracy in her construct system. On the one hand, a person

endeavours to make more of the world predictable by extending the range

over which the construct may practically be applied. The extension of a

construct includes making it more comprehensive and increases its range of

convenience (1(g) range corollary. a construct is convenient for the

anticipation of a finite range of events only). lf the efficiency - inefficiency

construct has been extended then this construct would apply to a wider range

of the enterprise. For example the entrepreneur may now consider that the
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efficiency construct could be applied to other areas of the enterprise, thus

broadening her field of vision and extending the predictive range of her

construct system.

On the other hand, the entrepreneur may choose to revise the construct

system moving toward a construct that is more explicit or clearly defined; she

endeavours to achieve a 'sharpness of focus' (Earl 1986: 93). She may

decide that the construct of efficiency needs specification in terms of how it

applies to financial accounting concepts (1(i): modulation corollary. the

variation in a person's construction system is limited by the permeability of the

constructs within whose range of convenience the variants lie).

The Creativity Cycle:

The Creativity Cycle is another method of elaborating a construct. The cycle

starts with a loosened construction and terminates with a tightened

construction. The definition of a tight construct is one which leads to unvarying

predictions. Constructs are well articulated and expectations are 'specific and

concrete'. When a construct is loose, it is vague and often partially verbalised.

As well, expectations are broad and approximate resulting in varying

predictions. A person ranges between tight and loose constructs, between

'facts and dreams'; no one type of construct is better or worse than the other.

(Bannister and Fransella 1980: 96). Most technical discriminations are tight

constructs: Macintosh computer - an IBM compatible computer. Evaluative

constructs tend to appear to be quite loose: for instance successful -

unsuccessful.

The Creativity Cycle is an interesting process when applied to innovation. The

entrepreneur starts with a vague notion of a new service that will satisfy her

clients' demands. The service is further developed until a specific product is

developed. The entrepreneur starts with a loose construct, only generally

useful in predicting the future, and moves to a tight construct providing a more

certain prediction.

Lastly a person can decide that the construct will be maintained without
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change. Once the construct has been validated, it may prove useful in a future

situation. Of course a disconfirmed construct may also be maintained. For

example, if the entrepreneur considered disconfirming experience was

interfered with by other factors, then further'trials' may be needed before the

construct is altered.156

The experience cycle not only provides a step-by-step review of how learning

takes place, it also enables a closer examination of the process used to reach

a decision when changing constructs.

At the end of an experiential cycle one not only has a revised

construction of the events he originally sought to anticipate, but he has

also a construction of the process by which he reached his new

conclusion about them. In launching his next venture, whatever its

concern might be, he will have reason to take account of the

effectiveness of the experiential procedures he employed in his last.

(Kelly 1970a:21)

Constructs are useful in sense making if they are effective in predicting what

will happen. Predictions have their counterparts in tomorrow's reality, which is

the experience encountered (Kelly 1955: 122).What occurs during the

encounter phase of the experience cycle is the assessment of the hypothesis

in relation to experiences encountered. This suggests that during this phase

the entrepreneur selects and uses one or more methodologies.

A person compiles a repertoire of experimental procedures and assessment

methodologies. This repertoire can be called upon in the future when required

to construct and assess 'the recurrent themes in the events that reverberate

around us'(Kelly 1955: 76). lf, for instance, an entrepreneur has been

successful as a sophisticated falsificationist when developing a new product

line, then this learning method may tend to be her first choice when assessing

a future product's potential success. When deciding a new marketing strategy,

'su This is a similar situation to the Duhem-Quine test as discussed in Chapter Three, section 2,2 above.
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the entrepreneur may adopt an instrumentalist approach because this has

worked with previous campaigns. The entrepreneur is therefore not

necessarily a slave to one particular methodology, but selects the "best horse

for the course". This view is consistent with the recent work of Harper and Earl

(Harper and Earl 1996: 308). Given that entrepreneurs have a variety of

experiences and a corresponding variety of methodologies for assessing

these experiences, they will, following the PCP perspective, recognise that

there is no one single, optimat methodology. Rather, the entrepreneur will

select from a mix of methodologies depending on the situation

encountered.l5T

1.3: A Model of Entrepreneurial Decision-making

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the entrepreneurial act takes place

in a context; part of that context is the construct system of the entrepreneur.

The focus of our inquiry is the construction of the ends-means framework

given the construct system of the entrepreneur. We suggest that a model of

entrepreneurial decision-making, developed from within a PCP theoretical

framework, provides us with one means of exploring some of the detail of the

decision making process. The Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model (EDM),

illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, begins with the construct ladder for doing

the entrepreneurial act and then moves through the CPC cycle to the

experience cycle. This implies that the construction process is not a "once and

for all" procedure. Rather, throughout the various stages of decision- making

as described by the EDM, the entrepreneur may amend the framework to take

account of experiences in the market. The model makes allowance for

amending the framework with a feedback loop between the CPC cycle and

the experience cycle.

t57 PCP takes for granted a pluralist approach with regard to learning methods. Kelly ( 1955) discusses
at least two possible learning methods: deduction and induction (see Chapter Five).
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Fioure 7.1: The Entrepreneurial Decision-makinq Model

Fioure 7.2: Experience Cvcle

"Doing the
entrepreneurial

act"

1. Gircumspection

2. Pre-emption4. Experience clcle

Elaborative choico. ExtenslonlD€lining. Cr€atlvity cycle
Malnlain construcl

Anlicipallon

lnveslmonlConstrucl rovlsion

Encoun16rConf irmalion/
Disconfirmation
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The Encounter phase of the experience cycle explicitly incorporates

assessment methods used by the entrepreneur when assessing her construct

or hypothesis against experience. Once the hypothesis is confirmed or

disconfirmed, the necessary construct revision takes place. This can take the

form of a) elaborative choice, which includes the creativity cycle or extension

and definition or b) maintaining the construct. The experience cycle may

occur again as the revised construct is tested or the decision-maker may enter

a new CPC cycle.

Kelly did not formally model the decision-making process. The three cycles

developed within PCP were never explicitly combined to form any overall

cycle of behaviour.158 Nonetheless, the Entrepreneurial Decision-making

model (EDM) is consistent with the theoretical foundation of PCP. Kelly

maintained that there were 'vast areas' of behaviour waiting to be explored by

'adventurous psychologists' (Kelly '1955: 179). We believe Kelly would have

extended this invitation to "adventurous economists". The EDM is our

response to this invitation.

We now turn to assess this model using the epistemic values discussed in

Chapter Five and Six above, We first explore the predictive efficiency, internal

consistency and viability of the model using illustrations from case studies. We

consider the fertility, external consistency and unifying power of the model at

the end of the chapter.

From a constructivist perspective, predictive efficiency is not concerned with

whether constructions are true or false, Rather, the emphasis is placed on

whether constructs are 'useful dimensions for tracing alternative courses of

action and then making sense of feedback from experience' (Botella 1993:

12).tut The EDM is our construction of the decision-making process; it

ttt The CPC cycle redefined emotion in terms of transition, process and change (Bannister and
Fransella 1980: 37); the experience cycle provided an account ofexperience much wider than the

notion of decision-making (Kelly 1970a) and the creativity cycle focused specifically on the
elaboration of constructs (Kelly 1955: Chapter 20).

''n The importance of predictive efficiency as an epistemic value fbr PCP is highlighted by the
fundamental postulate: a person's processes are psychologically channelised by the ways in which a
person anticipates events. Knowledge takes the form ofanticipatory constructs and are assessed based
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describes the construction of the entrepreneur's ends-means framework. We

need to assess how useful this model is in predicting the decision-making

process of the entrepreneur, that is: in tracing the courses of action taken by

entrepreneurs in the market process. ln addition, we also need to assess the

viability of the model - does it work in a "real world" context? Also, does the

theory'hang together'and are there any inconsistencies or activities that

cannot be explained by the model? (Howard 1985: 257). We examine two of

the case studies discussed in Chapter Six and use the EDM as a narrative

prompt in "telling a story" about the construction of the ends-means

framework.

Section Two: lllustrations of the Entrepreneurial Decision-

making Model

As outlined in Chapter Six, entrepreneurs were asked to tell their story, to

discuss how their enterprise started and how it developed. This section

examines two of these stories or case studies as illustrations of the

entrepreneurial decision-making model (EDM).

2.1: Case Study One

Chris established her enterprise in 1981 after being 'in the right place at the

right time',

CPG Cycle

Circumspection

Chris circumspects (or surveys) her world. She speculates on what is going

on and what may occur in the future. Unhappy paying $25 every two to three

weeks to have her false nails maintained, she notices that her local bank is

shifting premises and that retail space is available for lease. Chris constructs

an opportunity for gain by imagining a future situation where she owns and

operates an enterprise that provides false nails. The opportunity perceived by

on how well they enable a person to predict the future. Of course this does not mean that predictive
efficiency is the only value, simply that it is an important one,
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Chris was not waiting to be discovered; she constructed this opportunity

based on her own need and her subjective knowledge of 'the circumstances

of time and place', specifically the availability of retail premises 'just up the

road'trom where she lives.

Chris selects an aspect she wishes to focus on. In this instance it is starting

her own enterprise.

Control

The last step of the cycle sees Chris move to control the situation by deciding

what construct will cover the situation and which pole of the construct she will

choose. The construct she has chosen is sa/on owner - housewife and the

pole of the construct chosen by her is salon owner. The end aspect of her

framework is salon owner.

Experience Gycle

Anticipation

Chris hypothesises that she can establish and run a successful enterprise;

she will become a salon owner. She anticipates that this pole of the construct

will adequately describe her future actions.

lnvestment

She invests in this hypothesis and applies for the lease of retail space. The

lease is a means of achieving the end of becoming a salon owner.

Encounter

The test of experience is in favour of the salon owner pole of the construct.

Chris is granted the lease. ln this situation she assesses the adequacy of the

construct in question through deduction. Deduction is characterised by the

condition that the conclusion is a logical consequence of the premise. The

premise here is that to be a salon owner Chris must have a lease on a salon.

She acquires the lease and becomes a salon owner.
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Co nf i rmati o n/d i sco n f i rm at i o n

Experience and the construct assessment methodology in use confirms her

construct of salon owner. Chris opens her own salon employing the technician

that had previously done her nails and purchases the raw material to make

the nails. Employing the technician and purchasing the raw material are two

additional means necessary for Chris to become a salon owner.

Construct Revision

At this point in the experience cycle process the construct of salon owner can

be revised. One method of revising the construct is through extension and

definition. As a salon owner Chris employs a nail technician and purchases

the raw materiat to make the nails through a local dental company. t60 She is

limited in what she can purchase through the dental company and considers

the possibility of purchasing the raw materials herself.

At this point Chris goes to the CPC cycle again. She constructs an opportunity

from surveying her environment and selects importing as an area to focus on.

She considers that by importing the raw materials herself she would be

enhancing the services she offers as a salon owner; customers would be

offered a better choice in nail products. At this point Chris moves onto the

experience cycle to explore this opportunity.

Chris anticipates that if she expands her construct of salon owner to include

importing raw materials then her enterprise will be more successful. She

invests in this construct of importer/salon owner by travelling to the United

States to establish the necessary enterprise contacts and arrange the

importation of materials.

The assessment method used in the encounter phase of the decision cycle is

instrumentalism. Here theories (or constructs) are regarded as instruments for

attaining a goal or a set of goals. To examine how Chris uses instrumentalism

as an assessment methodology it is important to consider the construct ladder

from which the importer aspect arises. Chris sees success as an important

'* Due to licensing restrictions this was the only way the raw materials could be imported
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construct in her enterprise. Becoming an importer makes her successful; this

is how she assesses the importer aspect of her construct. The construct is

confirmed by the success of her enterprise.

Box 7.1: Chris's Construct Ladder

Successful - Mediocre

flu
Doing it - Not doing it

1)U

Challenge - Same thing

flu
Saw the opportunity - Not wanting to go the next step

flu
lmporteriSalon owner - Housewife

Once other salon owners knew that Chris was importing her own raw

materials they approached her to purchase the raw materials directly from her.

While Chris had only been purchasing the product for her own salon, she now

constructed these approaches as an opportunity to change the primary focus

of her enterprise and revise the construct from salon owner/importerto

importer/distributor.lmporter becomes a new end. For her this was very much

part of 'going the nert sfep'towards building a successful company.

Chris revised her construct through a process of elaborative choice. The

importing side of her enterprise grew to the point where she no longer owned

a salon. The construct was revised completely to the point where the poles of

the construct changed to importer - salon owner and Chris chose the pole of

importer. For the next 12 years Chris was the only importer of the raw

materials for making false nails in New Zealand and the number of salons she

supplied grew to 300.
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Creativity Cycle

The importer pole of the construct was further revised through the creativity

cycle. Chris started with a loose construct of the importing service offered to

salon owners and nail technicians. This construct was of general use in

predicting the future. To be successful in her enterprise she anticipated that

was needed to offer a further service - the training of nail technicians. 'lf I was

importing raw materials that no one knew how to use, they wouldn't be buying

much off me ... lt I sold the product to you, your business would fail if I didnl

tell you how to use it properly'. She tightens her construct of importer - salon

ownerlo one of importer and trainer - salon owner.

This new construct is then put through the experience cycle. Chris anticipates

that the trainer/importer pole of the construct is one that will help her to best

anticipate the future. She invests in the construct ol one-on-one training vs. no

training and begins to teach over the kitchen table' training each new

customer. ln the encounter phase of the experience cycle she again assesses

the construct using an instrumentalist approach: the training is working as

trained technicians are buying her products. Each newly trained nail

technician purchases $3000 worth of stock just to establish the enterprise. But

how could it work better?

The construct is revised by defining the training aspect further. Chris decides

to establish a training school so that instead of training one person at a time,

several nail technicians can be trained together. The construct is revised to

training school - no training. This construct is then assessed using a

falsificationist approach to assess not what is working, because Chris already

knows that training does work, but what has not worked - what mistakes has

she made and how can these be avoided. ln this way the training schoot'

becomes more successful in terms of how many nail technicians are

purchasing her products.

Summary

Chris's story illustrates the construction and reconstruction process involved in

developing the ends-mean framework. Beginning with alertness to opportunity
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(described as saw the opportunif), Chris constructs the opportunity to be a

salon owner. This becomes the end aspect of the framework. The means of

achieving this end are lease acquisition, employment of the technician and

importing raw material, all explored during the experience phase of the model.

Feedback from market experience results in changing the end aspect from

salon owner to importer to distributor. One means of achieving a successful

importing and distribution business is the development of a training school.

The EDM captures these steps as well as allowing for the different

methodologies used in the encounter phase of the process.

Box 7.2: Constructino Chris's Ends-means Framework

2.2: Case Study Two

Barbara established her enterprise in 1991 .

GPC cycle

Circumspection

Barbara circumspects or surveys her world. The education system in which

she is employed, and the traditional approach to learning, increasingly

Ultimate End Gain Means

Salon Owner

Intermediate End Salon Owner Means

Lease acquisition

Employment of technician

Purchase raw materials

lntermediate End Purchase raw material Means

Buy from dental companies

lmport from US

New End lmporter/Distributor Means

Training school
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frustrate her. She searches for something better and researches 'new

learning and teaching methods based on how the brain works'.

Barbara selects an aspect she wishes to focus on. She wants 'to become a

change agent for educational structures which don't serue any longer'.

However, she does not think that change is possible from within 'the fossilised

system' and so considers starting her own enterprise.

Control

Barbara moves to control the situation by deciding what construct will cover

the situation and which pole of the construct she will choose. One construct is

on the fringe of the system - within the system. She will 'sfarf a business'that

provides training based on 'how the brain works'; the construct is trainer as

sole trader vs. employed lecturer. The end aspect of the framework is to

become a change agent within the education structure. The means of

achieving this end is to start an enterprise.

Experience Cycle

Anticipation

Barbara hypothesises that she can provide training based on 'new learning

and teaching methods'. She anticipates the trainer as sole trader pole of the

construct will adequately describe her future actions.

lnvestment

Barbara needs to put the new learning and teaching methods she has

encountered into a'workable framework'.ln conjunction with a Professor in

the United States, Barbara develops the Learning Style Analysis model (LSA).

Barbara offers courses to people working within the education sector based

on the LSA model.

Encounter

Barbara adopts an apriorisf approach to assessing the 'trainer' construct. She

believes that Learning Styles is the way fonruard; she is 'driven by vision'and
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'it will work'. The test of experience is in favour of the 'trainer' pole of the

construct. Participants attend courses and incorporate learning styles into

their teaching.

Co nf i rm ati o n/d i sco n f i rm at i o n

Experience and the construct assessment methodology used confirm her

construct ol trainer. But development of the LSA model is not sufficient.

Barbara wants to offer the LSA in a'more workable framework', a framework

that can supply each person with her own learning style profile.

Construct Revision

At this point in the experience cycle process the construct of trainer is

revised. One method of revising the construct is through extension and

definition. Barbara is a successfultrainer, but she believes that she can 'go

the extra mile'. She is constantly 'looking for new products'and ways of

'focusing'her business; ?t the beginning I would grasp anything and

everything ... [now]... I focus it down to where I can gain the most'. Barbara

focuses by being aleil to opportunity. Box 7.3 shows how these elements fit

into Barbara's construct system.

Box 7.3: Barbara's Construct Ladder:

Leave something behind - Short tem personal gain

flu
Achieve the vision - Unfinished

flu
Controlled change - Go with the Flow

1)U

Focus - Drifting

1IU

Alert to opportunity - Stuck

Barbara wishes to bring about change in the education system. As a trainer

she is beginning this process, but questions how the LSA framework can be
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improved. One way of exploring this process is through the Creativity Cycle;

how can Barbara tighten the construct of trainer so that the expectations of

providing new methods of teaching and learning can be achieved? The aim is

to provide both teachers and students with details of individual learning styles.

She hypothesises that she can tighten her construct of trainer to include

software provider. Software development is one way of 'focusing'on Learning

Styfes and achieving her vision of being 'a change agent for educational

structures'.

Barbara anticipates that if the construct of trainer/sole trader can be expanded

to include software development change will occur. She invests in the

construct of software developer/trainerby employing a computer programmer

and begins to develop the Learning Style Assessment Profile. The

assessment method used in the encounter phase of the decision cycle is a

combination of apriorism and falsificationism. The LSA must be developed

based on research into learning styles. Therefore theory guides the

assessment tool. However, if it does not provide profiles that participants find

relevant and useful then the product will not be successful. lt is a trial and

error process.

The construct is confirmed by the success of her enterprise. Barbara develops

the LSA software and a Diploma in Holistic Education based on learning

styles. Learning styles is not only successful in New Zealand but there is

demand for the product internationally. Barbara sees this as an opportunity to

expand the enterprise and take her new learning approach to other markets.

Barbara revises the construct trainer/software developer lo include exporter.

Currently Barbara's company is exporting software to five countries with

expansion into the Chinese market due to occur in the next twelve months.

Another area of expansion is the corporate sector. Returning to the CPC

cycle again, Barbara surveys this part of the market and hypothesises that

knowledge gained from developing the Learning Style model and software for

the education sector could be transferable from the education sector to the

commercial sector. Barbara selects the development of a Working Style



Analysis (WSA) model as the aspect she wishes to focus on. She controls

the situation by extending the construct of trainer to include commercial

t rai n e r/soft ware deve I op e r.

Barbara anticipates that the commercial trainer pole of the construct is one

that will help bring about change. She invests in the construct by developing

the WSA model, which is offered to various companies for testing. In the

encounter phase of the experience cycle the construct is assessed using an

instrumentalist approach: the model is working as corporates buy the software

and training courses she offers.

Summary

Barbara wishes to be a change agent in the education system. The means to

achieve this vision are continuously changing given feedback from market

experience. Initially, she wants to start a business. The means to accomplish

this intermediate end is to become a trainer. The training must bring about

change and the LSA and software development provide a means of doing

this. Barbara also sees the possibility of extending the change agent role

beyond her traditional market, becomes an exporter and moves into the

commercial market. Unlike Chris, the end aspect of Barbara's framework has

remained the same. However, a number of intermediate ends have been

constructed so that she can achieve her vision of 'a change agent'.
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Ultimate End Gain Means

Change agent

Intermediate End Change agent in Means

Education system Start a business

Intermediate End Start a business Means

Trainer

lntermediate End Trainer Means

LSA

Software development

Means

Exporting

Corporate market - WSA

Intermediate End Expansion

Box 7.4: Constructinq of Barbara's Ends-means Framework

Summary

The EDM describes entrepreneurs constructing opportunities and making

sense of feedback from market experience. While the illustrations we have

presented are indicative rather than definitive, they do suggest that the EDM

is capable of providing a workable model of decision-making (viability) that

'hangs together' (internal consistency) allowing the analyst to trace alternative

courses of action taken by the entrepreneur (predictive efficiency). Other

models may ultimately prove more fertile, although this model does make a

modest contribution in extending the knowledge of the decision-making

process of the entrepreneur within the Austrian market process approach

(fertility and external consistency).
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We believe that it is insufficient to characterise the entrepreneur as a market

participant who is simply alert to gainful opportunity. lf we really want to

understand the entrepreneurial act, then it is crucial that we begin by viewing

all entrepreneurs as constructing, rather than discovering, opportunities for

gain. Subsequent to this presupposition, several investigative avenues

suggest themselves. The avenue we have chosen to explore is the

construction process as elaborated by Personal Construct Psychology and the

Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model,

At the centre of our model is the basic postulate: a person's processes are

psychologically channelised by the ways in which she anticipates events. A

person makes sense of the world by anticipating events; the way in which the

future is anticipated is shaped by the person's construct system. A person's

actions are informed by this system. Alertness is an aspect of human action

(Kelly 1962:29). lt is also a fundamental aspect of purposeful human action

within Austrian market process analysis (unifying power). For the

entrepreneur, it is alertness to opportunities for gain in the market process.

The entrepreneur acts'to bring about a correspondence between the

envisaged and realised future'(Kirzner 1985: 55).

How is the future anticipated? The first step in anticipating the future starts

with the CPC cycle; but the entrepreneur does not do this with an empty

theatre. She has a construct system in place that informs and shapes the way

she casts her world. She surveys the market and is alert to opportunity.

However, she does not survey the market with complete knowledge. She

focuses on parts of the market. The entrepreneur anticipates events by

'hearing the whisper of recurrent events'; she anticipates some regularity to

compensate for computational limitation and incomplete knowledge

(construction corollary). PCP expands our understanding of bounded,

conscious thought providing a detailed description of the construction process

underpinning conscious thought, and makes explicit its bounded nature.

Anticipated events will be "different from" or "similar to" other events and the

entrepreneur arranges these bipolar constructs (dichotomy corollary) into a

system that minimises contradictions and conflicts (organisation corollary).



Nonetheless, the entrepreneur's construct system is not a straight jacket.

The EDM is one way of describing how entrepreneurial insights might arise.

While we have not established the degree of permeability of the construct

alert to opportunity, case study illustrations suggest the construct is

permeable, providing the entrepreneur with the flexibility to construct novel

ways of solving problems. For example, the first case study illustrated the

permeability of saw the opportumty with the enterprise changing from a

salon to importor/distributor as the entrepreneur continued to construct new

opportunities.

The GKRP focuses on how entrepreneurs learn and modify their knowledge

systems, given their experiences, and feedback received from the market.

The EDM does not suggest that learning is something that happens to a

person occasionally; nor is it something that happens through one particular

methodology. Rather, it is the ability to learn, and continue learning using a

variety of problem-specific methodologies. And those methodologies enable a

person to participate in changes and creatively influence the change process.

We propose that the distinctive role of the entrepreneur is creatively to

influence changes occurring in the market process through the construction of

the ends-means framework. To explore this role we must have access to the

entrepreneurial act.

Using the EDM we have demonstrated that access to the day{o-day minutiae

of the entrepreneurial act - to the construction of the ends-means framework

that has so often eluded economists - is possible if resort is made to the

formal literature available in psychology. PCP assists in providing a theoretical

framework as well as the empirical tools for investigating the entrepreneur's

decision-making process. We have elicited constructs used by real

entrepreneurs in the market process, using as a point of departure the stories

they have told in their own language. ln choosing aspects of the PCP

literature that appear consistent with the modern Austrian tradition in

economics, we have been furnished with a means for exploring the
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entrepreneurial act-in-context and specifically for elucidating construction of

the ends-means f ramework.
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Ghapter Eight: The Entrepreneurial Decision-
making Cast

Introduction

This work began by exploring the ways in which the entrepreneur has been

cast in economic theory, Looking around economic theory we concluded that

no separate theory of entrepreneurial decision-making had been developed.

Our purpose is to find or develop a suitable cast or framework to enable us to

understand more fully the behaviour of the entrepreneur. In particular, we

chose to focus on the decision-making process leading to, and informing, the

entrepreneurial act of constructing the ends-means framework. In keeping

with our casting metaphor, the play we are interested in understanding is the

market process, the character we are focusing on is the entrepreneur. The

role that we have specified for the entrepreneur is that of "change acto/'; the

entrepreneur acts to bring about change in the market process. Our focus is

the decision-making process guiding the entrepreneur in this change-effecting

role.

What metaphors are used in developing our cast? The entrepreneur as

adventurer is a useful pedagogical metaphor, providing the audience with an

initial mental image to understand the role of the entrepreneur. The

entrepreneur as adventurer suggests an individual willing to embark on an

adventure, an exciting or remarkable act with an uncertain outcome. The

audience is not sure how the narrative will develop - what actions will the

adventurer take? While a useful introduction to the character, the pedagogical

metaphor is relevant only in the programme outline. lt provides a brief

description of the character, without revealing the details of the plot; for the

latter we need the heuristic or thought-propelling metaphor.

The heuristic metaphor is a useful starting point in developing theory; it is the

beginning of an inquiry requiring further elaboration. Our pedagogical

metaphor suggests some relevant aspects in the choice of heuristic metaphor.

The entrepreneur is engaged in "an exciting act" - exciting because neither the
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entrepreneur nor the audience know what the outcome will be because it

takes place in a context of uncertainty. Before selecting the heuristic

metaphor, it is necessary to explore one further link in the metaphorical chain

and consider what constitutive or root metaphor frames and informs the

heuristic metaphor, As already stated, we are endeavouring to understand the

entrepreneurial decision-making process, a process which underpins

entrepreneurial adventure. The constitutive metaphor determines what makes

sense and what does not; it provides us with a means of looking at events, of

examining the detail of entrepreneurial adventure. We want to understand

entrepreneurial events or acts that occur in the plot of the play. Acts do not

occur in a vacuum, the stage is not bare and the entrepreneur does not act

alone in a one woman play. There is a setting or context in which the

adventure takes place and it is the entrepreneurial act-in-context we wish to

understand. Contextualism provides us with this root metaphor. The act-in-

context is a metaphor we use to guide and develop a narrative revealing the

texture of entrepreneurial action. Action links the entrepreneur as adventurer

and the act-in-context. No adventure takes place without action. Action is

understood as the unfolding of events - the unfolding of the entrepreneurial

act-in-context.

Entrepreneurial action is our choice of heuristic metaphor and is in keeping

with the various aspects of the entrepreneurial decision-making cast (EDC). lt

is also consistent with and complements the constitutive metaphor of

contextualism (the act-in-context) and the Austrian focus on human action.

Exploring the heuristic metaphor of entrepreneurial action is one means of

illustrating what is distinctive about entrepreneurial decision-making. The

construction process investigated in the empirical illustrations in previous

chapters indicate that taking action, that is, making things happen, is

invariably part of an entrepreneur's construct system. The entrepreneurial

decision-making model (EDM) formally represents the unfolding of the

entrepreneu rial act-in-context.

Table 8.1 below presents an overview of the cast or frame we have

developed. The remainder of this chapter brings together various strands of
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the cast to explore the distinctive aspects of entrepreneurial decision-making

through the heuristic metaphor of entrepreneurial action.

Table 8.1: Castinq the Decision-making Process

Section One: Construction of the Ends-means Framework

1.1: Human Action

lf action is understood as the unfolding of events, entrepreneurial action must

be understood as the unfolding of entrepreneurial events. What is it that

constitutes entrepreneurial action? We propose that entrepreneurial action

centers on the construction of the ends-means framework. This insight can

be traced to the theory of the Kirznerian entrepreneur, part of the market

process approach to economics. The market process emerges as a direct

result of the behaviour of the entrepreneur. Kirzner attributes the ability of the

entrepreneur to specify the ends-means framework to the Misean concept of

human action.

Action is always directed toward the future; it is essentially and

necessarily always a planning and acting for a better future. lts aim is
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Level of the cast The Entrepreneurial Decision-making Cast

(EDC)

Ontological Gontextualism

Epistemological Constructivism

Theoretical Austrian Market Process Approach

Method Qualitative research methods

Model Entrepreneurial decision-making model (EDM)

Metaphors

Constitutive Entrepreneu rial act-in-context

Heuristic Entrepreneu rial action

Pedagogical Entrepreneur as adventurer



always to render future conditions more satisfactory than they would be

without interference of action. (Mises 1949: 100)

Mises' elaboration of human action provides some of the analytical building

blocks for a more open-ended concept of decision-making. Rather than being

confronted with a set of given ends and given means, human action

comprises the decision to determine the course of action in terms of the

selection of means and the choice of ends or available options. Means are not

given. They are the result of a decision made by the entrepreneur to use a

particular resource to attain some end (Mises 1949: 93). From a Misean

perspective, entrepreneurial action could be interpreted as the employment of

a means to achieve an end.

The result sought by an action is called its end, goal, or aim. One uses

these terms in ordinary speech also to signify intermediate ends, goals,

or aims; these are points which acting man wants to attain only

because he believes that he will reach his ultimate end, goal or aim in

passing beyond them. Strictly speaking the end, goal or aim of any

action is always the relief from a felt uneasiness. (Mises 1949: 92)

A person 'imagines conditions which suit him better, and his action aims at

bringing about this desired state' (Mises 1949: 13). Human action is

understood in terms of the employment of means for the attainment of ends; a

means is what serves the attainment of any end, goal, or aim. Means are not

given, rather they are selected from a range of 'things' that exist in the

material world (Mises 1949: 92). The entrepreneur chooses the means

necessary to achieve the ultimate end - the attainment of a 'better future'.

We are now in a position to observe some important limitations attached to

the Misean view of human action. Firstly, Mises does not elaborate on how

'intermediate ends'are decided. From an entrepreneurial perspective, the

'specific entrepreneurial function consists in determining the employment of

the factors of production'. We interpret this to mean that factors are employed

to achieve the'intermediate end'of consumer satisfaction: the success of the
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entrepreneur depends on the correctness of her anticipations of future

consumer demands (Mises 1949: 288). These anticipations are not given, but

are constructed by the entrepreneur.

Second, Mises does not consider how the decision-making process that

selects'things'as'means' is structured. Ends and means are purely

subjective; they differ among entrepreneurs and their selection is not part of

his theory of praxeology or human action (Mises 1949: 95). Psychological

events, that is the internal workings of the mind that result in action, together

with everyday expressions and personal testimony of that action, are not

regarded as a legitimate part of the analysis of human action (Mises 1949: 12-

13). What is provided is a discussion of entrepreneurial action in terms of the

selection and allocation of means being 'actuated by the profit motive' (Mises

1949: 300). Profit seeking activity by the entrepreneur is the driving force of a

market constituted by participants with that end in view.

Kirzner interprets entrepreneurial drive as the ability to discover new,

worthwhile opportunities for gain. Entrepreneurial action is active and creative,

bringing about'a correspondence between the envisaged and realised future'

(Kirzner 1985: 55). Entrepreneurial alertness is a further step in the

development of a theory of human action. Mises asserts that the

entrepreneurial role is to anticipate better than others future consumers'

demands, but does not specify the manner through which this is achieved,

except to say that it is encouraged by the profit motive. Kirzner elaborates by

developing the modern Austrian entrepreneurial theory of the market process

postulating a tendency for opportunities to be discovered and grasped.

Entrepreneurial alertness is an attitude of receptiveness to available, but

previously overlooked, opportunities. Entrepreneurial action is the result of an

entrepreneur discovering and acting on an opportunity for gain. Alertness is 'a

gift' (Kirzner 1979: 149). Opportunities exist, independently of the

entrepreneur, waiting to be discovered.

While both Mises and Kirzner had lhe insight that any ends-means framework

relevant to human action has itself been actively chosen', neither explored this
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insight with respect to the decision-making process informing the selection of

the ends-means framework (Kirzner 1992: 1 1). Instead we are left with the

Misean version of rationality that provides a limited view of human action -
means are purposefully applied to arrive at specific ends. Rationality from a

Kirznerian perspective does not take us much further in elaborating an

entrepreneurial decision-making process. Defining rationality as 'the intent

purposefulness of the human agent which inspires his alertness to

opportunity' does not move us much closer to understanding how the ends-

means framework is chosen than the suggestion that entrepreneurial

knowledge falls 'like manna from heaven'. Therefore, although we have

asserted that entrepreneurial action centers on the ends-means framework

and that this assertion can be traced back to the Kirznerian entrepreneur,

construction of the framework is prior to Misean action and the notion of

entrepreneurial alertness is insufficient to explain the construction process,

Instead of starting with the origination of the ends-means, let us consider the

question of the decision-making process from another perspective. lmagine

an entrepreneur supplies us with an ends-means framework. Exactly what is it

that has been supplied? First, it is a solution offered to a particular problem

situation. Second, this problem situation has been specified according to the

entrepreneur's subT'ective perception of the situation. That perception of the

problem situation forms the basis from which the entrepreneur constructs the

ends-means framework, a framework that in turn underlies entrepreneurial

action. To understand action in its entirety we must start with the subjective

perceptions underpinning action. While internal workings of the mind are

placed outside the Kirznerian and Misesian purview, a modern perspective

developed from within the Austrian market process approach by O'Driscoll

and Rizzo provides some support for this assertion. The notion of dynamic

subjectivism adheres to the view that explanations of economic theory must

start with the subjective mental states of the actors being studied. More

specifically, we interpret this to mean the verbal representations of these

states supplied by the entrepreneur in the course of empirical investigation.

As with Mises and Kirzner, a dynamically subjectivist approach to

entrepreneurial action focuses on the insight that the ends-means framework
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is selected by the entrepreneur. Dynamic subjectivism provides two additional

requirements for considering how the ends-means framework is actually

constructed. Firstly, any explanation of action must start with subjective

perceptions of the actor being studied, although the specifics of how these are

acquired is not articulated. PCP provides methods of acquiring the verbal

representations of entrepreneurs. The second aspect involves taking time

seriously (O'Drlscoll and Rizzo 1996: xiv). Dynamic subjectivism, or

'subjectivism in time' encompasses an understanding of time as a flow of

events (O'Driscoll and Rizzo :t996: xv). The flow of time comes about as a

movement between the remembered past, the present and the expected or

anticipated future. As such, it is consistent with our understanding of action as

an unfolding of events. lt is also consistent with the temporal quality of

contextualism. The act-in-context contains contributing experiences from the

past in addition to a directional input from the imagined future. A dynamic

understanding of time also emphasises the uncertainty inherent in human

action. The future is unknown and unknowable. The entrepreneur can only

anticipate the future; any action is therefore directed toward an imagined,

constructed future state of affairs.

1.2: Action and Constructivism

lncluding the proposition that any explanation of action must start with the

subjective perceptions of the actor being studied and the need to take time

seriously poses a number of questions. How are entrepreneurial anticipations

of the future arrived at? How can the entrepreneur move from knowledge of

the current state of the market to knowledge of future opportunities? How

does the past inform the present? How can we gain access to the subjective

perceptions of the entrepreneur? And we are still left with the question - how

is the ends-means framework constructed?

Returning to our Entrepreneurial Decision-making Cast (EDC), constructivism

provides one pathway to formulating meaningful responses to these

questions. Constructivism contributes an epistemological position as well as a

method of empirical investigation from which we can begin to understand the
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subjective perceptions of the entrepreneur and how "entrepreneurial

anticipations" are formed. As discussed in Chapter Five, constructivism is an

epistemology that assumes the world is constructed rather than simply given

or discovered. There is no single reality; people construct their own reality.

The constructivist position we have adopted within our EDC is based on

Personal Construct Psychology (PCP), Adopting an outlook constructed from

PCP, we maintain that the market process is complex and taken as a whole

is beyond human understanding. To make sense of this complexity, a person

takes a partial view of reality and represents this view through her own

construction of events. She builds a system of bipolar constructs based on

similarity and difference and arranges these into a hierarchical structure. The

system is never static; all constructs are subject to revision or replacement

depending on their effectiveness in anticipating the future. The process of

construct revision is equivalent to learning. A person's construct system is a

repository of what has been learnt - a store of knowledge. Changes to this

knowledge system represent a growth in knowledge. Understanding the

growth of knowledge from a PCP perspective means that the mind is active in

the construction of knowledge with the knower constructing her own

subjective reality.

Aspects of the Kirznerian entrepreneur have a distinctive PCP flavour. Kirzner

viewed the acting entrepreneur as working not only to envisage her future but

also to see it realised. Purposeful action is 'constructed against a given

envisaged future' (Kirzner 1985: 55). Choices are made in light of this

constructed future. While Kirzner argues that opportunities rather than

situations are noticed, we maintain that the entrepreneur constructs

opportunities from situations that are subjectively perceived. Perception

incorporates the various textures of contextualism, such as time, place and

the entrepreneur's construct systems.

A constructivist perspective differs from a Kirznerian approach by consistently

treating opportunities as constructed rather than merely discovered

phenomena. The opportunity is not independent of context. A set of

circumstances come together that may or may not be perceived as an
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opportunity for gain depending on the constructs of the individual actor. Using

a constructivist perspective it is more appropriate to suggest that the

entrepreneur is aware of situations and constructs opportunities for gain

through the Circumspection-Pre-emption-Control (CPC) phase of the

Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model (EDM). Alertness, rather than being a

'gift', is part of the construct system developed by the entrepreneur.

Personal construct psychology offers an approach complementing Austrian

dynamic subjectivism. lf we take time seriously we need to understand how

the past and future inform entrepreneurial action as it unfolds in the present.

PCP provides us with a theoretical approach explaining how action unfolds.

An entrepreneur's construct system is a store of past experiences; it guides

entrepreneurial action by informing anticipations of the future. The

entrepreneur anticipates opportunities for gain and based on these

anticipations constructs ends-means frameworks. PCP provides an empirical

approach that gives us access to the verbal representations of the subjective

process by which a person constructs opportunities and anticipates the future.

1.3: Action and the Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model

In Chapter Six above we outlined the type of empirical research required to

gain access to the construction of the ends-means framework. During the first

phase of the research, entrepreneurs told the "story" of how and why they

started their enterprise, One important theme to emerge was "doing the

entrepreneurial acf'. In their stories, entrepreneurs focused on action, on

'getting out there and doing it'. lf the construction of the ends-means process

were simply one of planning and reflection, then the entrepreneurs

interviewed would not consider action to be such an important aspect of

entrepreneurial behaviour. The second phase of the research used various

construct elicitation techniques to asceftain exactly what doing the

entrepreneurial act involved. One of the key constructs to emerge was making

things happen. Using this construct and based on other qualitative data
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obtained from the interviews, we created the following summary construct

ladder that describes doing the entrepreneurial act.161

Box 8.1: Construct Ladder for "Doino the Entrepreneurial Act"

Favoured Pole
Gain

u1I

Making things happen (change)

uf)

Alert to opportunity

UfI

Surveying the environment

Entrepreneurial action, which entrepreneurs describe as 'making things

happen', does not occur in a vacuum. lt is informed by subordinate constructs

such as alert to opportunity. lt suggests that entrepreneurs survey the

environment to find opportunities to act on so that things happen.

Nevertheless, this construct ladder only partially explains how the ends-

means framework is constructed. To develop a fuller explanation we returned

to the theoretical foundations of PCP. From this foundation we constructed the

Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model (EDM).

The EDM is introduced by the metaphor of entrepreneurial action and the

story we focus on is the decision-making process resulting in the construction

of the ends-means framework.162 We explore entrepreneurial action (the

construction of the ends-means framework) as a decision-making process

consisting of four phases - circumspection, pre-emption, control and

experience. Framing each of these phases is our constitutive metaphor of the

entrepreneurial act-in-context. We have explicitly included one strand of the

t6t Th" double pointed arrow indicates that we can move up and down the ladder. For example, why is

an entrepreneur alert to opportunity ? So she can make things happen. How does the entrepreneur make
things happen? She is alert to opportunity.
tut This approach is consistent with Chapter One above whereby economic practise prescribes that the
heuristic metaphor be developed in to a model.
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act-in-context in our model; informing the first phase of the decision-making

process is the construct ladder of "doing the entrepreneurial act".

Furthermore, it is important explicitly to identify the other aspects of

contextualism. The decision-making process takes place in a particular time

(spread) and place (environment), Case study illustrations highlight the

importance of 'circumstances of time and place'. ln the circumspection phase,

the entrepreneur casts around or surveys her world; for example she may

notice retail space for lease. Given her preference for the pole of alerl to

opportunity, the entrepreneur construes this as an opportunity for gain.

Opportunities arise because of the circumstances of time and place; they do

not exist as independent entities waiting to be discovered. The construction

process continues in the pre-emption and control phase. The entrepreneur

makes an active choice to select a construct that will make things happen.

In the experience phase the entrepreneur tests her anticipatory construct, The

EDM takes account of the suggestion that entrepreneurs adopt

methodological pluralism as a means of learning. Case studies provide

illustrations of entrepreneurs using different assessment methods depending

on the problem situation encountered.

As a point of departure, we would broaden the GKRP version of rationality

beyond learning from experience through trial and error. Such an

understanding of rationality does not describe adequately the decision-making

process. For example, the circumspection phase of the process cannot

necessarily be attributed to learning from experience. lnstead, it may be an

adventurous approach to a particular problem. ln the first case study, the

entrepreneur had no prior experience of owning and operating an enterprise.

Nonetheless, we would conclude that her decision to start an enterprise was

rational as well as adventurous.t63

tu' Our version of rational action does not necessitate that action has to be successtul to be rational.
Failure is not sufficient grounds for labelling an action as irrational or non-rational.
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The EDC requires an action-orientated form of rationality based on the

contextualist and constructive nature of entrepreneurial action.l6a Given the

constructivist nature of our cast, we would make one alteration to our earlier

definition of rational action. For our purposes, action is described as rational if

it is directed at achieving a constructed purpose and is the result of bounded,

conscious thought. This is obviously a different construct of rational action to

the neoclassical rational choice model of action that casts aside

entrepreneurial action. Neoclassical subjective expected utility theory is used

to maintain how individuals ought to behave; it is limited to rational

optimisation within a specified ends-means framework. Our version of

rationality can be ascribed to the action taken by entrepreneurs in specifying

the ends-means framework. PCP informs our understanding of bounded,

conscious thought.

There is one further aspect of contextualism remaining - the concept of

change. Change is difficult to represent in our two-dimensional presentation of

the EDM as it affects every aspect of the model. lt is endogenous in the

decision-making process and cannot be represented by a box labelled.

"change" that exists as an exogenous variable in respect of the EDM. Change

is inherent in the notion of entrepreneurial action as the unfolding of events,

and is also part of the construct system of the entrepreneur through the make

things happen construct. Notwithstanding the fact that our empirical work was

illustrative rather than definitive, we have explored change using the narrative

framework provided by the EDM. The various stages of the model provide a

narrative structure in which to place the stories of the ends-means framework,

and explore how the framework changes.

Throughout the decision-making process described by the EDM,

entrepreneurs continuously revise the ends and means first selected. Revision

occurs as a result of feedback from experience when the initial ends-means

framework is first implemented. Change in the allocation of resources is not

externally imposed by something exogenous to the market process. The EDM

l6n Singer (1999) uses the term 'action-orientated' to describe two types of rationality but makes no
reference to entrepreneurial action.
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etucidates the concept of entrepreneurial alertness and provides a means of

explaining endogenously produced change through the construction of the

ends-means f ramework. 1 65

Section Two: The Distinctive Aspect of Entrepreneurial
Behaviour
One of the potential strengths of the EDM is that it can be used to model any

type of decision-making.166 However, this strength is a potential limitation if

the distinctive aspects of entrepreneurial decision-making are not highlighted

by the EDM. From a contextualist perspective, action is purposeful; there is an

end, goal, purpose or desirable consequence. For action to be assessed as

successfulthe consequence, goal, end or purpose must be achieved. The

stated purpose of our model is to describe distinctive aspects of

entrepreneurial behaviour. Have we achieved this purpose? 167

What is distinctive about entrepreneurial action when compared to other

economic action? We have stated that the purpose of behaviour is to

anticipate the future and achieve a better state of affairs perceived by the

acting individual. Narrowing our focus to the market process, we have

constructed the purpose of behaviour as "gain". Table 8.3 provides a brief

description of action taken by the four traditional economic actors to achieve

gain.168

165 While we cannot say whether changes arising from entrepreneurial action will be market
equilibrating or disequilibrating (since these mechanistic metaphors are not part of our contextualist
cast), we can say that entrepreneurial action 'makes things happen' and brings about a change in the
way resources are allocated.

'uu From a PCP perspective, the model has a wide range of convenience.

'6t We use the term 'purpose' as this terminology is consistent with both contextualism and the notion
of purposeful human behaviour in the Austrian market process approach.

'ut Gain can be represented by various concepts including profit, wages, salary, consumption, power
and prestige.
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Table 8. 3: Economic Action

Economic Actor Action taken

Entrepreneur Specifying what and how

goods and services are

provided, i.e. specifying the

ends-means framework.

Producer Producing goods and

services within a specified

ends-means framework.

Labourer Supplying labour for the

production process.

Consumer Purchasing goods and

services for consumption.

The distinctive aspect of entrepreneurial behaviour we have focused on is the

specification of the ends-means framework. The decision-making process

describing the specification process is outlined by the EDM. The ends-means

framework is informed by the entrepreneur's construct system. The construct

ladder relevant to this task is summarised in Box 8.1 above. The entrepreneur

is alert to opportunities for gain; gain is achieved by the intermediate end of

'making things happen', by bringing about a change in resource allocation;

we have constructed this as specifying the ends-means framework. Could an

identical construct ladder be elicited from a producer, labourer or consumer?

For example, the consumer may be alert to opportunities for gain when

purchasing a specific product. She could survey the environment, select an

opportunity and then test her construction through the experience cycle.

However, what is the purpose of consumer action? lt is to achieve gain by

purchasing goods and services. Her decision-making process is directed

toward the intermediate end of purchasing. The constructs she initially tests in

the experience cycle are not directed toward specifying what goods and

services are provided for consumers, nor how they are provided. She cannot

bring about any direct change in the way resources are allocated by taking

consumer action; rather she wishes to purchase a product. We hypothesise
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that the construct ladder involved in "doing the consumer act" would differ

from that of "doing the entrepreneurial act". Suppose the product is not

available in a form the consumer desires. ln this scenario she has a number of

options; for example she could buy the product already offered, go without, or

supply the product herself. From within the experience cycle arises an

opportunity to take entrepreneurial action. This presents an interesting

situation - a consumer taking entrepreneurial action. And if this situation

arises for the consumer, could it not also arise for the producer or labourer?

Indeed, the case studies detailed in Chapter Seven above provide illustrations

of a consumer and producer taking entrepreneurial action. Should we then

descri be the actor as entrep reneu r-consu mer or entrep reneu r-prod ucer? 1 6s

Type-casting economic actors in the traditional roles of producer, labourer,

consumer and entrepreneur limits our understanding of the distinctive nature

and origins of entrepreneurial behaviour in the market process. Actors other

than the entrepreneur take entrepreneurial action. This possibility was

recognised by Mises. 'ln any real and living economy every actor is always an

entrepreneur'(Mises 1949: 253). While we would agree with the view that in

any real and living economy, every actor has the potentialto take

entrepreneurial action, we do not concur with Kirzner's interpretation of the

Misean statement in regard to the entrepreneurial decision-making process.

Man's entrepreneurial alertness operates at all times to place his

narrow pfanning activities within the broader framework of human

action. At the very same time as man is routinely calculating the

optimal allocation of given resources with respect to given competing

ends, he keeps an entrepreneurial ear cocked for anything that might

suggest that the available resources are different from what had been

assumed, or that perhaps a different array of goals might be worth

striving for. (Kirzner 1992: 161 , emphasis in original)

'6n For example, Ikeda (1994:25) uses the expression 'entrepreneur-producer' to describe an actor
who is alert to opportunities and uses particular resources in a production process.



The potential for entrepreneurial action is informed by the actor's construct

system. Based on our empirical research 'routinely calculating optimal

allocation' and 'entrepreneurial ear cocked'would have difficulty coexisting as

one pole of a construct. The actor may well have both as separate construct

poles, but would have to choose one pole as the best anticipatory base for

action.

The'entrepreneurial ear', or Kirznerian entrepreneurship, describes that

aspect of human action which is alert to opportunity for gain. Nevertheless,

simply stating that the entrepreneur is alert to opportunity and that the

purpose of entrepreneurial action is gain does not distinguish any unique,

entrepreneurial aspect. The action of a consumer who buys an elite model of

vehicle for a "bargain" could be labelled entrepreneurial. Alertness to

opportunity for gain is necessary but not sufficient to describe entrepreneurial

action. We must incorporate the construct of making things happen;

entrepreneurial action is about change in the allocation of resources arising

from alertness to opportunity for gain. More specifically, it is change that is

achieved through specifying what and how goods and services are provided.

We establish entrepreneurial action as the generic category for any change

effecting activity where "change" connotes specifying the ends-means

framework. This understanding of entrepreneurial action cuts across the

traditional categories of economic actors. Any actor in the market may

therefore take entrepreneurial action.

Altogether, what is distinctive about the EDM in respect of entrepreneurial

action is not the decision-making process itself. The model can be ascribed to

consumers, labourers or producers at the point where they take a particular

action. The distinctive aspect of entrepreneurial action is the pursuit of

change that guides the construction of an opportunity which by definition

necessitates transformation of the ends-means framework.
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Summary

This chapter brings together the various strands of our discussion on casting

the entrepreneur to form an Entrepreneurial Decision-making Cast (EDC).

The purpose of the EDC is to provide a detailed account of the entrepreneurial

decision-making process to highlight distinctive aspects of entrepreneurial

behaviour. Central to the cast is the choice of an heuristic metaphor. The

heuristic metaphor provides a starting point in revealing the details of the

story; for our purpose the story is the unfolding of the market process.

Entrepreneurial action in the form of the construction of the ends-means

framework brings about a change in the allocation of resources and enables

the market process to unfold. More specifically, we have defined our heuristic

metaphor of entrepreneurial action as the generic name for any change

effecting activity where "change" connotes specifying the ends-means

framework.

Given this starting point of entrepreneurial action, the metaphor requires

further elaboration. The EDM provides the detail of the entrepreneurial

decision-making process involved in entrepreneurial action. The first stage of

the decision-making process is informed by the construct ladder of "doing the

entrepreneurial act". This ladder informs the perception of the problem

situation that is encountered when the entrepreneur surveys the environment.

Opportunities for gain are constructed and action is taken lo 'make things

happen'- means are chosen and allocated to achieve the end as specified by

the constructed opportunity . The construction of the ends-means framework

is not a "once and for all" procedure. Rather, throughout ihe various stages of

the decision process as described by the EDM, the entrepreneur may amend

the framework or construct a new framework to take account of experiences in

the market.

Our understanding of entrepreneurial action transcends the traditional

textbook categories of economic actors. Type-casting the entrepreneur limits

our ability to understand the origins of entrepreneurial behaviour. Any actor in

the market may take entrepreneurial action. Focusing on entrepreneurial
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action has enabled us to develop a model of decision-making revealing some

of the detail in entrepreneurial behaviour and the model gives us access to

real case endogeneous changes in the market process.
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Chapter Nine: Epilogue

epilogue / 'epi,log / n: 1 . a concluding section of a literary or dramatic

work that comments on or summarises the main action or plot 2. a

speech or poem addressed to the audience by an actor at the end of a

playtto

Our purpose is to contribute to a theory of entrepreneurial behaviour that

focuses on the distinctive aspects of entrepreneurial decision-making in the

market process. To effect a contribution, we developed the Entrepreneurial

Decision-making Cast (EDC). Given the contextualist nature of our cast, we

conclude by assessing the adequacy of our contribution in relation to the

stated purpose. As general cues in this reflective comment we consider the

following questions: ls the EDC consistent with other approaches to

entrepreneurial behaviour? Does the EDC extend our understanding of

entrepreneu rial behaviou r?

We specify contextualism as the most suitable ontological perspective from

which to explore entrepreneurial behaviour. Based on this perspective we

have developed the constitutive metaphor of the entrepreneurial act-in-context

and the heuristic metaphor of entrepreneurial action. Table 9.1 below

compares our understanding of entrepreneurial action with that of three other

casts - the market process approach as explicated by the Kirznerian

entrepreneur, the Growth of Knowledge Research Programme (GKRP) and

the neoclassical approach.

'to The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary 1973:670. Chapter Nine satisfies both definitions. It is a
concluding section that briefly summarises "entrepreneurial action". It is also a ' speech' directed
toward the audience (the reader) by an actor (the author).
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As we began this work with the assertion that neoclassical economics has

cast off the entrepreneur, it is no surprise that the EDC has no external

consistency with neoclassical economics. Entrepreneurial behaviour is

marginalised in the neoclassical approach. Action is limited by the optimising

conception of rationality which is defined as logical deduction from explicit

premises. A neoclassical understanding of the decision-making process

complies with this normative view. Entrepreneurial action requires a much

broader approach to understand where the "explicit premises", the ends-

means framework, comes from. The EDC defines rational action as the

outcome of bounded, conscious thought directed at achieving a constructed

purpose. This definition prompts us to ask what is the purpose of

entrepreneurial action? The market process approach offers a fruitful avenue

from which to consider this question.

Alertness to opportunity for gain defines the distinctive role of the Kianerian

entrepreneur role in the market process. Opportunities have an objective

existence; created by changes in exogenous data they wait to be discovered

by alert entrepreneurs. Kirzner does not explain how opportunities are

discovered except to say that alertness is a gift and there exists a tendency

for opportunities to be discovered and grasped. Nor does this theory detail

how alertness to opportunity informs the specification of the ends-means

framework.

At this point, the challenge taken up by the EDC is brought into sharper

focus. Drawing on literature from Personal Construct Psychology, the EDC

extends the Kirznerian understanding of alertness beyond the concept of a

gift. Informed by illustrative empirical research and the theoretical foundations

of PCP, we maintain that opportunities are not discovered. Rather, the

entrepreneur subjectively construes an opportunity for gain based on her store

of knowledge as represented by her construct system, and the circumstances

of time and place. The EDM constructs a decision-making process that begins

with the construct ladder of "doing the entrepreneurial act". The entrepreneur

surveys the environment thereby constructing an opportunity for gain. Her

understanding of how gain is achieved is informed by the make things happen



level of the construct ladder. She then tests her construct of an opportunity

through experience.

Here the EDM overlaps the Growth of Knowledge Research Programme

(GKRP) and Harper's theory of endogenous change. While the discovery of

an opportunity is outside the purview of Harper's theory, his entrepreneur

learns from experience. Initially, Harper asserted that sophisticated

falsificationism represented the best method of entrepreneurial learning. This

assertion was subsequently amended by the suggestion that the entrepreneur

chooses the method best suited to the problem situation. Entrepreneurs adopt

methodological pluralism as a means of assessing constructed opportunities.

ln light of their assessment they may then revise the construct. As the

entrepreneur's construct system represents a store of knowledge, any change

in that knowledge, that is any revision of the construct, represents learning.

Such learning, either through maintaining or revising the construction of

opportunity, brings about changes in resource allocation. More specifically,

the construction of the ends-means framework, as explicated by the

Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model (EDM), illustrates how endogenous

change can occur in the market process.

The purpose of entrepreneurial action is to achieve gain through change.

What is distinctive about this action is "change" as the means through which

this purpose of gain is achieved. Entrepreneurial action is any change

effecting activity where "change" connotes specifying the ends-means

framework. The entrepreneur specifies what goods and services are available

and how these are to be provided: the entrepreneur constructs the ends-

means framework.

This conception of entrepreneurial action provides a useful insight:

entrepreneurial action is not limited to the traditional type-cast role of the

entrepreneur. The entrepreneurial act-in-context is an incident in the plot of

the market process drama and is the result of taking entrepreneurial action.

The EDC described this as entrepreneurial action. The unfolding of the

entrepreneurial act in the market process arises from entrepreneurial action
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taken by any of the four traditional categories of economic actor. Thus, while

the EDC casts the entrepreneur in a leading role in the market process, we

must be careful in precisely how we cast the role. We must bear in mind that

any economic actor has the potential to take up the role and that

entrepreneurial action is immanent to the market conceived as a process.

Potential developments of the EDM will arise from exploring entrepreneurial

action in a wider variety of contexts. Our empirical inquiry explored "how and

why did you start your enterprise?". While establishing an enterprise

represents a significant change in resource allocation, other critical incidents

in enterprise development are worth exploring in relation to entrepreneurial

action. For example, research might focus on product or service innovation,

technology transfer or export development. Enterprises within specific

industries could be observed for a period of time. Research could then focus

on entrepreneurial action taken by producers or labourers working within the

selected enterprises. Other research methods such as participant observation

could supplement construct elicitation as a means of carrying out empirical

investigation. Such investigation would elaborate and extend the EDM.

Further elaboration of the heuristic metaphor could also prove fruitful. From a

contextualist perspective all action takes place in context. Exploring the

consumer act-in-context or the producer-act-in-context might provide new

insights into the market process. For example, what constructs would form the

construct ladder of "doing the consumer act" or "doing the producer act" ?

How are consumer action and producer action defined within a contextualist

cast? Answering such questions incorporates real world activity into our

theoretical cast and extends our understanding of the market process.

In summary, contained within the EDC are some modest contributions to

literature on entrepreneurial behaviour. We have specified contextualism as

the most suitable ontological perspective from which to explore

entrepreneurial behaviour. Based on this perspective, we have developed the

constitutive metaphor of the entrepreneurial act-in-context and the heuristic

metaphor of entrepreneurial action. These metaphors introduce and guide the
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development of our se.cond aontribution, a mgdel of entl'epreneurial decision-

making (EDM), The EDM draws.out the d$mensions of entreprer'eurial action;
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Appendices

Appendix One: Details of Participant Selection

A number of issues were considered in the selection of participants and in the

general development of the empirical research process. These included the

following:

1) How many enlrepreneurs should be included?

It was decided that interviews with a minimum of twenty entrepreneurs would

provide a useful empirical base. The purpose of the research was not to find a

'statistically significant sample' but rather to provide illustrations of the

decision-making process of entrepreneurs. Thirty entrepreneurs were selected

and interviewed.rTl Participants were found primarily through the WISE

women network. The willingness of the entrepreneur to participate also

needed to be considered. While other selection criteria may indicate that an

entrepreneur would be suitable, if she is reluctant to be interviewed then it

would be inappropriate to include her in the sample. Only one of the

participants contacted did not want to be interviewed as she was in the

process of major changes to her enterprise.

2) Who would conduct the interviews?

The author of the thesis conducted all interviews. Enterprise experience is a

useful factor in building rapport with the entrepreneur. Unfortunately the wider

community can perceive academics as isolated in an ivory tower and 'out of

touch with the real world'. This seems to be particularly the case with the

business community. While the use of another researcher or a team of

interviewers could have been possible, the author had both the academic

qualifications and enterprise experience to establish a good working

relationship with the participants and to carry out the interviews. The following

l7l Twenty-four participants were interviewed a second time. Various reasons contributed to the

withdrawal of six participants including illness, closure of enterprise and enterprise commitments



is a summary of the introduction that was provided to possible research

participants:

'l am currently working towards my PhD in economics researching the

area of entrepreneurship. I was encouraged to do this for several

reasons. From a practical viewpoint I ran a small enterprise making

calendars and was fascinated with the way small enterprises operate in

the New Zealand setting. Before that I worked in Malawi as a small

enterprise advisor working at a village level with people who were

establishing and running enterprises in the harshest of economic

environments. I also worked in London as an investment analyst after

completing my Masters degree in Economics.'

This introduction was very useful in establishing a practical base to the work I

was doing and indicated to the participants that the author was interested in

the practical aspects of their work and would not spend the whole time 'navel

gazing'. lt established links in terms of i) experience in running a enterprise; ii)

interest and common ground about working in Africa as several of the women

had traveled in developing countries iii) enterprise experience as an analyst

and iv) academic credibility through the completion of a MA. In addition it was

the authors' research project and she would be deciding what issues would

need further elaboration in the second interview. lt was important to have a

detailed knowledge about the data from the first interview and the best way of

achieving this was for the author to conduct the interviews herself .

Another point of concern for the women was the issue of confidentiality. I

applied for and received ethics approvalfrom the University of Auckland. The

participants and author signed agreements about confidentiality and other

research-related issues. Every participant was very positive about my

research with several commenting that 'it was good to see you academics

doing something real!'.
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3) Where should the interviews take place?

All of the interviews were conducted either at the work premises of the

participant or in a location chosen by her. The work location was encouraged

as a venue for two reasons: first, it was generally easier for the participant,

involving less time away from her enterprise; second, it afforded the author

the opportunity to physically see the location of the enterprise.

4) Should the research focus on any particular sector?

The focus of the research was on the decision-making behaviour of the

entrepreneur rather than the decision-making behaviour of the retailer or

wholesaler etc. A cross section of participants was sought with the final mix

being

12 retailers, 2 wholesalers, and 16 involved in the service sector.

5) What geographical location should the participants come from?

Due to various time and financial constraints geographical location was limited

to enterprises in the Greater Auckland area, extending as far south as

Pukekohe and as far North as Whangaparoa.
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Appendix Two: Pafiicipant Mind Map
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G lossary of Abbreviations

CPC Circumspection-Pre-emption- Control

DQ Duhem Quine

EDC Entrepreneurial Decision-making Cast

EDM Entrepreneurial Decision-making Model

ELMI Entrepreneur Learning Melhodology Inventory

GKRP Growth of Knowledge Research Programme

GK Growth of Knowledge

LSA Learning Style Analysis

PCP Personal Construct Psychology

SF Sophisticated Falsificationist

SFE Sophisticated Falsificationist Entrepreneur

WSA Working Style Analysis
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